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PRIVACY AND CIVIL LIBERTIES IN THE 
HANDS OF THE GOVERNMENT POST-SEP- 
TEMBER 11, 2001: RECOMMENDATIONS OF 
THE 9/11 COMMISSION AND THE U.S. DE- 
PARTMENT OF DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY AND 
PRD7ACY ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

FRIDAY, AUGUST 20, 2004 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCIAL 

AND ADMINISTRATIVE LAW, 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington, DC. 
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:06 a.m., in Room 

2141, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Chris Cannon [Chair- 
man of the Subcommittee on Commercial and Administrative Lawl 
presiding. 

Mr. CANNON. The Subcommittee will come to order. I want to 
thank you all for joining us, especially our panel. 

Today, before we formally start our proceedings, Chairman 
Chabot and I wanted to sincerely thank and recognize our col- 
leagues on both Subcommittees and on both sides of the aisle for 
taking time out of their really busy schedules•for me, it was dif- 
ficult, but I know that it was for everyone else•so as to attend the 
hearing this morning. 

As many of you know, August is typically when Members of Con- 
gress return to their districts to catch up on constituent matters 
and spend time with their families. Wait a minute, do you guys 
have families? It is a time when we call it our home district work 
period. We want to thank everyone for coming out. 

In these extraordinary times, we have to undertake extraor- 
dinary measures to deal with certain pressing issues. It also goes 
without saying that we express our sincere gratitude to our es- 
teemed witnesses, each of whom reflects the greatest hallmarks of 
public service. We appreciate your contributions to our delibera- 
tions today. 

The title of today's hearing, "Oversight Hearing on Privacy and 
Civil Liberties in the Hands of the Government Post-September 11, 
2001: Recommendations of the 9/11 Commission and the U.S. De- 
partment of Defense Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee", 
which we will refer to as "TAPAC", clearly explains why we are 
here. 

(1) 



As many of you know, the 9/11 Commission filed its final report 
last month. What some of you may not know, however, is that the 
report includes several recommendations intended to protect our 
citizens' privacy and civil liberties. In addition, it recommends that 
the Federal Government set standards for the issuance of birth cer- 
tificates and sources of identification such as driver's licenses to 
promote secure identification information. 

While most media headlines have emphasized the Commission's 
antiterrorism proposals, I believe the privacy and civil liberties rec- 
ommendations are among those most critical to our Nation's future 
and which will form part of the focus of our hearing. 

Today's proceedings will also focus on certain recommendations 
the TAPAC Committee made regarding safeguarding informational 
privacy. By way of background, TAPAC was established by Sec- 
retary Rumsfeld as an independent, bipartisan committee to exam- 
ine the privacy ramifications presented by data mining activities by 
the Defense Department. I think we all agree that Secretary Rums- 
feld is to be commended for taking this initiative and for ensuring 
that TAPAC's membership included some of our Nation's most re- 
spected experts in the fields of constitutional and privacy law. I am 
informed that among the many luminaries who testified before 
TAPAC was our colleague from New York, Mr. Nadler. Thank you. 

Advances in technology have increasingly facilitated the collec- 
tion and dissemination of personally identifiable information, but 
have also correspondingly increased the potential for misuse of 
such information. As the recently renamed Government Account- 
ability Office observed, these advances bring substantial Federal 
information benefits, as well as increasing responsibilities and con- 
cerns. 

Interestingly, TAPAC over the course of its deliberations deter- 
mined that as the Defense Department was not alone in its conduct 
of data mining activities, it was necessary for it to address this 
issue through a series of Government-wide recommendations. The 
purpose of today's hearing is to examine the validity of these rec- 
ommendations and those of the 9/11 Commission that relate to pri- 
vacy and civil liberties and to determine whether they warrant a 
legislative response. 

We would especially appreciate any guidance from our witnesses 
about how the Congress, in crafting such legislation, can best pro- 
tect our citizens' privacy without compromising legitimate law en- 
forcement and terrorism detection efforts. 

As our witnesses know, it has been 30 years since the Privacy 
Commission was established as part of the Privacy Act of 1974. I 
would be interested in having our witnesses comment on whether 
now is the time to reestablish a privacy commission that would 
specifically focus on Government privacy issues, especially given all 
the technological developments that have occurred since the Com- 
mission filed its final report in 1977 and the current state of our 
Nation's security concerns. 

I should also note that both my Subcommittee, the Subcommittee 
on Commercial and Administrative Law, and Chairman Chabot's 
Subcommittee, the Constitution Subcommittee, have played a 
major role with respect to protecting personal privacy and civil lib- 
erties in this era of heightened security under the leadership and 
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guidance of Mr. Sensenbrenner, the Chairman of the full Judiciary 
Committee. 

As both the 9/11 Commission Report and the TAP AC concluded, 
it is no easy task to balance the competing goals of keeping our Na- 
tion secure and protecting the privacy rights of our Nation's citi- 
zens. I believe that our respective Subcommittees of the Judiciary 
Committee are uniquely and best suited to study and resolve these 
issues. 

Our accomplishments, to date, include the establishment of the 
first statutorily-created privacy office in a Federal agency, namely 
the Department of Homeland Security. We have also spearheaded 
the creation of a similar office in the Justice Department, which is 
contained in the legislation now pending in the Senate. In addition, 
both my Subcommittee and the Constitution Subcommittee have 
considered and supported legislation requiring a Federal agency to 
prepare a privacy impact analysis for proposed and final rules, and 
to include this analysis in the notice of public comment issued in 
conjunction with the publication of such rules. 

I will conclude my opening remarks with a quote from one of our 
Founding Fathers. As I think you will agree, Mr. Hamilton's obser- 
vations and warnings•and here we are dealing with the earlier 
Mr. Hamilton•are as meaningful today as they were when he 
wrote them more than 200 years ago. "Safety from external danger 
is the most powerful director of national conduct. Even the ardent 
love of liberty will, after a time, give way to its dictates. The vio- 
lent destruction of life and property incident to war, the continual 
effort and alarm attendant on a state of continual danger, will com- 
pel nations the most attached to liberty to resort for repose and se- 
curity to institutions which have a tendency to destroy their civil 
and political rights. To be more safe, they at length become willing 
to run the risk of being less free." 

I will now turn to my colleague, Mr. Watt, the distinguished 
Ranking Member of my Subcommittee and ask him if he has any 
opening remarks. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Cannon follows in the Appendix] 
Mr. WATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank the Chairman of 

this Committee and the Chairman of the Constitution Sub- 
committee for deciding to have a hearing on the issues involved 
today and to do it jointly so that we do not end up duplicating ef- 
forts and pulling in different directions possibly. 

I would like to start really by expressing thanks to the witnesses 
for being here today. And by expressing a special thanks to Lee 
Hamilton and Slade Gordon, the members of the Commission, for 
the outstanding job that they did under some very, very, very dif- 
ficult circumstances; and getting through the process without any 
appearance of partisanship, and being single-focused on the issue 
at hand, which was protecting American citizens and others from 
terrorism. 

Who knows where the recommendations of the Commission will 
go? And it is hard to even contemplate where they may go legisla- 
tively or administratively. But the thing that I think is most impor- 
tant is that before they go anywhere, we understand exactly what 
the recommendations are and have a better understanding of all of 
the implications of the recommendations. 



I sense that several Committees have headed off in the direction 
of dealing only with the security side of the balance that must be 
struck. And I think it is our obligation in this Committee not only 
to look at the security side, but to be ever cognizant of the privacy 
implications and the personal liberty implications of what is being 
done. And the only way we can do that is to really have hearings 
about what is being proposed and what we should be imple- 
menting. 

I am extremely encouraged that the Commission recognize this 
delicate balance itself in its recommendations, making three spe- 
cific recommendations pertaining to the protection of civil liberties. 
First, the report calls for the President to "safeguard the privacy 
of individuals about whom information is shared among intel- 
ligence and investigation agencies." 

Second, the report requires that in order to retain a particular 
governmental power, the executive first demonstrate that the 
"power actually materially enhances security," and that adequate 
oversight exist "to ensure protection of civil liberties." so it is very 
apparent that the Commission is already wrestling with what the 
appropriate balance should be between safeguarding our citizens by 
protecting them from terrorism and, on the other hand, safe- 
guarding our citizens by protecting them against overstepping by 
governmental agencies who say that they have our interests at 
heart. 

So that is a very delicate balance which I think this hearing can 
only enlighten the American public on and enlighten the Members 
of this Committee on as we move forward, and enlighten our col- 
leagues in the broader House and Senate as we move forward. 

Finally, the report recommends the creation of a board within 
the executive branch to oversee adherence to the guidelines, and it 
recommends the commitment the Government makes to defend 
civil liberties. So that board is again supposed to walk that delicate 
balance between adhering to the guidelines and recommending a 
commitment to defend civil liberties. And I think that is absolutely 
critical as we move forward. 

So I am delighted that the Chairman has convened this hearing 
for the purpose of discussing, and I hope nobody takes this as any 
indication that we in this Committee are not as committed to the 
defense of our citizens from terrorism, rather that they take it as 
an equal commitment that we understand the historical impera- 
tive, the constitutional imperative of also safeguarding the security 
and individual rights and privacy of citizens as we authorize the 
Government to take the actions that are necessary to safeguard us 
against terrorism. 

That is going to be a very, very delicate balance to walk. And if 
we are going to do it, this is the place to start, right here in the 
Committee on the Judiciary, in the Constitution Subcommittee, in 
the Commerce and Administrative Law Subcommittee where it is 
our responsibility to look at these issues and make some very dif- 
ficult choices. 

I thank the Chairman and the members of the Commission and 
our other witnesses for being here to enlighten us on where that 
delicate balance should be. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 



Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Watt. 
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Watt and I have, on occasion, disagreed very 

sharply, and by "sharply," meaning he has a very sharp mind and 
it is hard to disagree with him. 

On the other hand, there are many issues where we do not dis- 
agree at all and this is one of those areas where we have difficult 
issues and we may differ on some points, but we will come up with, 
I hope, some thoughtful resolutions. So I want to thank the minor- 
ity Ranking Member. 

I would also like to thank Mr. Chabot for being here today and 
his Ranking Member, Mr. Nadler. 

Mr. Chabot, would you like to make a statement? 
Mr. CHABOT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I first of all want to 

thank you for holding this hearing, as well as Mr. Watt, Mr. Nad- 
ler, the Ranking Member on the Subcommittee that I have the 
good fortune to chair; and I want to thank all of my Committee 
Members who are in attendance today. And I want to offer a spe- 
cial welcome to all of the witnesses, but especially the Honorable 
Congressman Hamilton whose district in Indiana abutted mine in 
the southwest corner of Ohio, in the time that I have been in Con- 
gress, for a number of years. 

Lee was also the Chairman of the Committee on International 
Relations and served for many years with distinction. When my 
party took over in 1994, he was the Ranking Member for the time 
that I served here, but nonetheless he served with great distinc- 
tion. He was really a role model for many of us, especially in the 
area of international affairs. So I want to thank him for his leader- 
ship in that respect. 

Also, Senator Gorton, who served the people of Washington for 
so many years so well. I want to thank all of the witnesses for 
being here today. 

I want to thank especially Senator Gorton and Senator Hamilton 
for the last 20 months that they have served on the 9/11 Commis- 
sion. Our Nation owes you a great debt of gratitude for your work, 
and I am confident that we will all benefit from your expertise here 
this morning and in the future as we implement all or most of the 
recommendations that you have made. 

As we know far too well, September 11 changed our world. It 
changed the way in which we must deal with terrorism and the 
way in which we as a country must protect ourselves. Since that 
tragic day, Congress and the Administration have taken steps to 
help better protect our Nation at home and abroad. Through pas- 
sage of the PATRIOT Act and the creation of the Department of 
Homeland Security, we have provided law enforcement with en- 
hanced investigative tools and improved our ability to coordinate 
abilities designed to protect against the future threat of terrorism. 
And make no mistake, that threat continues to face our Nation. 

Through the heroic actions of the brave men and women serving 
in our Armed Forces, we have also pursued the terrorists and those 
who assist them in places like Afghanistan and Iraq. Yet these ac- 
tions are not enough to guarantee our Nation's security or freedom. 
This can only be accomplished through continued vigilance and 
willingness to challenge conventional wisdom. We must continue to 
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improve our intelligence capability, strengthen our defenses and al- 
ways be a step ahead of our enemies. 

To help accomplish these critical goals, it is imperative that Con- 
gress provide a comprehensive and expeditious review of the 9/11 
Commission recommendations and then move forward with initia- 
tives that will further improve our ability to combat terrorism and 
defend our citizens. 

As the Commission notes, we must also be mindful of the protec- 
tions afforded by our Constitution and our need to guard those pro- 
tections as we work to better protect our country. Ignoring impor- 
tant civil liberties will not only erode our freedoms, but will under- 
mine efforts to increase our security. These challenges are not new, 
and our two Subcommittees have been extensively involved in 
these issues over the last couple of years. 

In the PATRIOT Act, for example, we worked to include protec- 
tive measures such as a sunset provision to strengthen congres- 
sional oversight. When authorizing the Department of Homeland 
Security, a privacy officer position was established to examine the 
implications of the agency's rules and regulations on privacy and 
to address any issues that may result. 

I look forward, as I know the other Members do, to discussing 
the Commission's recommendations with our witnesses today in de- 
termining what Congress can do to better protect the privacy of our 
citizens. I particularly look forward to hearing from our panel their 
views on the Federal Agency Privacy Protection Act of 2004, which 
passed the House during the 107th Congress and was recently 
voted out of the full Judiciary Committee. It was back on, I believe, 
July 7. 

I believe that this, which was formerly known as the Defense of 
Privacy Act, would require Federal agencies to publish privacy im- 
pact analyses when promulgating rules and regulations. I believe 
it would be an effective step forward in our efforts to protect our 
country and our privacy rights. 

As we move forward, it is important to remember that having ef- 
fective antiterrorism measures does not necessarily compromise the 
protections afforded by our Constitution, as one is not the enemy 
of the other. The enemy is terrorism. 

I yield back my time and thank the Chairman once again for 
holding this hearing. 

Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for that 
opening statement. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Chabot follows in the Appendix] 
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Nadler, would you like to make an opening 

statement? 
Mr. NADLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman, given 

the importance of this matter and the fact that nearly 3 years have 
elapsed since the attacks of September 11, I am pleased that we 
have returned to consider the recommendations of the 9/11 Com- 
mission now without waiting, as some have suggested, until next 
year. 

I want to welcome our former colleagues Representative Ham- 
ilton and Senator Gorton and to thank them for the important 
work they and their colleagues have done. 



I am also pleased that we have Secretary Marsh here today. The 
issues that gave rise to the Secretary's Technology and Privacy Ad- 
visory Committee are also implicated in the Committee's rec- 
ommendation, so it is important that we have the benefit of our 
work. 

Finally, I want to welcome back Ms. O'Connor Kelly. The 9/11 
Commission has recommended in somewhat general terms that we 
set up a civil liberties oversight board. The TAP AC commission has 
similarly recommended that the Secretary of Defense create a pol- 
icy level privacy officer. Congress will have to work out the details. 

I hope that your experience as the privacy officer of the Depart- 
ment of Homeland Security can shed some light on how we might 
ensure the independence and effectiveness of the offices created 
pursuant to these recommendations. 

The need to improve capabilities and coordination within the in- 
telligence and law enforcement communities was all too well dem- 
onstrated on September 11. Thousands of innocent citizens who did 
nothing more than board an aircraft or go to work were 
barbarically slaughtered. We ignored our Nation's peril, the lesson 
we can draw from the intelligence failures leading up to those 
crimes and from other recent intelligence fiascoes. 

At the same time, increased Government powers carry with them 
increased threats to the rights of all citizens. We expect our Gov- 
ernment to keep it safe, but we are also a nation with a healthy 
mistrust of unfettered governmental power. 

Our whole system of Government combines limited powers with 
checks and balances that must maintained. Rights sacrificed at a 
time of emergency are often lost forever. Actions taken in the heat 
of the moment are often a source of shame and regret to later gen- 
erations. So our job is to strike an appropriate and workable bal- 
ance. 

That is not easy. As the members of the Commission have noted 
in their report, "While protecting our homeland, Americans should 
be mindful of threats to vital personal and civil liberties. This bal- 
ancing is no easy task, but we must constantly strive to keep it 
right. This shift of power and authority to the Government calls for 
an enhanced systems of checks and balances to protect the precious 
liberties that are vital to our way of life." 

A little further on the Commission notes, it talks in general 
terms about the provision of the PATRIOT Act and some of the 
beneficial provisions of the PATRIOT Act, and then it says, "Be- 
cause of concerns regarding the shifting balance of power to the 
Government, we think that a full and informed debate on the PA- 
TRIOT Act would be healthy." The Commission then makes three 
general recommendations for specific measures to balance civil lib- 
erties and national security. 

Mr. Justice Marshall in a noted decision of the Supreme Court 
200 years ago in Marbury v. Madison, a decision that has been 
somewhat criticized by one Member of this Committee, noted, and 
I am paraphrasing here because I do not have the exact quote be- 
fore me, "It is emphatically the province of the judiciary to say 
what the law is." 

And that is true. It is emphatically the province of the Judiciary 
Committee to begin the process of having Congress strike the prop- 
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er balance between national security, homeland security, and pro- 
tection of our civil liberties. That is our job. 

I appreciate the beginning guidance that the Commission has 
given us and recommended that we strike that balance, but we 
have to determine how to strike that balance. And I am glad and 
I appreciate the Chairman calling this hearing as a beginning of 
that process so we can carefully consider all of the things we have 
to consider to strike that balance, and with all deliberate speed, 
enact legislation to do that. 

So I am glad we are having this hearing and I thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CANNON. I thank the gentleman. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nadler follows in the Appendix] 
Mr. CANNON. I would like to just point out to my co-Chair of this 

hearing, Mr. Chabot, Ranking Member Watt, and Ranking Member 
Nadler, we have worked together on issues not unlike this for some 
period of time, including the PATRIOT Act and other issues. And 
there is a genuine, I believe, feeling for doing the right thing here, 
and I hope that that will result in legislation in an area that is 
very, very difficult and improve that legislation. 

Without objection, the gentlemen's entire statements will be 
placed in the record. Also, without objection, all Members may 
place their statements in the record at this point. Any objection? 

Hearing none, so ordered. 
Without objection, the Chair will be authorized to declare re- 

cesses of the hearing at any point. Hearing none, so ordered. 
I ask unanimous consent that Members have 5 legislative days 

to submit written statements for inclusion in today's hearing 
record. Without objection, so ordered. 

Mr. CANNON. NOW I am pleased to introduce our witnesses for to- 
day's hearing. Our first witness is Lee Hamilton, who is Vice Chair 
of the 9/11 Commission. Former Congressman Hamilton currently 
is President and Director of the Woodrow Wilson International 
Center For Scholars. Before undertaking these responsibilities at 
the Center in 1999, Congressman Hamilton served for 34 years in 
the House, representing Indiana's Ninth District. During his ten- 
ure, he served as Chairman and Ranking Member of the fore- 
runner of the House Committee on International Relations and 
served on the Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the 
Select Committee To Investigate Covert Arms Transactions with 
Iran. 

After his tenure in Congress, he served on the Commission on 
National Security in the 21st Century, also known as the Hart- 
Rudman Commission, and was co-Chair with former Senator How- 
ard Baker of the Baker-Hamilton Commission to investigate cer- 
tain security issues at Los Alamos. He is currently a member of the 
President's Homeland Security Advisory Council. 

Mr. Hamilton is a graduate of DePauw University and Indiana 
University Law School, as well as the recipient of numerous hon- 
orary degrees and national awards for public service. And I hope 
I have said privately to Mr. Hamilton what I would like to say now 
and that is that when I came to Congress I looked around at the 
various Members of Congress to decide who I wanted to model, he 
was very clearly one of the people who I think did a remarkably 
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good job in a complex institution; and he has been an explicit 
model in my life in my office. 

I welcome you back, Mr. Hamilton. 
Our second witness is former Senator Slade Gorton who also ap- 

pears on behalf of the 9/11 Commission. Senator Gorton is cur- 
rently of counsel at Preston, Gates & Ellis. Prior to joining the 
firm, he represented Washington State in the United States Senate 
for 18 years, from 1982 to 2000. While in the Senate, Mr. Gorton 
served on the Appropriations, Budget, Commerce, Science and 
Transportation, and Energy and Natural Resources Committees. 
He also chaired the Interior Appropriations Subcommittee, and was 
a member of the Republican Leadership as Counsel to the Majority 
Leader. 

Senator Gorton began his political career in 1958 as a Wash- 
ington State representative and then went on to serve as the State 
house majority leader. In 1968, he was elected Attorney General for 
the State of Washington where he argued 14 cases before the 
United States Supreme Court. Mr. Gorton also served on the Presi- 
dent's Consumer Advisory Council, as well as on many other Fed- 
eral and State commissions. Most recently, Senator Gorton served 
on the National Commission on Federal Election Reform. 

Senator Gorton received his undergraduate degree from Dart- 
mouth College and his law degree from Columbia University. 

We welcome you back and appreciate your service in the Senate 
where we had some very pleasant interactions over a period of 
time. 

Our third witness is John Marsh, who appears today on behalf 
of TAPAC. Secretary Marsh, like his fellow witnesses, has served 
our Nation in a number of distinguished ways, I might just say a 
very different and a remarkable history of service, most promi- 
nently as Secretary of the Army and as the representative of Vir- 
ginia's Seventh Congressional District. After an exemplary period 
of service with the U.S. Army, Secretary Marsh received his law 
degree in 1951 from Washington and Lee University and began his 
practice of law in Strasburg, VA. Thereafter, he was elected to four 
terms of Congress from the Seventh District of Virginia and served 
on the House Appropriations Committee. 

After choosing not to seek a fifth term, Secretary Marsh resumed 
the practice of law. In 1973, however, he returned to Federal serv- 
ice as Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs. The 
following year, he became the Assistant for National Security Af- 
fairs to Vice President Ford, and in August 1974 became Coun- 
selor, with Cabinet rank, to President Ford. He chaired the Presi- 
dential Committee for the Reorganization of the U.S. Intelligence 
Community from 1975 to 1976. 

Later sworn in as Secretary of the Army in 1981, Secretary 
Marsh served until 1989 achieving a tenure that was the longest 
of any Secretary of the Army or Secretary of War in American his- 
tory. During 1988, he served concurrently as Assistant Secretary of 
Defense for Special Operations and Low Intensity Conflict. 

Secretary Marsh has been awarded numerous honors and decora- 
tions. He is currently a Distinguished Professor of Law at George 
Mason University concentrating on cyberterrorism and national se- 
curity law. He is also a member of the Special Congressional Panel 
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on Terrorism to assess Federal, State and local response to weap- 
ons of mass destruction, known as the Gilmore Commission. 

Our final witness is Nuala O'Connor Kelly, the Chief Privacy Of- 
ficer at the Department of Homeland Security. We welcome you 
back. 

As many of you know, Ms. O'Connor Kelly testified earlier this 
year as part of my Subcommittee's continuing oversight of her of- 
fice. Ms. O'Connor Kelly is especially commended for participating 
in today's hearing as she is currently on maternity leave and hav- 
ing difficulty getting enough sleep. So we will send someone out for 
a coffee or a Coke if you need that at some point. 

As I previously noted in my remarks, my Subcommittee with the 
support of our Chairman, Mr. Sensenbrenner, played a major role 
in establishing Ms. O'Connor Kelly's office at the Department of 
Homeland Security. The legislation creating her office not only 
mandated the appointment of a privacy officer, but specified the of- 
ficer's responsibilities. 

One of the principal responsibilities of the DHS privacy officer, 
as set out by statute, is the duty to assure that the use of tech- 
nologies sustain and do not erode privacy protections relating to 
the use, collection and disclosure of personal information. In addi- 
tion, the privacy officer must assure that personal information is 
handled in full compliance with the Privacy Act and assess privacy 
impacts with the Department's proposed rules. 

Pursuant to this legislation, DHS Secretary Tom Ridge last year 
appointed Ms. O'Connor Kelly to serve as the Department's Chief 
Privacy Officer. Since her appointment, Ms. O'Connor Kelly has 
played a key role in various terrorist detection initiatives under- 
taken by DHS. Prior to her current appointment, she served as the 
Chief Privacy Officer at the Commerce Department. 

Before entering public service, Ms. O'Connor Kelly was the Vice 
President for Data Protection and the Chief Privacy Officer for 
DoubleClick, an online media services company that made great 
headlines just prior to her taking that position. 

In that capacity, Ms. O'Connor Kelly established the company's 
first data protection department responsible for instituting privacy 
protection policies and procedures for DoubleClick, its clients and 
partners. 

Ms. O'Connor Kelly received her undergraduate degree from 
Princeton University, a Master's degree in Education from Harvard 
University and a law degree from Georgetown University Law Cen- 
ter. 

I extend my warm regards and appreciate your willingness to 
participate in today's hearing. In light of the fact that your written 
statements will be included in the hearing record, I request that 
you limit your oral remarks to 5 minutes. Accordingly, please feel 
free to summarize or highlight the salient points of your testimony. 

You will note that we have a lighting system. I think you are all 
familiar with it. It starts at green; when 4 minutes have passed, 
it turns yellow, and then it turns red at 1 minute. We do not want 
to cut off your thinking. In fact, I would like to say this is undoubt- 
edly the most prestigious panel I will ever•we have had two jus- 
tices from the Supreme Court recently testifying on the Adminis- 
trative Conference of the United States, Justices Scalia and Breyer. 
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But there are only two of them and their history is fairly narrow 
compared with the experience we have with you. 

So if you would just recognize the 5-minute light, we would ap- 
preciate it if you would draw to a close. We will have people that 
will have the opportunity to ask questions and expand on issues. 

Everyone was here at the beginning of the hearing, so we will 
go by seniority. With Mr. Watts' help, I will try to tap the gavel 
at 5 minutes so all Members have an opportunity to ask questions. 
If there is an interest, we may go to a second round of questions. 

Pursuant to the directive of the Chairman of the Committee on 
the Judiciary, I am going to ask the panel to stand and raise your 
right hand and take an oath. 

[Witnesses sworn.] 
Mr. CANNON. Congressman Hamilton, would you proceed with 

your testimony? 

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE LEE H. HAMILTON, VICE 
CHAIR, NATIONAL COMMISSION ON TERRORIST ATTACKS 
UPON THE UNITED STATES 
Mr. HAMILTON. Thank you very much Chairman Cannon, Rank- 

ing Member Watt, Chairman Chabot, Ranking Member Nadler and 
the other distinguished Members of the two Subcommittees. We 
are very honored to appear before you today. 

I want to say that the chairman of the 9/11 Commission, Tom 
Kean, was not able to be here today. He led the Commission with 
extraordinary skill and deserves much of the credit for the Com- 
mission's success. 

I am very pleased to be here with Senator Gorton. He made ex- 
traordinary contributions as a Commission member. We turned to 
him again and again for advice, and it is a pleasure to be with him. 

We especially appreciate the fact that all the Members are here 
during August. I know that it is unprecedented, and we are very 
grateful to you for your interest in our work. 

I want to say that the statements made by the Chairman and 
Ranking Members of the two Subcommittees were extraordinarily 
good statements. I thank you for those. I also thank you for the 
personal sentiments that you expressed. 

Your Subcommittees, as well as your parent Committee, have a 
very long record of concern and leadership in these issues, so it is 
a very special pleasure for us to be with you. We simply point out 
that our Commission's recommendations were unanimous. I think 
you know that. 

I think from the very beginning of the Commission's work, about 
18 or more months ago, all of us have been very conscious of the 
need to make sure that in our zeal to fight terrorism, we do not 
compromise the very rights and liberties that make our system of 
Government and society worth defending. 

Concern about the civil liberties of American citizens was one of 
the number of reasons why the Commission rejected the idea of 
moving the domestic intelligence and counterterrorism responsibil- 
ities of the FBI out of that agency and placing them in an MI-5 
type agency. We feared that such a new agency, not steeped in re- 
spect for law and the Constitution that pervades the FBI and the 
Justice Department, and reporting to the National Intelligence Di- 
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rector, the Director of Central Intelligence rather than the Attorney 
General, would be more likely to trample on individual rights. 

The Commission made three major recommendations with re- 
spect to civil rights. The first dealt with the critical and com- 
plicated privacy issues that are at the heart of our new information 
society and at the heart of the necessary efforts to increase the 
amount of information gathered by our intelligence agencies and 
shared by them among themselves and with State and local law en- 
forcement officials. 

We recommend improvements and enhancements in those infor- 
mation gathering abilities and in information sharing. But we also 
recognize that with the enhanced flow of information comes a need 
to establish guidelines and oversight to make sure that the privacy 
of our citizens and residents is respected and preserved. 

We did not conduct extensive investigation of our own on data 
mining and other privacy issues raised by information gathering 
and sharing. We relied very much on the Markle Task Force. I'm 
sure that work is familiar to you. We believe, along with the 
Markle Task Force, that we have the ability to gather and share 
information and protect privacy at the same time. This requires, 
however, leadership and coordination in the executive branch. 

No one agency can deal with this problem alone. We recommend 
that the President lead a Government-wide effort through OMB 
and the National Intelligence Director to set common standards for 
information use throughout the Intelligence Community. These 
standards would govern the acquisition, accessing, sharing and 
using of private data so as to protect individual rights. 

The same technology that facilitates the gathering and sharing 
of information can also protect us from the misuse of that informa- 
tion. And for the balance of the statement, I turn to Senator Gor- 
ton. 

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE SLADE GORTON, COMMIS- 
SION MEMBER, NATIONAL COMMISSION ON TERRORIST AT- 
TACKS UPON THE UNITED STATES 
Mr. GORTON. Our second major recommendation in this area re- 

lates to the USA PATRIOT Act, many of the provisions of which 
expire at the end of next year and will be the subject of hearings 
by the House and Senate Judiciary Committees. The only specific 
provisions of that act on which we expressed a view are those relat- 
ing to information sharing. 

The elimination of the wall that had severely constrained the 
flow of information acquired through surveillance under the For- 
eign Intelligence Surveillance Act from the intelligence side of the 
FBI and to the criminal side of the Agency and to Federal prosecu- 
tors, and the broadening of the ability of the Justice Department 
to share grand jury information with other intelligence and law en- 
forcement agencies. 

We endorse the extension of those provisions which, witnesses 
were virtually unanimous in telling us, were extremely helpful to 
law enforcement and intelligence investigations with little, if any, 
adverse impact on the rights of potential defendants. But we did 
propose a general test to be applied to consideration of the renewal 
of the other provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act, and we believe 
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that that principle should also be applied to other legislative and 
regulatory proposals designed to strengthen our security, but that 
may impinge on individual rights. 

The test is a simple but important one. The burden of proof 
should be on the proponents of the measure to establish that the 
power or authority being sought would, in fact, materially enhance 
national security, and that there will be adequate supervision of 
the exercise of that power or authority to ensure protection of civil 
liberties. If the power is granted, there must be adequate guide- 
lines and oversight properly to confine its use. 

We think that the same spirit that informed our recommendation 
as to the burden of proof that should be applied to measures of this 
kind is also reflected in H.R. 338, recently reported out of this Sub- 
committee and the full Judiciary Committee. H.R. 338 requires 
Federal agencies that are proposing rules that will require the col- 
lection of personal information from individuals to conduct privacy 
impact assessments as part of their rule-making process to ensure 
that privacy interests of individuals receive attention and protec- 
tion. 

The Commission, of course, takes no position on that bill. But we 
can observe that it proceeds from the same concerns that animate 
our recommendations. 

Our third recommendation flows from the first two. Individual 
rights and liberties must be adequately protected in the adminis- 
tration of the significant powers that Congress has granted to exec- 
utive branch agencies to protect national security. There should be 
a central office or board that has the responsibility to oversee ad- 
herence guidelines that are built into these programs to safeguard 
these rights and liberties. 

We make no recommendation as to how this office or board 
should be composed or where in the executive branch it should be 
located. Some commissioners believe that it should be a permanent 
office located in the Justice Department and reporting to the Attor- 
ney General, but with oversight of the programs of the Department 
of Homeland Security and other agencies, as well as those of the 
Justice Department. Others envisage a Cabinet-level interagency 
board or committee reporting to the President. But we are all 
agreed that some entity of this kind should be created. 

And departing for just a moment from my written statement, 
both the Chairman and Mr. Watt referred to the importance of this 
vehicle. Yesterday, Mr. Lee Hamilton and I testified before the 
Senate Judiciary Committee. Thereafter, I made a contact I'd made 
previously with Senators McCain and Lieberman who are working 
on a bill to provide exactly this board. 

I went and spoke at length with the staff director of the Senate 
Commerce Committee, formerly a member of my staff, on such a 
draft. And it may well be that you would like to contact them, see 
the direction in which they are going and work together. It looked 
to me like a very constructive first draft. 

We close with an observation from our report. We must find 
ways of reconciling security with liberty since the success of one 
protects the other. The choice between security and liberty is a 
false choice as nothing is more likely to endanger America's lib- 
erties than the success of a terrorist attack at home. Our history 
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has shown us that insecurity threatens liberty. Yet, if our liberties 
are concerned, we lose the values that we are struggling to defend. 

We will be pleased to respond to your questions. 
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Gorton. 
[The prepared statement of Messrs. Hamilton and Gorton fol- 

lows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LEE HAMILTON AND SLADE GORTON 

Chairman Cannon, Ranking Member Watt, and other distinguished members of 
the Subcommittee: We are honored by the opportunity to appear before you today. 
We appreciate the opportunity to discuss with you the findings and recommenda- 
tions of the Commission with respect to privacy and civil liberties. These Sub- 
committees, as well as your parent Committee, have a long record of concern with 
these issues, so it is a special pleasure to discuss with you the important question 
of how the measures we must take to protect our nation against the threat of ter- 
rorist attacks can be reconciled with the individual rights and liberties we hold so 
dear. 

We want to emphasize that the Commission's views on these issues•as well as 
all others dealt with in our Report•were unanimous. We are five Republicans and 
five Democrats, but we are united in our commitment to make our country safer 
and more secure in the face of the novel threat posed by transnational terrorism. 
And we can report to you that from the very beginning of the Commission's work 
some eighteen months ago, all of us have been conscious of the need to make sure 
that in our zeal to fight the scourge of terrorism we do not compromise the very 
rights and liberties that make our system of government and our society worth de- 
fending. 

Concern about the civil liberties of American citizens was one of a number of rea- 
sons why the Commission rejected the idea of moving the domestic intelligence and 
counterterrorism responsibilities of the FBI out of that agency and placing them in 
a new MI-5-type agency. We feared that such a new agency, not steeped in the re- 
spect for the law and the Constitution that pervades the FBI and the Justice De- 
partment, and reporting to the National Intelligence Director or the Director of Cen- 
tral Intelligence rather than to the Attorney General, would be more likely to tram- 
ple on individual rights. 

The Commission made three major recommendations with respect to civil lib- 
erties. The first dealt with the critical and complicated privacy issues that are at 
the heart of our new "information society" and at the heart of the necessary efforts 
to increase the amount of information gathered by our intelligence agencies and 
shared by them among themselves and with state and local law enforcement offi- 
cials. The Commission recommends improvements and enhancements in those infor- 
mation-gathering abilities and in information sharing. But we also recognize that 
with the enhanced flow of information comes a need to establish guidelines and 
oversight to make sure that the privacy of our citizens and residents is respected 
and preserved. 

We did not conduct extensive investigation of our own on data-mining and other 
privacy issues raised by information gathering and sharing. Instead, we relied on 
the excellent work done by the Markle Foundation Task Force, reflected in two re- 
ports, in 2002 and 2003. The insights of the Markle Task Force have been reinforced 
by the more recent investigation and report by the Technology and Privacy Advisory 
Committee established by Secretary Rumsfeld to advise him on the privacy implica- 
tions of the Department's Terrorism Information Awareness Program•a report that 
this Subcommittee is also focusing on today. 

We believe, along with the Markle Task Force, that we have the ability to gather 
and share information and protect privacy at the same time. But this requires lead- 
ership and co-ordination in the executive branch. No one agency can deal with this 
problem alone. Instead, we recommend that the President lead a government-wide 
effort, through OMB and the National Intelligence Director, to set common stand- 
ards for information use throughout the intelligence community. These standards 
would govern the acquisition, accessing, sharing and using of private data so as to 
protect individual rights. The same technology that facilitates the gathering and 
sharing of information can also protect us from the misuse of that information. 

Our second major recommendation in this area relates to the USA PATRIOT Act, 
many of the provisions of which expire at the end of next year and will be the sub- 
ject of hearings by the House and Senate Judiciary Committees. The only specific 
provisions of that Act on which we expressed a view are those relating to informa- 
tion-sharing: the elimination of the "wall" that had severely constrained the flow of 
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information acquired through surveillance under the Foreign Intelligence Surveil- 
lance Act from the intelligence side of the FBI to the criminal side of the agency 
and to federal prosecutors, and the broadening of the ability of the Justice Depart- 
ment to share grand jury information with other intelligence and law enforcement 
agencies. We endorsed the extension of those provisions, which witnesses were vir- 
tually unanimous in telling us were extremely helpful to law enforcement and intel- 
ligence investigations with little if any adverse impact on the rights of potential de- 
fendants. 

But we did propose a general test to be applied to consideration of the renewal 
of other provisions of the USA PATRIOT Act, and we believe that that principle 
should also be applied to other legislative and regulatory proposals that are de- 
signed to strengthen our security but that may impinge on individual rights. The 
test is a simple Dut important one: The burden of proof should be on the proponents 
of the measure to establish that the power or authority being sought would in fact 
materially enhance national security, and that there will be adequate supervision 
of the exercise of that power or authority top ensure protection of civil liberties. If 
the power is granted, there must be adequate guidelines and oversight to properly 
confine its use. 

We think the same spirit that informed our recommendation as to the burden of 
proof that should be applied to measures of this kind is also reflected in H.R. 338, 
recently reported out of this Subcommittee and the full Judiciary Committee. H.R. 
338 requires federal agencies that are proposing rules that will require the collec- 
tion of personal information from individuals to conduct privacy impact assessments 
as part of their rulemaking process to ensure that privacy interests of individuals 
receive attention and protection. The Commission, of course, takes no position on 
that bill. But we can observe that it proceeds from the same concerns that animate 
our recommendations. 

Our third major recommendation flows from the first two. Individual rights and 
liberties must be adequately protected in the administration of the significant pow- 
ers that Congress has granted to executive branch agencies to protect national secu- 
rity. There should be a central office or board that has the responsibility to oversee 
adherence to guidelines that are built into these programs to safeguard those rights 
and liberties. We make no recommendation as to how this office or board should be 
composed or where in the executive branch it should be located. Some Commis- 
sioners believe that it should be a permanent office located in the Justice Depart- 
ment and reporting to the Attorney General, but with oversight of programs in the 
Department of Homeland Security and other agencies as well as in the Justice De- 
partment. Others envision a Cabinet-level interagency board or committee, report- 
ing to the President. But we are all agreed that some entity of this kind should be 
created. 

We close with an observation from our Report: 
We must find ways of reconciling security with liberty, since the success of one 
protects the other. The choice between security and liberty is a false choice, as 
nothing is more likely to endanger America's liberties than the success of a ter- 
rorist attack at home. Our history has shown us that insecurity threatens lib- 
erty. Yet, if our liberties are curtailed, we lose the values that we are struggling 
to defend. 

We would be pleased to respond to your questions. 

Mr. CANNON. Mr. Marsh. 

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE JOHN O. MARSH, JR., MEM- 
BER, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TECHNOLOGY AND 
PRIVACY ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
Mr. MARSH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Com- 

mittee and leaders of the Committee. I thank you for calling this 
hearing. I would point out to you that I am here representing an 
advisory committee appointed by Secretary of Defense to the De- 
partment of Defense composed of members who gave their time to 
make this study. Therefore, I am not speaking for the Department 
of Defense of what action may or may not occur in reference to our 
recommendations, but I am very sanguine about that. 

I would also like to point out, as resource people for the com- 
mittee, which I hope you will avail yourself of, the staff director of 
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the Defense TAPAC Committee, Ms. Lisa Davis; an extraordinary 
writer, Fred Cate, who helped prepare all this testimony; a tech- 
nologist and attorney, Lee Zeichner, who is here, and also the crit- 
ical infrastructure protection capabilities of George Mason Univer- 
sity where I teach and that assisted in this. 

Mr. Minow could not be here, but I can tell you he performed a 
yeoman's task of guiding this committee, and his enormous prestige 
and ability I think is reflected in this work. 

A little history, if I might. This committee occurred because of 
what was discerned to be abuses, or concerns about abuses, largely 
outside of the Department of Defense on a common technique that 
is growing and needs to be addressed called "data mining." Data 
mining is the result of massive volumes of information, either peo- 
ple in or out of Government or organizations, and the use of that 
data mining can be very, very helpful in the intelligence process. 

There is a dichotomy here because although the Defense Depart- 
ment got in trouble with the pursuit of this, nevertheless, the stat- 
ute to the homeland security authorized and encouraged them to 
engage in data processing. The data processing that was occurring 
in the Pentagon was called TIA. Its original name was terrorism 
information awareness or total information awareness or terrorist 
information awareness, whichever one you want, but it raised very 
serious questions in the media and in the Congress of the United 
States. 

When that happened, Mr. Rumsfeld named this committee, and 
he gave them six questions that he wished to be answered as to 
the validity of that type of technology and whether it could be effec- 
tive, and how do we protect individual liberty and privacy. 

Incidentally, I prefer the term "liberty." It is a far stronger word 
than "privacy." Privacy occurs because of liberty. Privacy is a sub- 
set of liberty. 

Now, these four questions were the questions to which we de- 
voted our time and attention. And our first overtures were to TIA, 
which was being done under DARPA, the Defense Advanced Re- 
search Project Agency, that has done extraordinary work and is in- 
deed the agency that developed the Internet. It became apparent 
to the committee that to address this one program, TIA, would be 
putting a finger in a dike where many, many fingers were going 
to be necessary. 

This is a widespread practice in the Federal Government and 
perhaps at State levels. A GAO survey indicated, as we were fin- 
ishing up our work, that there were 88 departments and agencies 
engaged in data mining, or were planning to, that there were an 
additional 34 about to, and in all, there were 122 data mining pro- 
grams ongoing in our national Government, not just in the Depart- 
ment of Defense. It became very apparent to us, as we began to ex- 
amine people, that data mining was going on in other departments 
of Government. And there weren't that many controls in my view 
and, I think, in the committee view as to how that should be han- 
dled. 

So what we sought to do•this report is seeking to provide some 
guidelines as to how to utilize data mining, which we think is es- 
sential only if it is used in a proper way, and we believe that it 
can be. It can use the FICE Accord. It can use technologies of mini- 
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mization where in order to achieve certain information you do not 
have to collect as much as you perceive that you have to collect. 

And also, there is the issue of anonymization. There are tech- 
nologies today in seeking records, you can anonymize the records 
so that the people examining the records or capturing the informa- 
tion do not know•do not know at the time what that information 
is or they do not associate it with an individual. At a later date, 
under certain guidelines, you can unlock that and find that out. 

But one of the things, and it seems to me to be a rule, where 
U.S. persons are involved and you have a particularized area of in- 
terest in that U.S. person and you go into data mining, you use and 
resort to the FICE Accord. We place stress or emphasis on the role 
of the FICE Accord. 

Now, out of this would come•and I submit to the Committee 
that I will not go through it all; your staff has seen it•there came 
12 recommendations. Seven of those recommendations relate to the 
Department of Defense, because it was the Department of Defense 
that had asked for these inputs. Five of those relate to the Federal 
Government at large. 

I was very impressed with the legislation that's proposed, H.R. 
338, that came out of this Committee, because as you read our re- 
port and read the proposed statute, you begin to see that there's 
a synchronization or there's a common theme through there. It may 
not be the answer yet, but it seems to me steps toward an answer. 

So we talk about here how you can establish a process for data 
mining inside the Department of Defense. And the idea was, you 
create a mechanism in the Department of Defense that has audit 
trails, that has overview, that has training, that has authorization 
for certain techniques, and then you extrapolate that and replicate 
those systems of protection into the general Federal Government. 
And this evolved because we got in, we saw we had a far, far great- 
er problem. 

It is not simply the Department of Defense, but there are other 
departments and agencies of the Government, and indeed data 
mining is done by the States. The program called Matrix, which is 
a law enforcement program in the State of Florida, uses data min- 
ing; and Matrix, I think you will find, has significant Federal fund- 
ing from certain other Federal agencies, not the Department of De- 
fense. 

But we also place an emphasis on congressional oversight of 
what's to be done. There needs to be a protocol or culture of privacy 
that we need to encourage and develop. So we commend those to 
you. 

I thank you for what you're doing. The stakes are very, very 
high. As I commented to my assistant professor, Ms. Angie Chen 
of George Mason University, who is here today, "the law is going 
to have to address this." 

In September of 1787, as Washington was submitting the draft 
Constitution to the convention, of the articles•to the Congress• 
of the Confederation, it had a resolution in it. I commend to you 
that resolution because it read, and it was Washington's dilemma, 
a resolution probably written by Madison. 
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Washington fully concurred. The biggest problem, Washington 
said, was drafting a document that was able to reconcile the issue 
of liberty on one side and security on the other. 

That's the problem that we have today. And we see our Nation's 
capital, the people's House is a citadel, with the Jersey walls and 
hydraulic gates and the limitation. Visitation here used to be about 
22,500. It is down now I understand to about 2,000. These are evi- 
dences of the oppression and intimidation that we are having to 
suffer because of the problems with terrorism. But we will address 
that and we will•and we will be stronger for it. 

I would say to you, I was teaching these issues before 9/11. We 
are feeling that we are being overwhelmed by rapid advances in 
technology, particularly in the information communication and in- 
formation technology which gives the terrorists enormous weapons. 

Prior to 9/11, we would not sort out how we were going to handle 
that, and the law was falling behind that technology. And the Con- 
gress at the time was having trouble coming to grips with it in a 
jurisdictional sense because of its pervasive effort. Hopefully, 
through these types of efforts, we will, one, be able to establish ju- 
risdiction, and, secondly, be able to achieve a very favorable and 
satisfactory result. 

I thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Marsh. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Marsh follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN O. MARSH, JR.
1 

Chairmen Chabot and Cannon, Distinguished Members: 
I appreciate the opportunity to testify today about the work and final rec- 

ommendations of the Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee appointed by Sec- 
retary of Defense Rumsfeld and chaired by the Honorable Newton N. Minow, one 
of the nation' most experienced and distinguished public servants. The Committee 
was created to examine the issues that are the subject of today's hearing•the im- 
pact of the government's use of personal information on privacy and civil liberties. 
Although our charge focused on the Department of Defense, we rapidly discovered 
that the issues, as well as the data mining activities that raise them, occur through- 
out the government and require attention. 

I applaud your leadership and that of your colleagues on the Committee in hold- 
ing today's hearing. As a former Member of Congress and Secretary of the Army, 
I know that few issues could be more important than the security of the Republic 
or the civil liberties of its citizens. Ensuring that both are rigorously protected is 
a critical obligation of all branches of Government•but especially of the Congress• 
and I congratulate you for embracing that responsibility in this hearing today. 

THE TENSION BETWEEN PRIVACY AND NATIONAL SECURITY 

The final report of the 9/11 Commission report does a masterful job of describing 
the horrendous terrorist attacks that took place on the morning of September 11, 
2001, and of analyzing the factors that contributed to our nation's vulnerability to 
those attacks. The report goes on to make a number of thoughtful recommendations, 
including the urgent need that we use all of the information at our collective dis- 
posal to protect against further attacks, but that we do so only in ways that are 
consistent with protecting personal privacy. 

The 9/11 Commission report does not suggest how we might exploit that informa- 
tion without invading privacy. The report identifies the goal, without providing any 
guidance as to the means. The Technology and Privacy Committee had spent the 
prior year addressing many of these issues about how we use information to protect 
national security without infringing on privacy. 

11 gratefully acknowledge the assistance in the preparation of this statement of Fred H. Cate, 
a Distinguished Professor and director of the Indiana University Center for Applied 
Cybersecurity Research, who served as Reporter for the Technology and Privacy Advisory Com- 
mittee. 
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BACKGROUND OF TAPAC 

The history of TAPAC is fully laid out in our final report, the executive summary 
from which 1 attach to my prepared testimony, so I will only briefly recite it here. 
In early 2002, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency ("DARPA") an- 
nounced that it was developing advanced information technologies which could ac- 
cess personally identifiable information in the fight against terrorism. The project• 
called "Terrorism Information Awareness" ("TIA")2 soon prompted serious public 
and congressional criticism centered on the possible use by government of personal 
information on U.S. citizens and permanent resident aliens. 

To address these and other concerns, in February 2003 Secretary Rumsfeld ap- 
pointed the Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee, the members of which 
were private citizens, independent from the government and "selected on the basis 
of their preeminence in the fields of constitutional law and public policy relating to 
communication and information management." Establishment of the Technology and 
Privacy Advisory Committee, 68 Fed. Reg. 11,384 (2003) (DOD, notice). He charged 
TAPAC with answering four questions: 

1. Should the goal of developing technologies that may help identify terrorists 
before they act be pursued? 

2. What safeguards should be developed to ensure that the application of this 
or any like technology developed within DOD is carried out in accordance 
with U.S. law and American values related to privacy? 

3. Which public policy goals are implicated by TIA and what steps should be 
taken to ensure that TIA does not frustrate those goals? 

4. How should the government ensure that the application of these technologies 
to global databases respects international and foreign domestic law and pol- 
icy? U.S. Department of Defense, Technology ana Privacy Advisory Com- 
mittee Charter (2003). 

In June 2004, TAPAC released its final report, containing its conclusions and 7 
and 5 12 recommendations addressing data mining within the Department of De- 
fense and throughout the federal government. Before turning to those conclusions 
and recommendations, I want to stress two features of the Committee and its work. 

First, the panel was strictly bi-partisan, both in its membership and in the way 
it pursued its work. It was chaired by the Honorable Newton N. Minow, Senior 
Counsel to the law firm of Sidley Austin Brown & Wood, who served as chairman 
of the Federal Communications Commission under President Kennedy, and later 
served as chairman of the Carnegie Corporation, Public Broadcasting Service, and 
The RAND Corporation, and vice chairman of the Commission on Presidential De- 
bates. It would be hard to find a more impartial, skillful, or experienced public serv- 
ant. 

The other Committee members with whom I was privileged to serve were: 

Floyd Abrams, a partner in the New York law firm of Cahill Gordon & Reindel, 
the William J. Brennan, Jr. Visiting Professor of First Amendment Law at the 
Columbia Graduate School of Journalism, and one of the nation's leading ex- 
perts on the First Amendment. 
Zoe Baird, President of the Markle Foundation, and previously was senior vice 
president and general counsel of Aetna, Inc., and an attorney in White House 
and in the Justice Department. 
Griffin Bell, formerly Managing Partner of King & Spalding, a judge on the U.S. 
Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, and Attorney General of the United 
States. 
Gerhard Casper, President Emeritus of Stanford University and the Peter and 
Helen Bing Professor in Undergraduate Education at Stanford. 
William T. Coleman, Jr., Senior Partner and the Senior Counselor in O'Melveny 
and Myers; he served as Secretary of Transportation during the Ford Adminis- 
tration. 
Lloyd N. Cutler, founding partner of the law firm of Wilmer, Cutler & Pick- 
ering; he served as Counsel to Presidents Clinton and Carter. 

The second feature is that Secretary Rumsfeld charged the Committee with con- 
sidering not only laws applicable to privacy, but also "American values related to 
privacy." This important addition to the Committee's mandate obligated us to ask 

2 When first announced, the program was entitled "Total Information Awareness." The title 
was changed to "Terrorism Information Awareness" in May 2003. 
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not only what the law concerning government use of personal information was, but 
what it should be. 

THE PREVALENCE OK GOVERNMENT DATA MINING AND THE LIMITS OF RELEVANT LAW 

From the outset, the Committee was struck by two discoveries. The first was how 
widespread, not only in the Department of Defense, but throughout the federal gov- 
ernment, data mining was. In fact, report by the General Accounting Office, re- 
leased in May 2004 after the TAPAC finished its work, found 42 federal depart- 
ments or agencies•including every cabinet-level agency that responded to the 
GAO's survey•engaged in (88), or were planning to engage in (34), 122 data mining 
efforts involving personal information. Thirty-six of those involve accessing data 
from the private sector; 46 involve sharing data among federal agencies. U.S. Gen- 
eral Accounting Office, Data Mining: Federal Efforts Cover a Wide Range of Uses 
(GAO-04-548), May 2004, at 3, 27-64, tables 2-25. 

The Committee's second discovery was how limited the federal law applicable to 
the government's use of personal information really was. The law that does exist 
is often too narrow to ensure either that the government can access the data it real- 
ly needs to protect national security and fight crime effectively or that individual 
privacy is protected in the process. In particular, that law depends significantly on 
whether the individual(s) involved are U.S. citizens, where the search takes place, 
whether the information has ever been disclosed to third parties, and the govern- 
ment's motivation for the search. In the face of new terrorist threats posed within 
the territory of the United States and global information technologies this system 
has grown increasingly unworkable. 

So what the Committee found was widespread data mining, and little clarity in 
the law. 

TAPAC'S RECOMMENDATIONS 

As a result, the Committee focused its deliberations, and ultimately its rec- 
ommendations, on what the law should be to ensure that information is used to en- 
hance national security without impinging on individual privacy or liberty. We 
unanimously agreed that the United States should use data mining to enhance na- 
tional security; our recommendations then were focused on assuring that the privacy 
interests of U.S. persons are not compromised when it does so. Because those rec- 
ommendations are included in the attached executive summary, I will not recite all 
of them here, but I would like to focus on six that are most relevant to today's hear- 
ing. 
1. Privacy Tools 

First, we thought it imperative that government data mining programs take ad- 
vantage of the technological and other tools available to protect privacy. So, for ex- 
ample, we recommended requiring: 

a. Data minimization•the least data consistent with the purpose of the data 
mining should be accessed, disseminated, and retained. 

b. Data anonymization•whenever practicable data mining should be per- 
formed on databases from which information by which specific individuals 
can be commonly identified (e.g., name, address, telephone number, SSN, 
unique title, etc.) has been removed, encrypted, or otherwise obscured. 
Where it is not practicable to use anonymized data, or access to identifying 
information is required, the agency should comply with Recommendation 2.4 
below. 

c. Audit trail•data mining systems should be designed to create a permanent, 
tamper-resistant record of when data have been accessed and by whom. 

d. Security and access•data mining systems should be secured against acci- 
dental or deliberate unauthorized access, use, alteration, or destruction, and 
access to such systems should be restricted to persons with a legitimate 
need and protected by appropriate access controls taking into account the 
sensitivity of the data. 

e. Training•all persons engaged in developing or using data mining systems 
should be trained in their appropriate use and the laws and regulations ap- 
plicable to their use. (Recommendation 2.2) 

We also recommended special protection when data mining would involve the use 
of data from the private sector or other government agencies. (Recommendation 2.31 
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2. Privacy Culture 
Second, we thought it was critical that concern for privacy and other civil liberties 

be instilled at every level within agencies that engage in data mining. We therefore 
proposed that agency personnel receive appropriate training (Recommendation 
2.2(e)), the creation of a policy-level privacy officer to help promote sensitivity to pri- 
vacy throughout agencies (Recommendation 4), the appointment of external privacy 
advisors to help provide privacy-related input from outside of the agency (Rec- 
ommendation 5), and that the agency head be charged specifically with creating 
"culture of sensitivity to, and knowledge about, privacy issues" throughout the agen- 
cy (Recommendation 7). 

3. Internal Accountability 
Third, we believed that accountability was absolutely critical to protecting pri- 

vacy, to ensuring that data mining was conducted efficiently and effectively, and to 
building public confidence in the government's data mining efforts. This objective 
undergirded many of our recommendations. We thought of accountability as occur- 
ring in two distinct settings: internal and external. 

Internal accountability would be enhanced, we believed, first by ensuring that no 
agency engage in data mining involving personal information without making a con- 
scious, thoughtful decision to do so, or without fully appreciating the potential pri- 
vacy ramifications of its actions. So, for example, we recommended that data mining 
require written authorization by the agency head. (Recommendation 2.1) That writ- 
ten finding would demonstrate that a senior government official had thought 
through: 

a. the purposes for which the system may be used; 
b. the need for the data to accomplish that purpose; 
c. the specific uses to which the data will be put; 
d. that the data are appropriate for that use, taking into account the pur- 

posed) for which the data were collected, their age, and the conditions 
under which they have been stored and protected; 

e. that other equally effective but less intrusive means of achieving the same 
purpose are either not practically available or are already being used; 

f. the effect(s) on individuals identified through the data mining (e.g., they will 
be the subject of further investigation for which a warrant will be sought, 
they will be subject to additional scrutiny before being allowed to boara an 
aircraft, etc.) 

g. that the system has been demonstrated to his or her satisfaction to be effec- 
tive and appropriate for that purpose; 

h. that the system complies with the other requirements of this recommenda- 
tion as enacted by law, executive order, or other means; 

i. that the system yields a rate of false positives that is acceptable in view of 
the purpose of the search, the severity of the effect of being identified, and 
the likelihood of further investigation; and 

j. that there is a system in place for dealing with false positives (e.g., report- 
ing false positives to developers to improve the system, correcting incorrect 
information if possible, remedying the effects of false positives as quickly as 
practicable, etc.), including identifying the frequency and effects of false 
positives. (Recommendation 2.1) 

That written finding would also serve to ensure that a policy-level official (in al- 
most every case an official whose appointment was subject to Senate confirmation), 
was involved in making the determination to go forward. 

We believed internal accountability would also be fostered through the creation 
of a senior policy-level privacy officer (Recommendation 5), by regular audits of all 
data mining programs (Recommendation 2.5), by seeking the advice of external pri- 
vacy experts (Recommendation 5), and through renewed efforts by the agency head 
to ensure the "effective operation of meaningful oversight mechanisms' (Rec- 
ommendation 6). 

4. External Accountability 
Fourth, while accountability within an agency is essential, it is no substitute for 

external accountability, and it was here that our strongest•and most controver- 
sial•recommendations were focused. I suspect it is the failure to provide for mean- 
ingful external accountability that has contributed to public unrest about programs 
such as TIA and CAPPS II. Our goal was to help diffuse some of that controversy 
in the future by providing for meaningful external oversight. 
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TAPAC recognized that programs to enhance national security and public safety 
will often involve classified information or require speedy action, and so traditional 
accountability measures (such as public notice and opportunity to comment, or judi- 
cial review) may not work. Nevertheless, we believed that significant tools are avail- 
able and should be required when the government accesses persona! information 
about its citizens or legal aliens. 

a. Judicial Review 
One critical external accountability measure we recommended is recourse to the 

courts before conducting data mining with personally identifiable information about 
U.S. persons. (Recommendation 2.4) We recommended the Foreign Intelligence Sur- 
veillance Act court, to help provide for speedy and confidential review, but the par- 
ticular court is not nearly as important as the concept of judicial review. The public 
understandably derives confidence from knowing that an independent, judicial au- 
thority is reviewing government data mining efforts. This is especially true when, 
because of secrecy concerns, the public may not have access to information about 
those efforts. 

We stressed that judicial review could be obtained for specific searches or for en- 
tire data mining programs (Recommendation 2.4(aXv)), and we provided that, in exi- 
gent circumstances, the review could be obtained after-the-fact (Recommendation 
2.4(c)). Our goal in crafting these provisions was not merely to ensure that the proc- 
ess of judicial review not interfere with national security, but also to highlight that 
even the exigencies of the war on terrorism do not justify abandoning the vital prin- 
ciple of judicial review. 

b. Congressional Oversight 
The other essential component of external accountability is oversight by the Con- 

gress. You are the people's elected representatives and it is your unique duty to en- 
sure that the people's business is carried out effectively, efficiently, and without 
compromising the people's rights. TAPAC therefore recommended that each agency's 
privacy officer have a direct reporting line to Congress, as you provided with regard 
to the Department of Homeland Security's privacy officer•a position ably filled by 
Ms. Nuala O'Connor Kelly, who appeared before TAPAC. We went a step further, 
however, to recommend that the agency head appear as well, and that the privacy 
officer and agency head jointly brief you, at least annually, on 

a. the agency's compliance with applicable privacy laws; 
b. the number and nature of data mining systems within the agency, the pur- 

poses for which they are used, and whether they are likely to contain indi- 
vidually identifiable information about U.S. persons; 

c. the number and general scope of agency findings authorizing data mining; 
d. the number and general scope of agency findings and court orders author- 

izing searches of individually identifiable information about U.S. persons; 
and 

e. other efforts to protect privacy in the agency's collection and use of U.S. per- 
son data. (Recommendation 11) 

These are serious obligations; we meant them to be. Nothing less guarantees you 
the information and regular access to senior personnel necessary to provide the ac- 
countability that the public expects. 

To carry out these obligations, we made an equally bold recommendation that you 
take the steps necessary to streamline committee jurisdiction: 

To facilitate this reporting process and consistent, knowledgeable oversight, 
each house of Congress should identify a single committee to receive all of the 
agencies' reports. Other committees may have jurisdiction over specific agencies 
and therefore also receive reports from those agencies, but we believe it is im- 
portant for a single committee in each house to maintain broad oversight over 
the full range of federal government data mining activities. To the extent the 
jurisdiction of congressional committees overlaps, we believe it is essential for 
Congress to clarify and clearly articulate the relative responsibilities of each 
committee, to avoid undermining either privacy protection or national security 
efforts. (Recommendation 11) 

As a former Member of Congress, I am well aware of the uphill battle that such 
an effort involves, but we believed it is essential for meaningful oversight of both 
privacy and security. 
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5. Consistent Laws and Processes 
Fifth, TAPAC recommended that all of the actions outlined above be carried out 

across the government. This would include adopting a single framework of legal, 
technological, training, and oversight mechanisms necessary to guarantee the pri- 
vacy of U.S. persons in the context of national security and law enforcement activi- 
ties; the appointment of a privacy officer in every federal agency; and the creation 
of an inter-agency coordinating committee and the use of external advisors to help 
ensure the consistent application of privacy laws and principles. (Recommendations 
8-10) 

TAPAC recognized that privacy protections would not necessarily be the same in 
every setting, but we believed it essential that they be consistent, based on common 
principles, and subject to uniform oversight. 

The recent report of the 9/11 Commission only highlights the importance of these 
recommendations. It makes little sense to coordinate this nation's intelligence and 
national security activities, without going one step further to coordinate the laws 
and processes that ensure those activities respect our privacy and civil liberties. 

6. Research 
Finally, TAPAC recognized the importance of research into technological and 

other tools for making data mining more precise and accurate and for protecting pri- 
vacy, as well as into the development of policies and laws to facilitate both data 
mining and privacy. (Recommendations 7, 12) One unfortunate consequence of Con- 
gress blocking further development of TLA was to prohibit further research by 
DARPA into both data mining and privacy. 

This is regrettable; our nation desperately needs to understand better the techno- 
logical, behavioral, and policy tools for using information effectively and appro- 
priately, whether to fight terrorism, apprehend criminals, or otherwise serve the 
public. There are many private initiatives to expand our understanding•my own 
program at the George Mason School of Law is one example•but if we are serious 
about using information to fight terrorism and serious about protecting privacy 
while doing so, it is going to require the investment of public funds. 

THE LINK BETWEEN PRIVACY AND NATIONAL SECURITY 

I began by describing the tension between privacy and national security; I would 
now like to highlight what TAPAC saw as the essential link between the two. Many 
of our recommendations that may have been motivated by a desire to protect pri- 
vacy, also contribute to enhancing security as well. Data minimization, for example, 
is a key privacy tool, but it also helps protect intelligence agencies from being over- 
whelmed by irrelevant data. Tools for data correction are another example: data 
mining with inaccurate data certainly threatens privacy and civil liberties, but it 
also threatens security as well. Any system of data analysis that is not concerned 
with data quality ana accuracy is likely to compromise both privacy and security. 

Privacy and national security are also inherently linked because American values 
will not accept the latter at the cost of the former. Recent protests over TLA, CAPPS 
II, and other programs have shown that the American public will not either. Inad- 
equate, unclear, or uncertain privacy laws are slowing the development of new and 
promising data mining programs, they are undermining research into this impor- 
tant weapon in the war on terrorism, and they are hampering the very data sharing 
that the 9/11 Commission wisely recommended. Clearing up this mess is critical 
both to protecting our privacy and to protecting our security. 

THE ROLE OF THE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

TAPAC took no position on which committee in Congress should take the lead on 
this vital effort, but I believe the Committee on the Judiciary is an ideal choice. The 
issues involve come within the jurisdiction of many committees•Armed Services, 
Intelligence, Commerce, Ways and Means, and others•but the foundational issue 
that cuts across all of these different settings is the constitutional and legal frame- 
work applicable to data mining. That is the fundamental question•the starting 
place for all other analysis. That is your turf. And I assume that is why you have 
called these important hearings today. 

CONCLUSION 

Throughout Washington, throughout the nation, citizens are lining up to be 
searched before entering federal buildings or boarding aircraft. The mail is delayed 
so it can be scanned. Luggage is x-rayed and rummaged through. Roads are closed, 
entrances blocked with concrete barricades, access to public resources denied. Sur- 
veillance cameras and identity checks are replacing anonymity. The result is not 
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just inconvenience or annoyance, it is a vast toll on our economy and productivity 
and a profound intrusion on our privacy and most basic civil liberties. 

Think of the effect on government. The threat of terrorism has turned the People's 
House into an armed citadel. The Capitol, the very heart of democratic government, 
is under siege, and with it our privacy, liberty, and most cherished values. 

Data mining•as both the 9/11 Commission and TAPAC noted•is a vital weapon 
in the war on terrorism. It poses grave risks to privacy, but there are numerous 
steps, many (but certainly not all) of which are outlined in the TAPAC report, that 
can reduce or eliminate those risks. Those steps may not only protect privacy, but 
also enhance security as well. More importantly, when pursued effectively and sub- 
ject to appropriate safeguards, data mining may threaten privacy and civil liberties 
far less than the other tools on which we rely so heavily and so regrettably today. 

Thank you. 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
TFCHNOI.OGY AND PRIVACY ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

5330 Defe»» Pentagm, RIM 3F.1 »45 
Wasaiagtoa, DC 20301-333* 

March 1.2004 

The Hon. Donald) I Rumsfeld 

Secretary of Deftns« 
Department of Defense 

1000 Defense Pentagon 3EM0 

Washington. DC 20301-1000 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld 

In February 2003, you appointed the Technology a*d Privacy Advisory Cotnminn to 
examine the Terrorism Informatioa Awareneu program and to develop safeguards "To ensure that 
the application of this or any like technology developed within DOD is carried out in accordance 

with U.S. law and American values rotated to privacy " We are pleased to provide you with our 

fmal report 

TTA was only one of the programs wrlhin DOD and elsewhere in the government in- 

volved, or with the potential for being involved, in data mining concerning U.S. persons   I he 

committee believes that data mining plays a critical role in the fight against terrorism, but thai it 

should be used•and can be effectively   only in ways that do not compromise the privacy of US 
persons. Thai is the goal of our rccxmvnendatioru. We believe our recommendations both protect 
privacy and facilitate the appropriate, effective, arid efficient une of data mining tools to fight 
terrorism. 

While we have focused on DOD. we do not believe that all of the necessary safeguards 
are within the power of the Secretary of Defense. Some of our recommendations therefore en- 

courage yoii to recommend to the President and Congress actions we believe are necessary to 
ensure meaningful privacy protection not only in DOD. but throughout the government These 

recommendations arc designed to create a consistent, government-wide standard to facilitate the 
sharing of information among agencies that ht critical to frghtirat terrorism. 

The committee's deliberations have been substantive, wide-ranging, and collegia! The 
committee is unanimous in most of it) recommendations, A separate statement from William T 

CoVcman. Jr.. reflecting his opposition to some of the committee*! conclusions, is appended so our 

report A separate statement from Floyd A bums, which highlights why the committee disagrees 
w.th many of the views expressed in Mr. Coleman's statement, is also appended. Those statements 

and the seriousness of out discussions reflect the importance and difficulty of these issue* 

The committee's work was greatly aided by the testimony of 60 witnesses from DOD. 
other government agencies, private industry, academia, and advocacy groups, and by extensive 
briefings tor individual committee members and staff from many other individuals. These people 

are acknowledged individually in our report, but we wish to take this opportunity to thank them 

once again for their dedicated and selfless public service. Finally. I express my gratitude for the 

commitment, cooperation, and tireless work of the committee members; Lisa Davis, the commit- 

tee's Executive Director and Designated Federal Official, and Professor Fred H. Case, the com- 

mute*'* Reporter. 

Yours sincerely, 

iu** X. "£-.•»'•' 
Norton N. Minov. 
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DO0 Department of Defame 
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OMft Office of Management and BIAI get 
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INK Technology and Prtacy Advaoiy Committee 

TlA Terrorism (formerly "Tour*) Information Aaavanag. a former 0AB?A project 

TSA Transportation Sacuiity Adrnmnrauon 
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[Terrorism) pom extraordinary risk* to our security as Ml astoottrconstttuOonei 

freedoms, whith could alt too easily be compromised in the 

fight ogamst this new and dtotdiy terrorist threat 

TAPAC'S CREATION AND CHARGE 

The United States faces, in ihe •words of British 
Prime Minister Tony Btair. "a new and deadly 
virus.*1 Tiui virus is "terrorism, whose intent to 
irtlliLi destruction b unconstrained by human 
feeling and whose capacity to inflict it b enbrged 
by irchrwilogy"'" 

As the murderous attacks of September 11 rwnfulK 
demonstrucd, this new threat is unlike anything 
the nation has faced before. The rombinaixxi 
of coordinated. ueJI-financrd terrorists, willing to 
iacnf.ee their lives, potenoalh/ armed with weap- 
ons of mass destruction, capable of operating with- 
in our own borders pare extraordinary risks to our 
security, as well as to our constitutional freedoms, 

which could all too easily be compromised in the 
fight against this new and deadly terrorist threat. 

To help guard against this, Secictary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld appointed the Technology and 
Privacy Advisory Committee ("TAPAC") in 
February 2003 to examine the use of "advanced 
information technologies to identify terrorists 
before they act.'' 

Secretary Rumsfeld charged the costtnasmx with 
developing safeguard* "to ensure thai (he 
application of this or arty like technology devel- 

oped within [the Department of Defense] DOD 
is earned out in accordance with U-S. kwr and 
American values related to privacy."4* 

The decision to create TAPAC was prompted by 
die escalating debate over the Terrorism Infor- 
mation  Awareness  ("TIA")   program.'  TIA had 

•UJ.I j of fcOMuliy uirMi6»Mr mtijni 

Mint afficailt within At United Sawi 'Dmr iiai ipplf oroide «f iKe U-»ml Sozt omSy if tb» naxjtUnu, aid e 
vu'iu t US. dmtn (dthei^i rw attntaiiy • pnuum rendrai •lien) 

THM rrpon iscu»o ntiuutcfy on ijm ptmqr nuts |anl bf U S. pmiramtn. d*i mm my pregam wader VS. In 
pentm, wtuclt u< tklntd unda US Inr u U.S. arircnt*od pomwK rodent JBMI b doa• 

•ieoon o* *« "tJgkRtwaf s^d Mwy Mvvwy Onmnm 



TM tms not aniqgt m ta aatmbal for data mmmg... (Mjarry BOW atofvafm'mim 

Of under drWopmem... matt timka mtt offxnonaJ mf&rmmton conamnf 

US ptnon to detect and deter Eenwtff octwibo. 

ban acwd by the Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency fDARPA") m 2002 MIMIIO 

"become much more efficient and mote dever in 
the ways w* find new lou/ces of dan, mine 
information from the new and old, peneratc in- 
formation, makr it available for analysis, comnr 
it m knowtttije. and ueare aaionabk opooru- "' 

TIA sparked ••By in Congress and the pro*, 
due in largr pan to the threat it was perceived ai 
posing to intorntariortal privacy. On Septemhcr 25, 
2003. Congress terminated funding for the 
program with die exception of "procmang, anary- 
su, and collaboration loot, for counter-ttmmwn 
foreign inaeUagrncc," specified in a citiamed annex 
to the Act. These tools may be wed only in 
connection wkh "ktwful military opcianotu o( 
the United State* conducted outside the United 
States" or lawful foreign intelligence activities con- 
ducted whouy oveneas, or wholly against non- 
Urutcd Stain anzens."* Thii language malus dear 
that TIA-Iike anrvitiej may be conn n tung. 

THE SCOPE OF GOVERNrVltNT 
DATA MINING 

71A was not unique in ID potential for data 
milling.* TAPAC tt aware of many other pro- 
grams in use or under deveiopmcru both within 
DOD and elsewhere in the government that 
make nmibu uses of personal information con- 
cerning US pertora to detect and dctrr terrorist 
accvifjex, including; 

* DOD programs to detenainc whether data 
mining can be used to identify individual* who 
pott a threat to U.S. forces abroad 

• the mrcBigence community's Advanced Research 
and Development .Vtrvny center, baaed m the 
Kaoonal Secunry Agency, n conduct "advanced 
research and development reined to paTaaawTMj 
intelligence from, and providing security for. 
informaoon transmitted or maniouiated by 
elecrmnx means'7 

* the t-ompurcr-Aiuned Passenger Procrren 
ing System in me Department of Homeland 
Security CDHS") 

• the Treasury Department's FinarnaJ Oimcs 
rlnlnrccmrni Network 

* federally mandated "Know Your Custotncr" naks 

* the "MATRIX" (Mumsrate Ann-Terrorism 
Inforrnanon Exchange) rystem to link raw 
enforcement records with other government 
and private-rector database* in eight stares 
indDHS 

• Congress mandate in the Homeland Security 
Act that DHS Vatablsth and unlbc ... a secure 
oanununacaoom and intormarion technology 
infrastructure, induding dau-rnining and other 
advanced analytical tools," to "access, receive 
and analyze data detect and identify thrca a of 
trrronnn against the United States"4 

TAPAC'S CONCLUSIONS 

After many public hearings, nurnerous rxsdcground 
briefings,  and extensive  research. TAPAC  has 
reached four broad cundusions: 

DA waa a flawed effort ( 
ends. It wax fbwed by its perceived irucnxioviry to 

' V* arKu • i. -> , cmiag; IS pww, W •* 

tAHCUMOINO NnMCV M TW IHOT AOJUNST TM 
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WAwma flawed effort to achieve worthwhile end*. H was flawed by fts perctmd 

wirurtrtTTy to cmkat prrtacy issues, the manner in which it was presented to thepubk, 

and ihe iadr of clarity and cortmiaxy with whkh 4 was dtstnbed. 

uiocaJ privacy issues, the manner in which it was 
presented to the pubfic and (he lack of darky and 
airuanency with which u »v dracribed. DARPA 
stumbled badly in in Kindling oTTIA. foe which 
the agency has paid a significant price in ternu of 
to credibility in Congress and with the public 
This coma at a r-mt when DARPAs hutrxiealty 
creative and arrsbirjous research capacity it more 
necessary dun on By maintaining 10 focus on 
imaginative, far-sighird research, u the unx rime 
rhit it takes account of irifomuiiona! privacy 
concerns, DARPA should rapidly regain at bear- 
wgs. It at in the beat interests of the nation far it 
to do so. 

Data mining is a viral tool in the fij 
tcrroriini, but when uaed in connection with 
personal data concerning U.S. persona, data 
mining can present ugnificant privacy itsue* 
Data mining tools, like most technolagiei, are 
inherently neutrah they can be used for good or 
ill. However, when those tools arc used by the 
government to cmnnor personally identifiable 
data uHnciniftg U.-S. persons who have done 
nothing to warrant suspicion, if they arc conducted 
without an adrotyie predicate they run the iuk 
of becoming the 21st-century equivalent of 
general searches, which the authors 0/ the Bui of 
Righo were so concerned to protect against. 

lb be certain, data mining has many valuable and 
brwful uses in both the private and public lectors. 
In many settings it may prove less intrusive to 
privacy than other technician for guarding against 
terronst threats. Moreover, the same technologies 
chat make data mining rraublr can be used n> 
reduce the amount of personaUy identifiable data 
occeaary, radfirarr data mining with artorrfTruaed 
data, and ensue immutable audit trait, and other 

However, when data mining invofves the govern- 
ment accessing personalty sderuifiahle inforrna- 
tion about VS. persons, it also raises privacy issues. 
Ihe magnitude of those issues vanes depending 
upon many factors, induding: the tcnsitrvrty of 
the data being mined, the expectation of privacy 
reasonably associated with the data, the am- 
sequences of an indmdual being sienohed by 
an inquiry, and the number (or percentage) of 
VS. persons identified in response to an inquiry 
who have not otherwise done anything to warrant 
government susptaon. 

In dcvTSoptng and using data mining tools the 
government can and must protect privacy. Thai 
has never been more starkly presented than fal- 
lowing the September 11 terrorta snacks, which 
vmdly demonstrated the need 10 deploy the took 

Data mining* is a vital tool in the fight agamaurmristn, but when usad 

m cormectjon with penonal data concerning US penoru, 

data mining am present ugnificant privacy issues. 

fUjpot at Ot* TeehnolOfy M<4 **rw»ey Advisory Corrvrntw* 
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necessary to protect and defend the nation without 

violating out oinswuoonal values in the proven. 

Soikinr- a hilincr between security and privacv 

w no easy task. Alexander Hamilton wrote in 

Federalist Pips 8 in 1787 that "Vjfery from 

exrernil danger n the moat powerful dltectut of 

tuoonaJ conduct. Even (he- ardent love ot uberry 

will, after a ttme, gjvc way to its dictates.' To be 

mote safe,* he oonduded, nations "at length be- 

come willing to run the risk ot being lest free,"* 

The Supreme Court wrote in 1963 that it B "under 

the pressing exigencies of vims, that these ti the 

greatest tempuoon to dispense with fundamental 

comotunonal guarantees which K • leased. wiB 
inhibit govetnmcnial acuon."'8 

This it pteatdy the challenge out nation faces 

today, a challenge made immedute and vnocal by 

the magnitude of the terrorist threat its sustained 

nature, and the tact that it comes not from an 

identified enemy abroad but trom a larger? invisible 

enemy that may be operating within out borders. 

Existing legal recruircrnenti applicable to the 

government's many data mining programs arc 

numerous, but disjointed and often outdated, 

and as a result may compromise the protection 

Data Mining Checklist 

1    h the proposed ettVity or system Hssy to «we*ve tht KOUMXMV. use. or sharing o* ptnonat* eJa*M«t*t 
nkbrrnat<on aboet US persona? 

:vpatt<s) dots the data m^ng server is ««/*> ft • wtthn the agency*! aythontf' H * tJfcwnif 
important to**-'ant ths'akjto ir*&im«:*>nfj pr*iif i>*data mining poses' 

}    h dssa rouv/ig necessary to secomposri that purpose-ie,, eogU tht purpose be arxomphshed a we* with- 
out A r   - 

I    H iht data mirnitg tool designed to access, ust, retain, and daawmisssu the least Oats necessary to serve 
tht puwws *ot wheh fl (1 witendad' 

5    H the data mming u»i designed to taw anonwnssd data whansw poo-bit' 

4    An there ipetVc and •rUcuUtw facts that dau mining persona*? dent'db* <rrb"taten (or raj I 
pravioutfy anonyrnfttd mforr-jton) concerning US parsons wil be conducted in a mannv that oir>**wq* 
eompBea *«h the ns^wrwnents of appticeblt laws and rerxjmwendaton*. it reasonably mined to cxtntfyingor 

apprehending terrorrrts. preventing tamyns trtsda. or beating or preventing the use of weapons ot mast Ces- 
tn^on,«M«* to »iald.*fcrmMion relevant to net**-* itw rty, and n iwprafl«abfcw*hanonyrra*idete' 

7a«W*«dWMiJfcnr <**£*** OamMj U.S. Anwi 

7    Are tht data apcropra*a tar the* Mended .ae. tata g vac iccount the purpose*; i) for wnc* the data went 
tofcected, thee ag«k and the contftasm under attest they have been stored and protected' 

* Ant data oe.i| accessed a> acquired from third pei*r m vttksuon of The terms and condeons (usua#y rt- 
fisdad «• pr^y poky) ur«ie*whch they we to»act«d> 

• « dau art being acquired deadly trom dau subjects, have tha indivdve* been provided w4h approp'tatt 
net ea, com•M «nth the purpose of tht data nttn>og aoMty? 

S»«0^aO»«;rWVAOr.ST.e tCH- AGfcNSl '{SJIORiSM 
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f jo««g \tgai raqtMentnti appkabk (o the J-WBWWW'J many data mtntng program 

... may compromu tht protection of prnoty, public wnftttntf, and :he 

nm>on'i abjfty to aafl tfficwe and fawjd responses to urraram. 

of privacy, public confidence, and the nation's. The Irjal proterbons dut have hrstutialh/ applied 

ability to aafl effective and lawful responses to in this context recognize distinctions between U.S. 

terrurism. This is espeaaliy Due in the setting on persons ind non-US. persons, and between law 

which TAPAC fovTijcd•anaK/imp penoniKv iden- enforcement and national security, and between 

finable dau to protect against terrorist threats, acdvTOcs that take pWe in the United Suies as 

1C Art data btttiE sought in the older prowled by E*odhif Oder 12333-i.a, from of with tht eoneant at the 
dau sublet, from publcy avaMbfe touites, from proprietary sources, through a method trjuiinr, authorv 
niion has than probable causa (eg, a pen register or trap and tract dewsceX through a method <*qu"-ng a 
war nr-t, and f^iaHy through a method 'tq wring a wiretap order 

11 An pesona!!/ demifable dan being ttft in place whenever poB*k»J tf such data an bwf-g acquired or 
tram's rrad, n theft a lyntm in place (or tmu/'ng that they an mumed c destroyed as toon a practicable? 

7W aaaerr */£ktu .Vntiag 

12 What ant th» iitetjr trttn(s) oft *>onrfduas dant^ied through tht data musing-**, wtff they bt the wbject of 
furlhar •mreafgation or wfl thty be wynadatw/subject to some advent actionf 

13 Doe* the data m Iftmg tod ywti a rate of ("aha poiri**i that n acttpubtt tn viewer* the purpowo* 'he search, 

tht nvt*it/ of tht effect of bamg identified, and tht NW.heodcrffurtMr>n*stfgatio'i> 

U 6 than an appropriate system » pact for dealing weh f*.t» poUNm (t g, reporimg (*He powuves la dtnt 
cpan to improve tht system, comciing -ncorraci ^rlarmaton rf pc*vb>   at 

frequency ard effects of farse pnarm' 

IS Art dau secured ejeww accdtnul or dtacwme unaohoraed aeons, use. attrition, or dasVurton, and 
acorn to tht data mating tool mtrcud to persons wih a Itgftencu need and protected by appioprteu 
access contrafe taking into account the stmtnrits of tht daa' 

H Cots tht dau mining tool generate, to the extant te^hnoiofca'S; poasArJt. ah immutable audr ir»t shoanVig 
which dau have been accessed or • rWcwi by what users, and fee west par poses t 

17 Wflthtdauminira;toolbantbranucontinuwrjinn 
tiai hwxmaurxal prvar^ asucs rarsed ^ ntw dcvtlor^ 

11 A/t aA penom anga|td in dtwatoptng or taing dau rrkn>ng toofi traned -n than- appropnatt uat and the 
taws and nguaetora apearable to thttr use' 

19 Kivadt'e'w-nr.-jnias toth« ir^ucy andaprxooratanaacrf eajMmir»r'gr>t*n'narfeof rev-ewtd byawoffi- 
oaf Othw than thost in'tmareiy rvovtd w>th the development. acou.srtloA or use of the dau mining looiJ 

••tK-r* •»' ih« Tarpon «igy tnd Pnv«» Advanf y Oxnmllae 
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Omr, uniform laws end standanti go*tmng date mminj arr neceaary. 

tctat dmanvrnngtooJifff«Af»^onia^gmintlytn the fight agatmt ttrnmm 

opposed to thew dm take place beyond our 
border* Thu 'line n the border" approach to 
privacy law and to national secunry it now IIKICU- 

ingjr inadequate because of the new threat from 
terrorists who may be operating within our bord- 
ers, and advances in digital technologies, including 
the Internet, due have exponentially increased the 
volume of data available about individuals and 
greatly reduced the financial and other obnadei 
to retaining, sharing, and transferring thoK data 
across borders. Thar devdopmena highlight the 
need for new regulatory boundaries to help pro- 
Bet civil liberties and nauoual security it the 
nine time. It a time to update the law to respond 
to new chtlengcs. 

The Makes could not be higher. Gear, undorrn lows 
and standards governing data nuningare necessary 
to empower DOD and other pwcniment agencies 
to use dan mining tools dTcarvcly and aggressively 
in the fight against terrorism. Those laws and 
standards are also necessary to protect informa- 
tional privacy, which is bodi important in its own 
right and n often critical to a range of tundarnen 
cat crvd ljbcTt». jn<-Ming our rights to apeak, 
protest, associate, worship, and participate in the 
polirjcal pnxeai free from government intrusion 
01 utbmidaiion. 

RECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNING 
DO!) DATA MINING 

We beueve it is possible to use information 
in hnologjrs to protect national security vnthout 
cornpronrnsing the privacy of U.S. persons. The 
irtrwer lies in clear rules and policy guidance, 
adopted through an open and credible political 
process, supplemented with educational and 
rethnoiogra! tools, developed u an integral part 
of the  technologies that threaten privacy,  and 

enforced through appropratc managerial polio- 
cal, and judicial oversight. 

DOD should safeguard the privacy of I: V pat- 
tona when using data mining to fight terrorism 

naoommmmm 2 
The Secretary ihoold establish a regulatory 
tnmenwk applicable to *l) data raining 
conducted by, or under the authority or". DOD, 
known or reasonably likeh* in invoke personally 
identifiable irunrrnation concerning US persona. 
The eaennal clcmcna of that framework include 
a written finding by agenev beads authorizing 
data mining; minimum lechiucal requircmena 
for data mining rynemi (including data rnrruhu- 
iscwn, data anortynuesoon, creation of an audit 
trail, secunry and access controls, and training for 
petsonnd invohvd in data rnining); rpccial pn> 
tecuens for data mining involving darabases horn 
other government agencies 01 from private indus- 
try; authorization from the Foreign IntrJugencc 
Surveillance Court before engaging in data min- 
ing with personally identifiable infcxmaoon con- 
cerning VS. persons or resdentirying previously 
snonyintwd tnfomuttion concerning U.S. persoru; 
and regular audits to ensure complunu 

We recommend etrtodnar from these requirement* 
data mining rhai is limited to fosesgn intelligence 
that does not involve L' S persona: data mining 
concerning federal government employees in 
connection with their employment; and data 
mining that a based on pamailanred suspicion. 
Including Kaichrs ro identity or locale a specific 
individual (eg, a suspected terrorist) from aidine 
or tnnsr thip paoenger mamfcm or other hat 
of names or other nc«Kmmve information about 
US. persnns. 

WKUMOMC h-v«Y is TW newt AGAMBT TTIAOMM 
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Summary of TARAC Recommendations 
km ii liil "iw Omtmmt^OD /Jteae Mimimg 

RKQMMOOAriON 1 

DOOihouU uftguavd the prveey of US ptnona-«4IM using data m^n^ to figK tarrorsm. 'Dau mm--j* ri 
defined to meiuv tajv-cha* of one or motabdioncdvafaastt of ^rmauon wearing US p«non% by or on 
b«r«* o* an agajncy or empire* of the govern««re 

RiCCMAtfMUnON a 

The Secretary iho-jW ettabl*h « regulatory framework applicable to «l data inning conducted by Of unite' the 
authority of, 000, known or 'wooneoiy Mely to kwohra ptrtonefly dew fiabW information conoxntng US per- 
toni Tn*nquvimanur/rJ>atKtonippyio»JI OCD program! wvahrlng data rcintfgowearning US perxini 
enajh th'ee wcKtrort data. n.i^j(l)b«tdonpvuc-jl»i8«d)uipttjr, including searches of pawengar manifest) 
end iMTttSar km, (J) in* n limited to foreign mtetiigtrsct that don not irrvoVe US penonc, o' (3)that concerns 
lateral (warnmant amployaai in connection wflh thaw employment. Caru mtnirg that a frnaxd to information that 
it routinely a^Habia without charge or lutncnption to th# pubte-on tha internet, in telephone dinctor1c\ or w» 
pubftc raoardj toUiaartarrt authoraad l3y!a*-thouldbacoryjitw»ad e«ry on the wrmen authorization deieneard 
<n Rasommandaton 21 and tha compliance audits described w RacommandaUon 14 AB other data mi.ning con- 
carr>in| US ptrjont (houU comply with all of tha following requirements 

RHOMME9CMTION 2.1 

Written finding by agr icy haad authoramg data mining, Before an agency can ampby data mining known or 
raaaonapty IrheJy to involve data concerning US persons, the afr-ry haad thoud fir* rraka a written finding that 
complwi with the reQiartmenu r/t*« -era•-lef-daton authoring the a.  • 

An agency haad may m*a the wf«Un '<nd.ng deacrtbed above either for p^grams that ndudedeo mming 
at erne atarnant, and data maeej eoneam-na; US persons may occur, or tor (pacific appfcesbom of Ar 
wharatha useof information Knownor 'ike4y toconcent US persons n dear iy amlcpatad 

RCCOiytMIMUnOH 22 

Ttchnnj! requirements *cu data nmtnf Data mming of database* known or reasonably ifcaly to mduoe pa? 
sonalSy «tant.f«bla MormaUon about US parsons should ampby or bt subject to tha requirements, rfthn 
lacommendabon (la, detam«<rr.eetcn, data anonymaation. audit trail security and arc ess. and training 

RlCOMMlMMrKM 2.3 

/ databaaai Data mining involving databases from otrrer government agencies or from private 
industry mmf pnarent special riiks Such data owning lovohnng or reasonably iiWy to invoVa. US- penom, thouU 
adhere to the prwiptet sal forth in •>» recommwndatori 

R LCCftkMtNOr* r»OH ZA 

ParaonaHy idari/iabie bfferawdon. It 4 not ahaaqrt pantbk to engage in data m«in( ming ancfiymlnd data, 
Moreover, avan wercrtei rnvcA«n{ anonymsad data wC uft.or.eh/ mult in matche* wtnch must be raadtntinad 

uwi parvjftafly idamifiabie Information- Tha> uat of panonady -ientrf aWe ^formation known or raawnabry iieary 
to concern US penom In data mmlng inouid adraart to the foflowtng promtow 

An agency wrtSin DOO may engage in da*a mimng !i»ing perionafly dentrfbote etformaskM known or 
n»iofwbVWo^tooi>«twuSp*reor«onthaa)n<^^ pnor to the cornmenotrnent o* th« warch, DOD 
ootaifli from the foreign Inteflrfenca SunnWUnca Court a written order amhortdng tha »a>t,h bated on the erw« 
anceof apajrHV and rtcuUle facts that meet th« raquiremantiof thrt (acontmendRon. 

000 may wale tha approval from tht foreign IntaMganca SurvM4anca Court erthtr for progmmt that include 
dau mating as one element, and data mining of pencnatly oanr.rfiebjf mfbrmatun known or May to include 
mtonnataan on US panona may aits, or for tpacn'ic appi<«imi of data mming where tht UH of penonafty 
identa'tableintoifr.atwi known or like^to mcljde informatwn on US. panore i dearly an t«apaWd. 

An agency mary retdatajfy prtvoioly anonym ceoci data known or reaaonaCry Wkafy to concern a US pstaon on the 
corvdftiontrttDOOQtt^mfromtrwfene^ 

catton baaed on the eiolenca of ipac'< and an<y »We facts that meet the t»qufemant» of thrt raaxnrne/eiajjon 
*»ricx«OCt»nTvgaco^«der,'hep^ernmernn^ 

Um «raaJereJy erwyrr*ad nforrrtf iyt obtared t^^ 

i e* the Technotngjr and Privecy Ad>r*ory Convntttee 
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ftfcCOMMEMC*nON23 

AudfKngfor compj^nct. Any p'ojram or ecit>«y that (TMcrvei data mifwng known Of iliin>l<jf lilitly ;o include 
poianaflyiftrtifablaiAfoimjton about U$ f>«rv>^iiSoJdb«»i«j^«lnatlBstraninnui#)rtc«>«tf«a)<,t|ii*rK* 
w*h th# f«*joM rf thl» wcommendltion eniother apel«We lew*and regutaiiCTS 

RCCOMMLNDUKM 3 

DOO ihoUd, to iK« extant pefmtted by taw, uppart rrsewi-h into ntim *o» improving: the «a jrvy end 
•ffeetwfew of d«a mining lycemi ami i«Snotej«. tachnoloflcaJ and othtr toob for enhancing pnvacy 
P»o»*etci, and the broader bgV, eiNcal, ioc«). end prKtof rouee in connecton wtth data «*iinj toncernmg 
USptnom 

ftKOMMttDATKM 4 

T s* Sett «wj tf a-M create a po«cy-awe( privacy officer 

•HOMHMMBOMl 
Tht StCTttary ihoJd create a panel of external erJrvtKm to edviee the Secretary tht pf«cy off«-, and other 
DOO c*f <»!» on denufyinf and fMDarwtj inforrnttxvtal privacy aun. and on t>t devetapnwM and inotamtn- 
tttton of appropr JC a privacy protection fnachan rtn\ 

nttrmmmnnms 
The Secretary vNouW create and antuf* the effect m optretnn of meaning/of ovawfW merAarterw. 

RlCOMMINOATK)«4 7 

TheSecretary ehouid wort to developicultureof itnluwty to, and knowledge abuwt, prWaty dauaa «woa*t| Ui 
pertont tKfoufhoa fXXA research, acquaftjort, and operatxwwt art vitw. 

a^WWM C#ir<wwr/«/ CamiaaMt Ac* Mmrng 

UOOMMMMMNI 

Trre Secretary ihouVJ recommend that ConpaMartotf.a-rM-awi «ur> • «gat e«*"woftcat 
ind ovanifht mtcronncM neteawy to guarantee the privacy of US. panont in the coNUad of aavjorva) 

Mcuricyand law efrfcreernent actvflm 

ttOQMMMUlMMf 
Fin Secretary ihouU tacomnw>d that the Pntudem appoint an rrrttf-ajency «ommiaaa to hefp ensure the 
qia*y and coraetency of federal government afrom to »*t jj*-d mtor-ratJonaJ privacy In the content rf nateaal 
jaturltyend law •nforwmal artMiai 

RtCOMMEMMltOH 10 

TSt Seertury thoutd recommend ih* tht Pitutal appant a panai of attt'r-aJ advoon to adviM i*m PraSdam 
ooncaiitirif fadtral govtmmim afforu to wfajiwd irfofmational prwaef « i*m o)ma>3 ot raaUonal (acurvy and 
law anforctmant actvitiaa. 

RECOMMlMOAnON 11 

Tht Sacrattry itouM raxommanci that the Pfaadant aM Cctfipvn tan t^ota K«pt nactvary to araur* tha 
pfoudion of u& ptnoW pnwy and the affklant and affaaw* wtnfH of {|ovcrnment data mnrnj «a*> 
1»»thfoujh tr>a judKury and by tte nabon*i t*ect«a iaadan throuft! a potacaBy eadibla ptocan. SpatacafS; 
Confraas and tht Pwaticr.t iKouId aulKonrt th» fcr-ji '-.•••:.j»fv» &urv*<tenoa Coian to fccawt <«quasu fcf 

vr Racommandaio^ 24 and 8and to jraw c dtny wch ordan, and aach hou»t z> Ccf-tv. t*«ould 
eantify«ihj^comff*iaato?«if«aaoft!*a{mciar»Bponjo>ncjirn^|dau.- 

ftfCOAAWNDATtON 12 

Tht Stcrttaiy itould itoommtnd that tht PmidaM and Congrav lupport meatcri into ntara for mprwmg 
tht acccdcy and affactvantii of data mmti| lyattm and tr^'' o«opa». tactinoto{>cal and ctha* too^i for enhanc- 
ing prvKy piwartwn. and the broader kef* eiSeal. aoctrt. and practicar naun •nolwed wkh data nwanf 
osncarnng US. perswii 

S**i-;u*ar>NC ParvACY *. r»« F«;HT Aiajsit Ttetoe.4M 
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In addition, we recommend that data mining thai 
it limited to information that is rouandy available 
without charge oc subscription to the public•on 
the Internet, in tdephone curectoties, or in public 
records to the extent' aiithoriictl by law•should 
be subject n> ooh/ rhr rrquitements thai it he 
conducted pursuant co the written authorization of 
the agency head (at specified in Recommendation 
2.1) and auditing for compuaiux (as specified in 

Recommendation 2-5). 

RECOMMENDATION 3 

HOI) should, to die extern permitted by law. 
support research into meant for improving the 
accuracy and eficctivene» of data mining r>»- 
tcma and lechnologie*. technological and other 
looU for fnWyyiwg privacy protection, and the 
broader kgai, ethical, aoriai, and practical issue* 
ut connection with data mining concerning 
U.S. persona, 

RECOMMENDATION 4 

The Secretary ahould create a poScy-lcvct privacy 
officer. 

RKOMMENDATrON S 

The Secretary ahould create a panel of enema! 
advisors to adviae the Secretary, the privacy officer, 
and other DOD official* on identifying and re- 
solving inrormabonal privacy issues, and on the 
development and implementation of appropriate 
privacy protection mechanisms. 

RFCOMMENOATION 6 

The Secretary should create  and ensure the 
effective   operation   of  meaningful   oversight 

RECOMMENDATION 7 

The Secrenry should work to ensure a culture 
of sensitivity to, and loiowtedge about, privacy 
iaroca involving VS. penona throughout 1XK) 
and all of its research, acquisition, and opera- 
tional acrrvrries. To aid the Secretary in that 
important task we offer a checklist of questions 
as a useful guide for identifying specific ir.br- 
manorial privacy issue* related to data mining 

RECOMMOJIMT10NS CONCEJlNiNG 

GOVERNMr>n DATA MINING 

While TAPAC focused on TIA and related 
DARPA prugrarns, it is countraproducuve to the 
protection of both privacy and national security 
to address only these, while ignoring the many 
other government programs that use personal 
information on U.S. persons Moreover, the pri- 
vacy issues presented by data mining cannot be 
resolved by DOD alone Action by Congress, the 
President, and the courts is necessary as well Final- 
ly, because DOD is the only federal department to 
have an external advisory committee to examine 
the privacy implications of its programs, TAPAC 
occupies a unique position. We therefore direct our 
rrxommrjidarions to the broad range of govern- 
ment data mining activities. 

RECOMMENDATION 8 

The Secretary should rtcomoscod that Congress 
and the President establish one framework of 
legal, technological, training, and oversight rnech- 
aniann necessary to guarantee the privacy of VS. 
persona in the context of national security and 
law enforcement activities, A governrnent-wtde 
approach  is desirable to address the significant 

While TAPAC focused on TIA and related DARPA programs, *t is tourtUrpmduttm 

to the prottction of both privacy and rmfional stainty to address only these, 

ignoring the maty other government programj that use personal inforrnitio n 
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privacy issues nine by the many program* under 
ticvcloproeiu, or already ui operation, that invoke 
the UK of personally identifiable infonruuion eon- 
orrning VS. pawns for national sccuruy and law 
enforcement purposcs. 

Wc therefore believe that the piovtwons of 
Ro.cmmcodition 2, which concern DOD'i pro- 
grams that invohc data mining, should also be 
implemented across the federal government and 
made applicable to all governrncnf depamncaa 
and agencies that develop, acquire, or use dan 
mining tools in connection with VS. persons 
lor national security or law enforcement purpose*. 

we do not suggest that the resolution of infor- 
rrubonal privacy issues will be the same in every 
setting. Clearly, come modifkarioru will be 
necessary. We believe, however, char govcinrntiit 
efforts to protect national security and fight crime 
and ro protect privacy will be enhanced by the 
articulation of government-wide principles and a 
consistent system of laws and processes. National 
tundinis will also help provide dear models for 
state and local government efforts as well. 

laVaawawMM * 

The Secretary should recorurnend that the 
President appoint an inter-agency committee to 
help ensure the quality and coowtency of fede- 
ral government efforts to safeguard infortrutjonal 
privacy in the con ten of national security and 
aw rnmnement activities. 

RCCOftlMENMTIOM 10 

The Secretary should recommend that the 
President appoint a panel of external advisor* to 
advise the President concerning federal guvern- 
ment efforts to safeguard informational privacy 
in the context of furional Kcuriry and law 
enforcement activities 

tl 
The Secretary should recorrunend that the 
President and Congress talu- those steps necessary 
to ensure the pmrmion of t'..S persons' privacy 
and dse efficient and effective oversight of 
government data f"'***"g activities through the 
judiciary and by this naiioru elected leaders 
through a polibLauy credible proceu. This includes 
adopting new, uwustem protections, along the 
lines of these rcsxmnsendauons, for snfbrmarion 
privacy in the law enforcernent and national 
security contexts. In addition, wc believe Congress 
and die President should work together ro enact 
the legislation necessary to aumorhx the Foreign 
wtelitgence Surveillance Court to receive requeao 
rnr orders under Kecumnxridariom 2 and 6 and 
to grant or deny such carders. 

There a also a cniical need for Congress to exer- 
cise appropriate oversight, especially given the fact 
chat many data mining programs may involve 
djatsaM information which would prevent 
iminediair pubuc disclosure We beheve that each 
bouse of Congress should identify a single 
committee to exercise oversight of data mining 
ssxnnoes, and that each agency's privacy officer 
and agency head should report jointly to those 
u>nmiiitccs at least annually 

RECOMMI NDATXW 12 

The Secretary should recommend that the 
President and Congress support research into 
means for improving the accuracy and cftec- 
ttveneM of data mining systems i 
technological and other tools for 
privacy protection; and the broader legal, ethical, 
social, and practical issues urwtcved with data 

; IJ-S persons. 
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Impact of TAPAC Recommendations on Government Data Mining 

ot an agmy* em^tytt of AtgomnmmQ 

•yaw 99 lfrt#onfttioo 
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Our god in these recommendations H to artkuhu a framework 

af krw and technology lo enable ibt government vmultaneouily 

to combot twruriyn and fQjtguortl prwey. 

CONCLUSION 

Out goal in these tcaxrunnxiinofu it to vtku- 
liir i framework of lzw and technolop- to enable 
the gmrnuncni Bmukancouity IO combat terror- 
ism and safeguard privacy We believe zsptd action 
Q necessary to address the host of wawai 
programs thai involve data mining coruening 
US persons and to provide dear direction u 
the people responsible for developing, procuring, 
implementing, ami overseeing those programs. 

While these ieaimrnend«iora impose additional 
burdens on government officials before they em- 
ploy some data mining inok we believe dm in the 
long-run they will enhance not only snforma- 
Uortal privacy, but national sreuriry as weii They 
are designed to help break down the barriers to 
information-sharing among agencies that have 
previously hampered ruUonal security efforts, to 
provide sufficient clarity moocrning access to and 
use of personal information concerning VS. per- 
sons so that DOD and other government offi- 
cials can use such information appropriately, and 
to ensure that scarce national security resources 
are deployed strategically and ifitmvdy. 

This broader, more mmprchensrvc approach is 
essential if our nation is no achieve its gnal of 
uunbaorig terrorism W safeguarding the priv- 
acy of U.S. persons. We must not sacrifice liberty 
for security; because as Benjamin Franldin warned 
more than two cenruries ago, "they that can give 
up rascnnaJ liberty to purchase a little temporary 
sa/rry deserve neither liberty nor safery.*" Franklin 
might well have added thai those who aade liberty 
for tafcty all too often achieve neither. 
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APPENDIX A   BIOGRAPHIES OF TECHNOLOGY AND PRIVACY 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND STAFF 

TAPAC MEMBERS 

Newton N. Miiunv, Ouiniun, is Senior Counid 
tu the Lw fiim of Sidley Ausun Brown 6c Wood 
I fe was i managing partner with Sicllcy of Austin 
from 1965-1991. He saved u a US. Army 
Sergeant in the Chma-Runiu lndu Theater in 
World War a He served at a Law Oak to the 
Honorable Fred M. Vinson, Chief Justice of the 
United States, and at Assistant Counsel to Gover- 
nor Adlai E. Stevenson. In 1961, President joiin F 
Kennedy appointed him Chairman of the Fedenl 
Communications Commission. Mr. Mine* has 
served as Chairman of the Carnegie Corporarjon. 
the Pubuc Broadcasting Service, and The RAND 
Corporation, and at a trustee of the Mayo Clinic. 
He is a life trustee of Northwisrctn University 
and the University of Notre Dime. He to-chaired 
the 1976 and 1980 presidential debates and u 
Vice Chairman of the Commission on Presidential 
Debates, which sponsors the debates. He has 
served on numerous presidential commissions. A 
graduate of Northwestern University, he is the 
Walter Annenberg Professor Emeritus there, at 
well as the author of four books and numerous 
professional journal and magazine ankles and the 
recipient of 12 honorary degrees. 

Floyd Ahramj is a partner in the New York law 
firm of Cahill Gordon & Reindel LIP and is the 
William J. Brennan, Jr. Visiting Professor of FUST 

Amendment Law at the CoKunbn Graduate School 
of Journalism. Mr. Abtams has argued frequently 
in the Supreme Court in a Urge number of its 
matr ugnincant First Amendment cases. He gradu- 
ated from Cornell University in 1956 and the Yale 
Law School in I960. He was a Visiting Lecturer 
at the Yale law School from 1974 » 1980 and 
1986 to 1989 ami the Cokirnbia Law School from 
1981 to 1985. He tt a recipient of the William ], 
Brcnnan, Jc Award for enioranding contribution 
to public discourse; the Learned Hand Award of 
the American Jewish Committee; the Thurgood 
Marshall Award of the Association of the Bar of 
the Gty of New York; the New York Press Club 
John Peter Zenger Award; the Judge Louis J. 
Capoazou' Award of the New York County law- 
yers Association; the Dcrnocracy Award of the 
Radio Television News Directors Foundation; Ross 
Eiuy Prize of the American Bar Association; and 
many others. Mr. Abrams was Chairman of the 
Com municatjoru Committee of the Association of 
the Bar of the City of New York, the Comminee 
on Freedom of Speech and of the Press of the 
Individual Rights Section of the American Bar 
Assocutwn, the Committee of the Freedom of 
Expression of the Litigation Section of the 
American Bar Association; and of Mayor Edward 
Koch's Committee on Appointments. I le currently 
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chain the New York Stale Commission on Public 
Acorn to Court Recardt 

Air Burd u president of the Marklc Foundation, 
a private philanthropy thai focuses on tuing 
infornution and amununicaiMiru tniinr>l«ipet 
(TP) to address critical public needs, particularly 
in the areas of health care and national *xurity 
Since joining the Foundation in 1998, Ms. Baud 
has developed it into an operating foundation 
thai, in addition to in work in health care and 
national vnruruv, has been instruments! in work' 
ing with the gpwrnmenu of the G-8 countriei 
and rrujor developing countries to establish 
mechanisnu to address international IT policy 
ind to enable the use of IT to achieve devrlopnicnt 
goals. Ms. Baud's career spans business, government 
and acatdcmii. She has been senior vice president 
and general counsel of Aetna, Inc. a senior visiting 
scholar at Yale Law School, counselor and staff 
execuove at General Electric, and a partner in the 
law firm of 0"Merveny & Myers. She was Associate 
Counsel to President Jimmy Carter and an attor- 
ney in the Office of Legal Counsel of the US 
Dcpartnvenc of Justice. She served on President 
Cunrom Foreign InicUjpence Advisory Board and 
on the International Competition Miry Advisory 
Committee to the Axmmey General. Ms. Baud is a 
member of the American Law Institute and served 
on the congressional Commisonn on the Roles 
and Misnons of the Intdhgmce Community She 

oi oirrcrrw 

Griffin BcB joined King Ac Spalding as. a partner 
m 1933 and became Managing Partner in 1958. In 
1961, Pressdent John P. Kennedy appointed him 
to serve at a United States Circuit Judge on the 
Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals. He served as the 
72nd Attorney General ol the Untied Stats from 
1977-79. He h a rnernbet of the American College 
of Trial Lawyers, serving as its President from 
1985-46. He is also a member of the American Law 
Institute. Judge Bell was the initial Chairman of 
the Atlanta (Commission on Crime and Uiveiule 
Delinquency. During 1980, he headed the 
American delegation to the conference on Secur- 
ity and Cooperation in Europe, bald in Madrid. 

In IvtR Judge rku nxcrved the [homas Jeffmon 
Memorial Foundation Award for EarfhVnce in 
Law. From 1985-87, Judge Bell served on the 
Secretary of Sates Advisory Co mmi ttee on South 
Africa, and in 1969, he was appointed Vice 
Chairman of President Burha Commission on 
Federal Ethics law Reform. During the Iran Contra 
invertigaoon, be was counsel to President Bush 
Judge Bell graduated nun bntdt from Mercer 
Unrverany law School in 1948. 

Gerhard Casper is President F men tus of Stanford 
Unrveruty and the Peter and Helen Bang Professor 
in UrtoWgnduate Educatioo at Stanford. He • 
aho a Prufoaor of Law, a .Sensor Fellow at the 
Institute for International Studies, and a Professor 
of Pohucal Science (by courtesy). Professor Casper 
studied law at the universities of Freiburg and 
Hamnurg, where, in 1961. he earned his tint Law 
degree. He attended Yale law School obtaining rut 
Master of Laws degree in 1962. lie thai returned 
to Freiburg, where he received rut doctorate in 
1964. He has been awarded honorary doctorates. 
most recendy in law from Yale and in j>hili aonhv 
from Uppsala, In the tall df 1964, Professor Casper 
immigrated to the United Stares, spending two 
yean » Assistant Professor of lYjfJDca] Science at 
the University of California at Berkeley. In 1966, 
he joined the faculty of the Vruvenarv of Chicago 
Law School, and between 1979 and 1987 served 
u Dean of the Law School. In 1985, be was ap- 
pointed Provost of the University of Chicago I Ic 
roved as President of Stanford Unrvcru ry from 
1992-2000. Professor Casper is the author of 
numeroui scholarly books and article* and 
sjMrfcswi pieces. From 1977 to 1991, be was an 
editor of The Smfrrme Court AVstinv. He has been 
elected to membership in the American Law 
Insrirute (1977), the International Academy of 
Comparative Law, the American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences (1980). the Order pour it rncritc 
fur Wiwnschaft en und Klinste (Order pour le 
meVttc for the Sciences and Am) (1993). and the 
American Pniforophical Society (1996). IVofcssor 
Carper serves as a successor trustee of Yale Uni- 
versity, a member of the Board of Trustees of the 
Central European University in Bssdapcat, and a 
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member of die Trilateral Gwnmmioo. He it abo 
a member of various additional boards, including 
the Couadl of the American Law Institute and 
the Board of the American Academy in Berlin. 

ffni T. Colemao, Jr. is a Senior Partner and the 
Senior Counsekx in the law firm of 0"Mdveny 
and Myers. He received his A.B nanma cum Uudt 

bom the University of ftruisylvania and hu IJ -B. 
f**pu aim landt bom Harvard University, where 
he was an editor of the Harvard Lou Review. He 
clerked for the Honorable Herbert F. Goodrich 
on the U.S. Coun of Appcab for the Third Gr- 
out, and for the Honorable Fein Frankfurter on 
the U.S. Supreme Court He was Secretary of the 
Department of Iransuortarion daring (he Food 
Adininistrauon, He U a member of the Eaxcutn* 
Committee of the Trilateral Commiwion, the 
Council on Foreign Relations, and the Boards of 
Trustees of the Carnegie lrurinicon of Washing- 
ton, the Bruukings Institution, the Philadelphia 
Museum of Art (Vice President), and the New York 
Cry Ballet. Inc. He was a member of the Board of 
Directors of the National Symphony Orchestra, a 
Trustee of the Notional Gallery of Art, and an 
AdvBory Director of the Metropolitan Opera. He u 
a former member of the Board of Oveneen of 
Harvard University and of the Boards of Directors 
of AMAX Chase Manhattan Bank. N A. Chase 
Manhattan Corporation, CIGNA Corporation, 
IBM Corporation, Pan Arnerkan World Airways, 
PepsiCo.. Inc. Philadelphia FJecthc Company, 
and New American Holding*. He it the author 
oi many scholarly articles and a fellow of the 
•American College of Trial Lawyers, the American 
Academy of Appeuaic lawyers, of the American 
Law Institute, the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences, and of the American Philosophical 
Association. He served as President and as Chair 
of the NAACP Legal Defense and Educational 
Fund. Mr. Coleman has received the French Lcgio n 
of Honor and the Presidential Medal of Freedom. 

Lloyd N. Cutler is a founding partner of the taw 
firm of Wibner, Cutler flc Pickering. He served as 
Counsel to Prcudenn Clinton and Carter, Special 
Counsel to the President on Ratifkaoon of the Salt 
U Treaty (1979-1980); the PrtsiaWs Special 

Represencativr for Maritime Resource and Boun- 
dary Negotiations with Canada (1977-1979); and 
Senior Consultant. President's Commission on 
Strategic Forces (Scowuoft Commission, 1983• 
1984). He was i member and rotrner Chairman 
of the Quadrennial Comrnimon on Legislative, 
Boecunvr and Judicial Salaries, and was a member 
of the Presidents Commission on Federal Ethics 
Law Reform (1989). ML Cutler is a graduate of 
Yale LWraity (BA 1936; U.B. 1939) and was 
awarded a Yale honorary Doctor of Laws degree 
in 1983. He abo was awarded an honorary Doc- 
tor of Laws degree from Princeton University in 
1994; the Jefferson Medal in Law at the University 
of Virginia in 1993; the Fordham Stem Prize, 
Fordham Uiuvettuy School of Law. 1995; and 
the Marshall-Wythc medal of the Law School of 
William and Mary. Mr. Cutler was a founder and 
Go^bairman of the Lawyers Commimx on Oral 
Rights Under Law. He has served as Chairman of 
the Board of the Sabburg Seminar, Co-CHaimun 
of the Commimx on the Constitutional System; 
a tnember of the Councal of the American Law 
Institute; a trustee emeritus of The Brooking* In it* 
tutsan and a member of its Executive Committee, 
and an Honorary Bencher of the Middle Temple. 
He abo has served as a director of a number of 
national business corporations. 

John O. Marsh, Jc a a Distinguished Professor of 
Law at George Mason University, concentrating 
on cySenenonim and national security law. He 
enlisted in the VS. Army in 1944 and was com 
miationed a second lieutenant at age 19. He later 
served in the Army Reserve and the Virginia 
Naikinal Guard, much of his service being in 
the 116th infancy Regiment He graduated bom 
the Army Airborne and Jaunpmasrer Schoob and 
earned Senior Parachutist Wings. He received his 
law degree in 1951 bom Washington and Lot Uni- 
versity and began his practice of law in Soasbuig, 
VA. He was elected to four terms in Congress from 
the Seventh District of Virginia (1963-71). and 
served on the House ApprDpraoora Committee. 
Choosing not to seek a fifth term, he resumed the 
practice of law. In Match 1973, he returned to 
federal service at Assistant Socm-jry of Defense foi 
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Legulatrve Affairs. In January 1974, he became 
Assistant lor National Security Aitun to Vice 
President Ford, and in August 1974 became 
ixiururJot. with (ahinot rank, to Presideni ford. 
He chaired the ?resklcnral Committee for die 
Reorganiration of rhe US Intelligence Com- 
munity in 1975-76. From 1981-1919. he served 
at Secretary of the Army, his tenure was the long- 
est of any Secretary in American history. Secretary 
Marsh hat been awarded the Department of 
Defense Divintnushrd Public Service Award on na 
occasion*, hat been decorated by the governments 
of France and Brazd, and holds the Presidential 
Gtsrns Medal. He wu vlencd as Vuginan of 
the Year ror 1990 by the Virginia Pros Assocra- 
oon and has received the George Carles Marshal 
Medal tot pubik service from the Association of 
the United Sara Army He b a member of the 
advuory council of the Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science, chain the advisory committee of Virginia 
Inland Port, and is a member of the Special 
Congressional Panes on Terrorism to Arsess fede- 
ral. State and I oca) Response to Weapons of Mats 
Dtxrucnoa (the Gilmore Commission). 

EXECUTIVE DDIECTOR AND 
DESIGNATED FEDERAL OFFICIAL 

Lin A. Davis serves as the Executive Director and 
Designated Federal Official of the Technology and 
Privacy Advisory Committee. Mrs. Davit was 
appointed Principal Assistant Deputy Under 
Secretary of Defense for Industrial Policy on 
December 3, 2001. Her responttfoliries include 
worid-widc industrial base management initia- 
tives, such as E-business solutions, acquisition 
management improvements, and best business 
practices. She king* a this position cnmiivc 
crpCTicixr in defense contracting and aonuimon 
policy; management, and legislation from pou- 
tnru in the Defense Department, industry, and 

Capitol HilL She has negotiated and managed 
mafor systems scouisitmns for the Army, Navy, 
and Marine Corps, and hat head position* of m- 
aeasing responsibility in the office of the Sme- 
ary of Detense. Mrs. Dzvv graduated with honors 
from Ball Stair University, and earned dse otic 
Certified Contracts Manager from the National 
Contract Management Assncution/1 Vteme Sys- 
tems Minagemeni College. 

REPORTER 

Red R Care fa die reporter ror TAPAC He b a 
Distinguished Profcssci and director of the Center 
lor Applied Cybenecuniy Research at Indiana 
Unrvenrty. He appcan regularty before Congress, 
government agencies, and professional and industry 
groups on privacy, secunry, and other inibrmatiun 
law matters. Professor Care directed the Becrjonic 
faforraauoa Prrvacy and Commerce Study lor the 
Brooking! Institution, chaired die Inrematsonal 
TesaxKnmunicarJoa Union's Hiph-Level Experts 
on Electronic Signatures and Certification Author- 
roes, and was a member of the Federal Trade 
Commissions Advisory Cornrnittee on Online 
Access and Security. He is a senior policy advisor 
to the Center lor Information Policy leadership 
at Hitnton 6c Willranu, a member of Microsoft't 
Trustworthy Computing Academic Advisory 
Board, and a member of the board of editors of 
/Vrwtcy & lnfarm*a*n Lew Rtpmt. He has led 
projects for the American Enterprise Institute, 
The Anncnberg Washington Program, and the 
Brooldngj Instmjtron He is the author of many 
articles and books, including /Vm*y at it* biffr- 
Huaxm Aft, Priuaey tn Rmpectwt, and 'Iht fmemtt 
and At Ftnt Ajnemdmni, A member of the 
American law Institute and a SenatDt and Fellow 
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Mr. CANNON. MS. O'Connor Kelly. 

TESTIMONY OF NUALA O'CONNOR KELLY, CHIEF PRIVACY 
OFFICER, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 

Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Chairman Cannon, Ranking Member 
Watt, Chairman Chabot, Ranking Member Nadler, Members of 
Subcommittees and distinguished colleagues on the panel, it is my 
great honor to be before you on behalf of the United States Depart- 
ment of Homeland Security's Privacy Office, which I am privileged 
to lead as the Department's first Chief Privacy Officer. 

I am pleased to offer my reflections on the findings and rec- 
ommendations of the 9/11 Commission Report and also on the Re- 
port of the Department of Defense, TAPAC, particularly as they re- 
late to the privacy of individuals. 

As the first statutorily-mandated Privacy Officer in the Federal 
Government in a role that provides both investigative oversight 
and policy advice, I am keenly aware of the challenges presented 
by the Commission's role. In every respect, the 9/11 Commission 
has met those daunting challenges admirably, and I know I join 
every American in thanking them for their work. 

The Report teaches us that one of the reasons the United States 
failed to prevent the September 11 attacks was its failure to think 
creatively. 

As the Commission's work points out, our future requires new 
and creative modes of thinking and demands that we institu- 
tionalize new and imaginative mindsets within the very culture 
and structure of our Federal Government. Most importantly, we 
must perform our tasks in a manner that respects the privacy, the 
dignity and the personal freedoms of each individual in the United 
States. 

Just as the Commission recommends institutionalizing imagina- 
tion, we at the Department of Homeland Security have already 
begun operationalizing privacy awareness within the very culture 
of our organization. This has meant both responding to privacy 
complaints from within and outside the Department and actively 
raising privacy awareness across each of our directorates. 

We have crafted privacy training and privacy policies for many 
of our new programs, ensured that the statutorily-required privacy 
impact assessments and system of record notices are written and 
reviewed, and counseled DHS officials regarding the effective and 
responsible uses of new technologies. 

Outside of our organization, we have reached to advocacy groups, 
to our partners in the European Union and throughout the world 
and to the general public for input and guidance on our programs. 
We are vigorously pursuing our statutory mission of ensuring that 
the Department's technologies and programs sustain, and do not 
erode, privacy protections relating to the collection, use and disclo- 
sure of personal information. 

No one has been a greater champion in these efforts than Sec- 
retary Tom Ridge, who from the very inception of our Department 
has recognized that privacy is a vital thread that runs through the 
fabric of the United States. Privacy is a value today that we seek 
to protect, as we protect both the tangible and intangible assets of 
our country through all of our endeavors at the Department. 
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I wish to thank Secretary Ridge and also Deputy Secretary Loy 
and commend them for their leadership and active support of my 
role and for the efforts of the DHS Privacy Office, including our 
more than 430 Privacy and Freedom of Information Act specialists 
throughout the Department. 

The wisdom that Congress demonstrated when it mandated a 
Chief Privacy Officer and an integrated Privacy Office within the 
Department of Homeland Security represents precisely the kind of 
bold and creative thinking that will be demanded of our leaders 
and policymakers in the post-9/11 world. As the United States 
transforms its Federal intelligence and law enforcement commu- 
nities, operationalizing privacy protections across the Federal Gov- 
ernment, it is imperative that we sustain this dialogue among pol- 
icymakers, technologists, intelligence professionals, law enforce- 
ment officials and also the private sector. 

The Commission's recommendations raise a number of points 
that are crucial to bear in mind as we move ahead in this new 
process. The Commission points out that the choice between secu- 
rity and liberty is a false choice. We as a Nation must abandon the 
pessimistic and misguided notion that in order to be safe we must 
sacrifice the privacy of our personal information. The Department 
of Homeland Security's Privacy Office has worked tirelessly to dem- 
onstrate that the dichotomy between liberty and security is a false 
one by working in partnership with program and policy personnel 
to embed privacy within successful security initiatives from the 
very beginning. 

As we seek to combine information in new and creative ways in 
the Federal Government, we must also establish and enforce con- 
crete safeguards that prevent the Federal Government from ex- 
ceeding its boundaries. As the Commission correctly points out, the 
burden should be on policymakers to prove that any new power 
granted to the Government is accompanied by adequate guidelines 
and oversight to properly confine its use. 

The Commission's report findings heavily underscore the need to 
abandon the compartmentalized structure of our intelligence bu- 
reaucracy that existed before 9/11 and move to a more integrated 
system. Congress should permit agencies to share and disclose in- 
formation collected for counterterrorism purposes if such sharing 
and disclosure is necessary and appropriate to achieve a security 
function. However, agencies should also demonstrate an adherence 
to privacy principles and fair information practices, including edu- 
cating employees about the purposeful and responsible use of infor- 
mation. 

A final matter is the recommendation of the Commission that the 
President appoint a board within the executive branch to oversee 
adherence to these guidelines and recommend the commitment the 
Government makes to defend its civil liberties. 

We are keenly aware in our office of the benefit of having a cen- 
tral, coordinating privacy authority that is both knowledgeable 
about organizational structures and yet independent enough to act 
as an effective privacy advocate. It is one of the greatest challenges 
and opportunities of our office that we serve both outside and in- 
side roles in the structure of our agency. The Chief Privacy Officer 
is appointed by the Secretary, but also is a position created by Con- 
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gress and reports to Congress. The dual aspects of this role have 
allowed our office to turn a critical eye on the most controversial 
and also mundane aspects of the Department's operations, while of- 
fering a supporting hand to our key decisionmakers. 

Any privacy oversight body in a sense must also be both outside 
and inside the Federal Government. Any such body must combine 
real knowledge of ongoing activities with real authority to confront 
and prevent abuse. I look forward to sharing my own experiences 
and participating in the public dialogue on such a matter in the 
coming months. 

I extend my deepest gratitude to Chairman Cannon and to the 
Members of the Subcommittee for your oversight and interest in 
our office, and I thank you for your time and attention. 

Mr. CANNON. Thank you, and thank you to all the Members of 
the panel. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. O'Connor Kelly follows:! 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NUALA O'CONNOR KELLY 

Chairman Cannon, Ranking Member Watt, Members of the Subcommittee, and 
distinguished colleagues on this panel, it is an honor to testify before you today re- 
garding the 9/11 Commission on behalf of the United States Department of Home- 
land Security's Privacy Office, which I am privileged to lead as the first Chief Pri- 
vacy Officer. 

I am pleased to offer my reflections on the findings and recommendations of the 
9/11 Commission's report. That Commission was charged by Congress and our Presi- 
dent with the important yet daunting task of investigating this tragic event in our 
history with an eye toward implementing future changes. As the first statutorily- 
mandated Privacy Officer in the Federal Government, and as someone who provides 
both investigative oversight and policy advice, I am keenly aware of the challenges 
presented by the Commission's role. It is a role that requires both tenacity and dis- 
cretion, persistent determination and unyielding patience, meticulous attention to 
detail and perceptive understanding of the "bigger picture". In every respect, the 9/ 
11 Commission has met those daunting challenges admirably, and I know that I join 
every American when I commend and thank them for their fine work. 

We have heard from the Commission's Report that among the many reasons for 
the United States government's failure to prevent those dreadful attacks was a fail- 
ure to think creatively about the challenges we faced and to act upon information 
we received. In the words of the Commission, we suffered a "failure of imagination". 
Looking forward, it is clear from the Commission's work that the years ahead will 
require new and creative modes of thinking and will demand that we "institu- 
tionalize" new, imaginative mindsets within the very culture and structures of our 
government. Most importantly, we must perform these tasks in a manner that re- 
spects the privacy, dignity, and personal freedoms of every individual who lives in 
and visits the United States. Indeed, years from now, we will be said to have suf- 
fered yet another tragic "failure of imagination" if, while undertaking efforts to re- 
form our intelligence community and protect our security, we fail to think and act 
creatively to protect privacy as well. 

ONE YEAR ONWARD: PROTECTING PRIVACY WITHIN DHS 

My firm belief, which has been affirmed by my experiences during the past year, 
is that protecting both privacy and security is well within the grasp of our collective 
imagination. In tact, during my first year as the Chief Privacy Officer of our Depart- 
ment, I have operated under that very premise, and have worked to ensure that pri- 
vacy and security go hand-in-hand as we carry out our protective mission. In much 
the same way that the 9/11 Commission recommends "institutionalizing imagina- 
tion", we at the Department of Homeland Security have begun instituting and 
operationalizing privacy awareness within the very culture of our organization. We 
have done so by working side-by-side with senior leadership and by ensuring that 
as programs move forward to implementation, they have been carefully and thor- 
oughly analyzed for their impact on personal privacy. This has meant responding 
to privacy complaints from inside and outside the Department and actively raising 
awareness of privacy across all of our directorates. We have crafted privacy training 
and privacy policies for many of our programs, ensured that statutorily-required Pri- 
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vacy Impact Assessments and System of Records Notices are written and reviewed, 
and counseled DHS officials regarding the effective and responsible use of tech- 
nology. Beyond our organization, we have reached out to advocacy groups and the 
general public for input and guidance. Moreover, on the international level, we have 
reached important agreements with our partners in the EU and elsewhere, and 
have participated in fruitful discussions with organizations like the International 
Association of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners. In short, my office is vig- 
orously pursuing its statutory missions, including ensuring that DHS technologies 
"sustain, and do not erode, privacy protections relating to the use, collection, and 
disclosure of personal information." 

It is not an accident that DHS in its very first year began linking the values of 
homeland security and privacy protection as being compatible rather than opposing 
goals. It was a well thought out legislative design, firmly embedded in Section 222 
of the Homeland Security Act, to reflect fundamental American values. No one has 
been a greater champion of this pairing of values than Secretary Tom Ridge, who 
from the very beginning has set the direction "from the top" that privacy, matters 
of individual dignity, and civil liberties define the fabric of America that we seek 
to protect in all of our endeavors at DHS. Today, I wish to thank Secretary Ridge 
publicly and commend him for his leadership and active support for the role and 
efforts of the Privacy Office at DHS and the entire Privacy team, which includes 
more than 430 Privacy Act and Freedom of Information specialists who work 
throughout the Department. 

LOOKING FORWARD: PRIVACY ACROSS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 

The wisdom Congress demonstrated when it mandated a Privacy Officer within 
DHS represents precisely the kind of bold and creative thinking that will be de- 
manded of our leaders and policy-makers in a post 9/11 world. As the United States 
transforms its federal intelligence and law enforcement communities, 
operationalizing privacy protections across all of government will be more impera- 
tive, and more challenging, than ever. It will require, first and foremost, sustained 
dialogue among policy makers, technologists, intelligence professionals, law enforce- 
ment officials, and the private sector. The Commission's Report has provided an ex- 
cellent starting point for that dialogue. Their recommendations raise a number of 
points that are crucial to bear in mind as we move ahead in this process. 

First, as the Commission quite correctly points out, "the choice between security 
and liberty is a false choice". We as a nation must abandon, once and for all, the 
notion that in order to be safe, we must give up our right to keep our personal infor- 
mation private. As the recent TAPAC Report concluded, "The stakes on both sides• 
guarding against attacks and protecting privacy•could not be higher. We must not 
sacrifice one for the other. . . ." Within DHS, the Privacy Office has worked tire- 
lessly to prove this point, and to demonstrate that the sometimes perceived dichot- 
omy between liberty and security is a false one. As I have said on numerous occa- 
sions, the protection of privacy is neither an adjunct, nor the antithesis to, the mis- 
sion of the Department of Homeland Security. Rather, privacy protection is, in fact, 
at the core of that mission. Likewise, privacy protection must also be at the core 
of our national mission as we devise ways to reform and improve our intelligence 
and anti-terrorist efforts. 

One way that we as a nation can put to rest the perceived dichotomy between 
liberty and security is by unleashing the vast potential of our technology. Too often, 
advances in technology are met with concern and trepidation. Yet, just as our tech- 
nology can be misused to suppress privacy, so too can it be used to enhance and 
protect it. During my time as Chief Privacy Officer, I have observed first-hand how 
technology solutions can greatly enhance the privacy of individuals. Technical fea- 
tures such as encryption, audit trails, one-way hash functions, and tiered access con- 
trol modules, among others, make it possible to analyze information in a way that 
protects people's safety while limiting access to personal information and preserving 
the integrity of data. Moreover, as technologists know quite well, information secu- 
rity is paramount to protecting privacy. Therefore, the key to ensuring that tech- 
nologies used by our government sustain and do not erode privacy will be to harness 
the creative energy of those who design and implement our technical infrastruc- 
tures, challenging them to devise new solutions that secure and protect our personal 
information. 

OVERSIGHT AND GUIDELINES 

Technology and privacy awareness, while important, will not be enough to address 
our current challenges. As we move forward, we will also need to establish and en- 
force  concrete   safeguards   that   prevent  government  from   exceeding  its  proper 
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bounds. As the Commission correctly points out, the burden should be on policy- 
makers to prove that any new power granted to government is accompanied by "ade- 
quate guidelines and oversight to properly confine its use." The idea here is an im- 
portant one•privacy protections must be put in place at the front-end of our gov- 
ernmental processes when programs are in their infancy, rather than later, after 
privacy abuses and mistakes have already taken place. 

The United States has a firm foundation upon which to build additional privacy 
protections. Existing laws such as the Privacy Act of 1974, the Freedom of Informa- 
tion Act, and the E-Government Act all seek to embed "fair information practices" 
and a general respect for privacy into the daily operations of our government. Cou- 
pled with our Constitutional provisions, these statutes form an essential part of a 
privacy culture that will only become more relevant in the years to come. As we 
build upon this legacy of privacy protection, we must find ways to embed these val- 
ues within the new statutory frameworks that will govern the collection, use, shar- 
ing, and retention of intelligence and other personal information. 

Much of the 9/11 Commission Report's comments in this area address the need 
to integrate and coordinate the data that are collected for our antiterrorism efforts 
more effectively. The Report's findings underscore the need to abandon the compart- 
mentalized structure of our intelligence bureaucracy that existed before 9/11 and 
move to a more integrated system. It is my view that Congress should permit agen- 
cies to establish clear parameters for sharing information to protect privacy. As 
some have said, we must move from a "need to know" to a "need to share". Estab- 
lishing reasonable limits on access and embedding fair use principles will be impor- 
tant, not only because it will protect individuals, but also because it will engender 
the kind of trust in government that is necessary to achieve the cooperation of both 
the public and private sectors. In failing to abide by these principles, we risk replac- 
ing the problem of "stove-pipes", in which disparate pieces of information are never 
adequately integrated, with one of 'leaky pipes", in which personal information is 
exposed for all to see. 

CREATING AN OVERSIGHT BODY FOR PRIVACY AND CIVIL LIBERTIES 

I would like to address, as a final matter, the recommendation of the Commission 
that the President appoint "a board within the executive branch to oversee adher- 
ence to the guidelines we recommend and the commitment the government makes 
to defend our civil liberties." 

I am keenly aware of the benefits of having a central, coordinating privacy au- 
thority that is both knowledgeable enough about organizational structures to obtain 
information and yet independent enough to act as an effective privacy advocate. It 
has been one of the greatest advantages of my position at DHS that I serve concomi- 
tant roles both inside and outside the structures of our agency. The Chief Privacy 
officer is appointed by the Secretary, but is a position created by statute and re- 
quired to report to Congress. The dual aspects of this role have allowed me to turn 
a critical eye on the most controversial and the most ordinary aspects of the Depart- 
ment's operations, while also offering a supportive hand to key decision-makers. I 
do not see my office as the enemy of the missions of the Department. Rather, I see 
it as crucial to achieving that mission successfully. 

Implementing such an oversight position for the entire federal government is ad- 
mittedly a different task, one that would require attention to matters of a com- 
pletely different nature and scale. Since the government's response to the 9/11 Com- 
mission's recommendations is still being formulated, it is too early to say precisely 
what type of body will best address the privacy needs of our Federal Government. 
While the challenges and responsibilities faced by the person or persons who under- 
take this responsibility will be distinct from those faced by the Chief Privacy Officer 
at DHS, I look forward to sharing my own experiences and participating in the pub- 
lic dialogue on this matter in the coming months. 

CONCLUSION 

Each and every one of the issues raised by the 9/11 Commission regarding the 
upholding of personal privacy presents a unique but highly important challenge to 
our nation. Facing these challenges will require extraordinary imagination. The ex- 
ercise of that imagination and the implementation of the resulting changes certainly 
will not be easy. And yet as Thomas Jefferson wisely noted, "It is part of the Amer- 
ican character to consider nothing as desperate; to surmount every difficulty with 
resolution. ..." If there is any over-arching lesson to be learned from the fine work 
of the 9/11 Commission, it is precisely that. Three years after the 9/11 attacks on 
New York and Washington, and in the memory of those who passed in the fields 
of Pennsylvania, our nation is united in its desire to learn from the past by re-orga- 
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nizing and reforming antiterrorism efforts. At the same time, we seek to renew our 
foundational commitment to respecting the privacy of each individual, as a matter 
of law and policy. As the DHS Privacy Officer, I work daily to ensure that this sa- 
cred commitment•our unwavering determination to secure both our liberty and our 
land•is a guiding force behind every decision at the Department of Homeland Secu- 
rity. Thanks to the fine work of this Subcommittee, I am quite confident that our 
commitment to the protection of individual privacy will continue to guide anti-ter- 
rorism efforts not only within DHS, but across our entire Federal Government. 

I would like to extend my deepest gratitude to you, Chairman Cannon and to the 
Members of the Subcommittee for your tireless work and enduring contribution to 
our nation. Thank you today for your time and attention. 1 would be happy to re- 
spond to your questions. 

Mr. CANNON. I think we are going to proceed by seniority on each 
side of the dais, beginning with the co-Chairman of this panel, Mr. 
Chabot. 

Mr. CHABOT. I did mention in my opening statement that I have 
a particular interest in H.R. 338, the Federal Agency Protection of 
Privacy Act, formerly known as the Defense of Privacy Act, it is ba- 
sically the same bill, and I think, Senator Gorton and Secretary 
Marsh, you have both mentioned tbat in your testimony. 

A number of us were very concerned and have been for years 
that too often when regulations or rules were promulgated by var- 
ious agencies that privacy protections of the American people too 
often were kind of an afterthought and were not necessarily taken 
into consideration, and they should be up front. 

In essence, what this Act requires is•we all know about environ- 
mental impact statements•is basically a privacy impact state- 
ment. What it amounts to is to determine whether or not the agen- 
cy has taken into consideration privacy issues and maybe there 
was an alternative way to be less intrusive on those privacy rights, 
just to make sure we are looking at these things ahead of time. 

I actually introduced this back in the 106th Congress; and our 
colleague, Congressman Bob Barr, took it up in the 107th. We re- 
introduced it; and I want to thank my Ranking Member, Mr. Nad- 
ler from New York, for cosponsoring this and also Chairman Can- 
non for cosponsoring this as well. But it passed in the Judiciary 
Committee back on July 7, so it will be moving hopefully to the 
floor in the near future. 

But I would be interested to hear from the panel members as to 
how they think•and I know, Senator, I think you stated you can- 
not necessarily recommend for or against legislation, but how do 
you think this could potentially impact the issues that we are talk- 
ing about here relative to the 9/11 Commission? 

Mr. GORTON. We in the 9/11 Commission took sort of a self-deny- 
ing ordinance, you know, in not going beyond the recommendations 
that we made. We were perhaps as surprised as we were delighted 
that we were able to come out unanimously, and that required a 
degree of self-restraint. So we cannot take a particular position on 
your bill. But we can say it is quite consistent. It certainly seems 
to proceed from the same philosophy that guided us in asking for 
the creation of this board to see to the protection of the civil lib- 
erties from any new powers granted in the war against terrorism. 

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. 
Secretary Marsh, I didn't know if you wanted to add anything. 
Mr. MARSH. I believe that it would be helpful to give it more of 

a defense or national security flavor for those portions that involve 
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the Department of Defense or the Intelligence Community, and 
they have to be singled out because they are going to have to be 
treated differently. But I think it is a step in the right direction. 

If you look at the recommendations of the Committee Report, 
they are very elaborate recommendations on establishing a regime 
or protocol of how to do this, and it involves the President of the 
United States. We are suggesting also overview, not because they 
are not going to do a good job but simply to emphasize the impor- 
tance of what is being done by the legislation. 

I think the legislation is a very good starting point, Congress- 
man; and I welcome it. It is responsive to one of our problems. 

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you very much. 
I am probably not going to be able to get into a lot, I have 1 

minute left, but one of the other areas that I wanted to delve into, 
maybe some of my colleagues will, is one of the recommendations 
of the 9/11 Commission Report that stated, "At this time of in- 
creased and consolidated Government authority, there should be a 
board within the executive branch to oversee adherence to the 
guidelines we recommend and the commitment the Government 
makes to defend our civil liberties." 

I think prior to deciding the structure of an organization there 
must be a clear understanding of that organization's mission. So 
there are a number of questions that I think at some point it would 
be very helpful to get into, such as does the 9/11 Commission view 
the board recommended in the report as being limited to examining 
privacy, or should it weigh in on all things related to the nexus be- 
tween civil liberties and Government action, and would the board 
be charged with evaluating security against privacy protections and 
would it be a watchdog or a facilitator. 

There are many aspects that I think we would be interested to 
get into, but my time has already wound up here, so I will yield 
back my time at this point. 

Mr. CANNON. The gentleman yields back. 
Mr. Nadler, would you like to take the next 5 minutes? 
Mr. NADLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Congressman Hamilton, Senator Gorton, in your statement, in 

your joint statement, you said that the test, referring to the PA- 
TRIOT Act and some other things, the test is a simple but impor- 
tant one. The burden of proof should be on the proponents of the 
measure to establish that the power or authority being sought 
would in fact materially enhance national security and that there 
will be adequate supervision of the exercise of that power or au- 
thority to ensure protection of civil liberties. It is sort of a but-for 
test: but for this power, would we be less safe? 

This Committee has repeatedly asked the Attorney General that 
question with respect•or at least some Members of this Committee 
have repeatedly asked the Attorney General that question with re- 
spect to various provisions of the PATRIOT Act, and we have been 
unable to get any specific responses. 

In other words, if this power which the PATRIOT Act grants had 
existed pre-9/11, would•if that power had existed pre-9/11, would 
it have made a difference in preventing 9/11, for example, in your 
opinion? We have been unable to get any answers on that. 
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So my question is, in light of that experience, with respect to the 
privacy board or privacy officers you are proposing, what steps do 
you think that we need to take to ensure that these officials, one, 
are independent; two, are able to get the information that they 
need to get in order to do their work•information, as I said, this 
Committee can often not get; and, three, that they have the clout 
needed to have an impact? 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, .Mr. Nadler, those are difficult questions to 
answer because they really go to the power of the Congress to con- 
duct effective oversight. And my view, I guess not the Commission's 
view•I shouldn't try to speak for the Commission at this point• 
but I am very concerned about the lack of robustness, if you would, 
or aggressiveness, in congressional oversight today. 

We did not try to get into the specifics of the PATRIOT Act, ex- 
cept with regard to the one provision on the wall of separation, but 
we did suggest this test for any official, and that is as deeply as 
we went into it. 

When the executive does not respond to the Congress•and, inci- 
dentally, we hear that complaint often in our appearing before dif- 
ferent Committees. It appears to me that the problem is quite per- 
vasive in the executive-congressional relationship. It is not any- 
thing that is new. It goes back for a good many years. 

I think there is a lot of timidity in the Congress with regard to 
its exercise of oversight and, at the end of the day, they are only 
going to pay attention to you if you have budget authority with 
them. 

Mr. NADLER. That brings up the real question I am asking, 
which is not simply•I think that this Congress has been very 
timid in exercising oversight, too, but that is really a separate 
issue. 

My point was that we have been unable to get the information, 
and in light of that experience, if we are to establish this privacy 
board, these privacy officers that you are recommending, what do 
we have to do to make sure that they can get the information that 
we have not been able to get, that they can get information that 
they need once we have established that they are independent and 
that they have the clout? What powers do we have to give them, 
what authority do we have to give them to make sure they can do 
the job that you are outlining for us? 

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Nadler, we simply did not try to get into the 
details of the powers that the board would have. 

You mentioned I think a moment ago that Congress has to fill 
in the details, and this is a major detail that you would have to 
fill in. My own personal view is the board should have quite robust 
powers. But the important thing here to recognize is that what we 
have recommended calls for a great deal of Government interven- 
tion and strengthening of Government powers over individual lives. 
That is just inherent in counterterrorism policy. You are greatly ex- 
panding the role of Government when you are fighting terrorists, 
and we think it is necessary because of the threat. 

Mr. NADLER. Could I have 1 additional minute? 
Mr. CANNON. Without objection. 
Mr. HAMILTON. YOU have to have some check on that expansion. 
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Mr. NADLER. Which brings me to the other question I wanted to 
ask, and that is an internal board cannot take the place, in my 
opinion, of meaningful court oversight, so to what extent do you 
think•so Secretary Marsh is probably the better person to ask this 
question to•to what extent should there be court judicial review 
of the actions or lack of actions of this board or these privacy offi- 
cers? 

Mr. MARSH. Well, we recommend that there be oversight inter- 
nally and that the oversight will be in the courts. We feel that 
court review at various junctures of this is a very, very powerful 
method of protecting  

Mr. NADLER. SO it shouldn't be an arbitrary and capricious 
standard. You should have better access? 

Mr. MARSH. We insist on access to the FISA courts wherever you 
are dealing with a U.S. person. 

Mr. CANNON. The gentleman's time has expired. 
Mr. NADLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CANNON. DO you want another minute or two? 
Mr. NADLER. I would. 
Mr. CANNON. Without objection, the gentleman is recommended 

for an additional 2 minutes. 
Mr. NADLER. Senator Gorton seems to be interested in answering 

this, too. The question I would like you to address is, the courts 
should have oversight, but very often, in fact, even usually, the 
courts' oversight of administrative agencies is limited to an arbi- 
trary and capricious standard, which means that what the agency 
does generally goes, unless their conduct is really egregious. Should 
we establish some other standard for reviews and give the courts 
more power, in effect, to second-guess what this board or these pri- 
vacy officers might do or not do? 

Mr. GORTON. Mr. Nadler, I have three points in answer to your 
very good question. 

First, in the two areas, really both relating to the wall and on 
which we did express an opinion, that portion of the PATRIOT Act 
met the tests that we had set out. That was number one. 

Number two, you all, in your wisdom, of course, passed the PA- 
TRIOT Act with an expiration date. 

Mr. NADLER. Part of it has an expiration date. 
Mr. GORTON. At least as far as that part is concerned, you have 

the ultimate power. The Justice Department, obviously, is going to 
have to answer your questions, or you are going to have to lie down 
and ignore a failure to do so. But that is probably the greatest sin- 
gle power that you reserved to yourself, to see to it that you as the 
Congress get  

Mr. NADLER. But the privacy officers and this board are not 
going to have to the power to do this. What do we give them? 

Mr. GORTON. We recommended the creation of a board that could 
protect these rights. As Lee said, we have not gone into all of the 
details as to where it should be. Some the Members thought it 
ought to be in the Department of Justice. I think, given your ques- 
tions, you are probably inclined to believe that it ought to be an 
independent agency or board. 
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Those are decisions for you all to make, as are the decisions as 
to the degree of the review for it or the right of an individual to 
sue outside of the system with respect to the law. 

Mr. NADLER. I am less concerned where we put it than what 
powers they have, how independent it is, and how we can enforce 
the executive branch to comply with the decisions it makes. 

Mr. GORTON. It should be independent, and it should be powerful 
enough so that it gets listened to. 

Mr. NADLER. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CANNON. The gentleman yields back. 
I hope the panel and also the Members of the two Committees 

will consider that, in dealing with these details, we may not have 
enough information. We may need to be considering a commission 
that will help us think through some of the details, because I share 
the concerns of the gentleman from New York on how we go about 
this. 

The gentleman from Arizona, Mr. Flake, is recognized for 5 min- 
utes. 

Mr. FLAKE. I thank the Chairmen, both Mr. Chabot and Mr. 
Cannon, for organizing this hearing and the witnesses for coming. 

I want to thank the 9/11 Commission for its particular focus on 
secure sources of identification. That has been something that I 
have been concerned about for a couple of years. I introduced legis- 
lation last year, H.R. 3461, to require States, if they want their 
State driver's license used as a form of Federal identification, or 
identification for Federal purposes, that there have to be some kind 
of standards there. Because, as it stands, if a State like California 
doesn't use the same kind of standards or uses lax standards, it 
doesn't affect just the citizens of California, it affects all of us, be- 
cause it is used increasingly as the closest form of a national ID 
as we have. When it is used for air travel and other things, there 
is certainly a Federal nexus there. 

We also have created more of a Federal nexus when we allow, 
with the Help America Vote Act, an individual State to allow them 
to use a driver's license as a form of identification to register to 
vote. So there is a Federal nexus here, and I am pleased with the 
Commission's focus on this. 

I would just like to get your thoughts on it and how quickly we 
ought to move to that. My bill specifically says if a State wants its 
drivers' licenses used as a form of Federal ID, it has to have some 
kind of standard. 

You have also talked about standards for birth certificates, be- 
cause those are the sort of breeder documents that are then used 
to secure these forms of ID. Can you give some elaboration on those 
things? Mr. Hamilton? 

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Flake, thank you for the question. 
I think we do suggest in our recommendations that there be Fed- 

eral standards applied to these identification documents, birth cer- 
tificates, driver's licenses and a lot of other things. That has to be 
seen in a broader context, and the context is that we need, we be- 
lieve, a modern border immigration system. You have to look at all 
the ways that people get into the United States, and you need to 
stress biometric exit and entry systems. You have got to give these 
officials that check people coming into the country, whether it is by 
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land, sea or air, access to information with regard to visitors and 
immigrants. 

You have to have in your Intelligence Community the ability to 
look at the indicators of terrorist travel. Terrorists have to travel 
a lot. You have to develop an exchange of information with other 
countries so that you can make, for example, a real-time 
verification of passports, and you are going to have to involve a lot 
more local and State officials. 

Now, all of those things go together with what you are talking 
about; and the secure identification of U.S. citizens becomes very, 
very important in letting the right people in and keeping the bad 
people out. 

Mr. FLAKE. What I found was quite striking as well. In Arizona, 
my 16-year-old son just went and got his driver's license. His driv- 
er's license is good, I think, until he is age 65. He can get a driver's 
license theoretically, and he did, for 44 years. 

Now, somebody entering the country, for other States to do this• 
gratefully, Arizona does this right. It doesn't anymore offer a driv- 
er's license for a period longer than the expiration of a visa. But 
only 11 States operate that way. 

In other States that offer•and I don't know how many will allow 
you to get a 44-year license, but if you come on a student visa for 
6 months or a year or 2 years, you can get a license for up to 20 
or 30 or perhaps even 44 years, and there is your de facto ID. And 
we know that two of the terrorists on 9/11 had overstayed, yet they 
had licenses from States that existed for longer than their visa. 

Senator Gorton, do you feel that is an important part as well, to 
ensure that a driver's license, because it is used as a form of Fed- 
eral ID, if you will, not be issued for a longer period than the stay 
of the visa? 

Mr. GORTON. Well, again, the Commission didn't judge that spe- 
cific idea. We did speak, as Lee has said, to birth certificates and 
driver's licenses, because driver's licenses are the most common 
form of identification and our concentration was on having uniform 
standards for them. You are talking about a form of uniform stand- 
ards, at least. 

We are concerned not so much about their length, though that 
is an important consideration, as their validity, as really identi- 
fying who a person is. That is where our concentration lies. 

Mr. FLAKE. Thank you. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CANNON. The gentleman yields back. 
I am quite certain the gentleman from Iowa, when he has the op- 

portunity to speak, is going to be concerned about that issue, as I 
think many of the members of this panel are. 

Mr. Scott, would you like to take 5 minutes? 
Before you do so, let me just point out that the Ranking Member 

has graciously agreed to defer in the event that others have to 
leave. So we have not skipped over Mr. Watt, but he has been gra- 
cious in letting others go first. 

Mr. Scott. 
Mr. SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Hamilton, with the extra powers for information gathering, 

wiretapping, data mining and whatnot, did the Commission limit 
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these extra powers to terrorism-related investigations? The PA- 
TRIOT Act was not limited to terrorism, and some of us had some 
concerns about that. Had it been confined to terrorism, it might not 
have been as controversial. These extra powers may be extended to 
any kind of criminal investigation. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, Mr. Scott, our focus was on terrorism, and 
when we recommended, as we do in several places, an expansion 
of Government power, we were limiting it to terrorism. 

Mr. SCOTT. DO I understand that you did not recommend a na- 
tional ID card? 

Mr. HAMILTON. We did not. 
Mr. SCOTT. The no-fly lists have obviously been over-inclusive 

from time to time, as the recent situation with Senator Kennedy 
is just one of the most recent examples. How many false positives 
should we be tolerating before we•I guess the more people you 
stop and keep off the plane, the more likely it is that one of them 
might actually be a terrorist. What kind of tolerance should we 
have for these false positives? 

Mr. GORTON. Well, you know, our goal should be no false 
positives. But one of the reasons that we were so interested in this 
subject is that on 9/11 the FAA's no-fly list had 16 or 18 names on 
it. That is all. Part of our reason for a National Intelligence Direc- 
tor and a National Counterterrorism Center, was at the same time 
the State Department had a list of several thousand people that it 
suspected to be terrorists and the FAA didn't even know that the 
list existed. They learned about it at one of our hearings earlier 
this year. 

So we do think that there should be an integration of valid ter- 
rorist information about the methods that these terrorists used to 
attack the United States. But it is obviously wrong to, you know, 
confuse one name for another. Just because there is one bad guy 
named Edward Kennedy doesn't mean Senator Kennedy should be 
kept off. We have got to be very careful, it seems to me, to see to 
it that the lists are real lists that identify real people and don't 
have a significant number of false positives. 

Mr. SCOTT. Thank you. 
Secretary Marsh, a lot of the data mining information went to 

the level of personalization of the lists and the information but 
didn't really go to the kind of information that we are talking 
about. What kind of information can be obtained in this data min- 
ing? Are we talking about, I guess, library records, travel records, 
credit, medical? Exactly what are we talking about? 

Mr. MARSH. The databases actually can cover a very broad range 
of different subjects. They could cover travel, they could cover fi- 
nance, they can cover possibly health records, if you get an excep- 
tion. 

The data mining is an accepted and very effective process. It is 
not new. We did data mining with fingerprints and law records 
years ago, but it is now so sophisticated because of computerization 
and it can reach so far and it reaches across boundaries and it can 
be international. 

What we need are methodologies, and I think a number are 
being developed, whereby we can confine those lists very quickly 
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and minimize what we have to have, and then anonymize, so there 
is no disclosure of who you are looking at until you reach the point. 

Mr. SCOTT. One of the things we had•I am not sure what the 
status of it is now•the FBI guidelines used to be that you wouldn't 
gather information unless you were actually investigating a specific 
crime or had some specific investigation. You just wouldn't gather 
information. 

Mr. MARSH. I believe that was in law enforcement, wasn't it? 
Mr. SCOTT. Well, are we mining this data just for general- 

ized  
Mr. MARSH. That which is done•defense criteria on data mining 

is different than law enforcement. But in defense that is done to- 
ward a specific objective, and inside the NSA you will find that 
they are very specifically oriented. I think there are 650 million 
intercepts a day that are filtered through. But they are very spe- 
cific; and they are looking at a suspicious, threatening person and 
using a general pattern search to try and find that person. 

Mr. CANNON. Does the gentleman desire additional time? 
Mr. SCOTT. Could I follow through on that, Mr. Chairman? 
Mr. CANNON. Without objection, the gentleman is recognized for 

an additional 2 minutes. 
Mr. SCOTT. Thank you. 
Well, are we looking after a specific person to track him down 

in terms of travel and who he is contacting? Still, you are looking 
at one specific person, not just going into a database and seeing 
what pops out. 

Mr. MARSH. Right. Correct. 
Mr. SCOTT. SO you mentioned in law enforcement we are rel- 

egated to waiting until you are actually investigating a crime. In 
this case, are you just gathering information? 

Mr. MARSH. For intelligence purposes, yes. 
Mr. SCOTT. Is this United States citizens? 
Mr. MARSH. A United States citizen comes under a court order. 
Mr. SCOTT. So you have to have particularized suspicion. 
Mr. MARSH. That is right. 
Mr. SCOTT. And probable cause. 
Mr. MARSH. All the rules change when you have a U.S. person, 

which is a United States citizen, a permanent foreign resident or 
a U.S. Corporation that is not foreign controlled. 

Mr. SCOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CANNON. The gentleman yields back. 
I guess we are at Mr. Forbes. Would you like to be recognized 

for 5 minutes? 
Mr. FORBES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, I would like to echo what you said earlier about 

the privilege that we have to be with such a distinguished panel 
and also to appreciate the comments of the Ranking Member today. 

We have had a number of hearings in different Committees, and 
there have been some individuals who have run out to press con- 
ferences or made comments in the Committees about why we 
weren't just enacting all the recommendations without hearings. I 
think the comment that said that before we go anywhere we need 
to understand what the recommendations are and the ramifications 
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of those recommendations is so true, and I thank you all for being 
here today and your patience in helping us do just that. 

Let me go to my fellow Virginian for a question. Mr. Marsh, I 
would like to follow up on what Congressman Scott was saying. 
The first question I would have is so many people today are telling 
us that the only way we can have an adequate defense is to do 
some sort of risk assessment, some sort of risk assessment where 
we are concentrating our defenses, because we just have so many 
vulnerable areas, so it would be impossible to cover them all. Can 
we be effective in that risk assessment if we are not doing an effec- 
tive job with data mining? 

Mr. MARSH. The panel concluded that data mining is an abso- 
lutely essential tool for a counter-terrorist program but that data 
mining program must be formalized, it must be established, it 
must be controlled, it must have procedures, it must be audited, 
and, if you are dealing with U.S. citizens, you must use the FISA 
court. 

Mr. FORBES. Recently, we had a private citizen•that it was de- 
termined through the use of open-source information that a U.S. 
National Guardsman was plotting terrorist activities on his fellow 
soldiers. This was, obviously, a very ingenious way to find a ter- 
rorist before they could commit a terrorist act. Could you tell us if 
the TAPAC recommendations limit data mining for open source in- 
formation? 

Mr. MARSH. NO. Not completely, no. 
Mr. FORBES. They wouldn't. 
One final thing. Do we have any idea what foreign countries are 

doing right now with data mining and how they are utilizing it? I 
am sure you studied that and analyzed that. 

Mr. MARSH. There are significant private efforts offshore. Some 
of their programs are more strict and stern than ours. I believe the 
oldest is•I may be mistaken here, somebody help me•is Sweden. 

What you have touched on, Mr. Congressman, a concern that ex- 
ists in this community with this technology is that we have a lead, 
and we must maintain that lead, and there are abilities possibly 
by others to overtake us in that technological lead, and staying• 
staying in that lead is absolutely essential. 

One of the recommendations of our panel is research on data 
mining that does not necessarily mean go do data mining but do 
the research to find what you can do, what are the capabilities you 
can achieve by doing it, simply in order to maintain a supremacy 
and lead, which we think in this struggle is absolutely essential. 

Mr. FORBES. We found the same concern, as you know, with bio- 
logical weapons. Because we had stopped a lot of our research on 
creating some of those weapons, so the counter to that was we also 
had stopped our research on the defense of those weapons. As you 
mentioned, this is a technological edge that we could lose in a mat- 
ter of months if we are not careful in how we are handling that. 

Mr. MARSH. It is my recollection that this very fine report talks 
in terms of addressing these research programs to achieve some of 
these ends, if I am not mistaken. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Yes, we address that in very general terms. 
Mr. FORBES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Thank you. 
Mr. CANNON. The gentleman yields back. 
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I think that Mr. King is next in line. The Vice Chairman of the 
Committee is going to be penultimate or next to penultimate. But, 
Mr. King, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Again, I thank you for 
holding these hearings today and also Chairman Chabot. 

I appreciate the testimony of the panelists. I know you put a lot 
of hours and days into this endeavor and this interesting report 
that brings some solid recommendations out, and I have some 
questions about a number of those. 

I reflect back, though, across some of the other questions and tes- 
timony, and Congressman Flake made mention of the Help Amer- 
ica Vote Act. I would just point out there is not a requirement for 
a picture identification to be presented at this point. So there is an 
allowance there for a poll worker to request identification, but not 
a requirement. So when it comes to voting, we don't have any more 
credibility there than we have sometimes getting into the United 
States. Both of those things are important. 

With the passport exception for the Western Hemisphere, one 
can come into the United States from any Nation in the Western 
Hemisphere, other than Cuba, alleging to be a United States cit- 
izen, simply by making, and I believe the language, statutory lan- 
guage, is a credible allegation of citizenship. If it were not for that, 
I might still be in Jamaica, by the way, and that is how I know 
that law. That might not be so bad. And I hear your recommenda- 
tions on tightening that up. 

With regard to Congressman Flake's questions, I would also add 
this point that I would associate myself with the remarks of Con- 
gressman Hamilton with regard to the security. I direct my first 
question to you, Congressman Hamilton•would you consider a bio- 
metric Social Security card to be a national ID card? 

Mr. HAMILTON. I don't think we tried to make those kind of judg- 
ments. We on the Commission were no experts on this whole 
field•and it is a difficult one•of biometric measures, and we did 
not address that. 

Mr. KING. Thank you. I wanted to make just a few remarks on 
the security of our borders and how we might tighten that up. But 
I really would focus my interests instead, because I think we have 
a gap in our focus here, on where these recommendations of the 
Commission might go. Some of the statements that were made and 
some of the language causes my curiosity to be piqued. 

The failure to think creatively I recognize that, and I agree with 
that. But we have a Commission recommendation to bring this all 
under one leadership, one voice, and you looked at Ml-5 and 
stepped away from that because it was a higher probability of vio- 
lating privacy and individual liberty. So the soaring rhetoric of• 
let me see, what was that word I was looking for•the institutional- 
ization of imagination, it captures my imagination. 

I would like to be able to institutionalize imagination. I would 
like to be able to inspire that in all the people that can think out- 
side the box and think creatively, and I would like to find a way 
to root out some of the linear thinkers within our intelligence de- 
partments and replace them with creative thinkers. And yet, if I 
were going to form an organization that would be shaping group- 
think, I would want to have one person at the top, all information 
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underneath there. I would want to have control of the budget and 
the hiring and firing process, and I would just about bet you if you 
put me at the top of that, I could create group-think within that 
organization. I might even do it without wanting to do so. 

So my concern is that we end up creating an organization that 
does exactly what we are trying to avoid, and I direct my question 
or request for a response for that remark to Ms. O'Connor Kelly 
first. 

Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Well, I would have to defer to the experts 
on the 9/11 Commission, as I am not the expert on the Intelligence 
Community. 

Mr. KING. YOU are the institutionalization of imagination though, 
and I that is why I went to you. 

Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Sure. Absolutely. And I think we were 
quoting language from the report. I think there are so many dif- 
ferent ways we can create privacy oversight and privacy values in 
the Federal Government. We can look not only at our experience 
with the Department of Homeland Security and having a Privacy 
Office within the ministry or the Department, we can look inter- 
nationally at the creation of privacy czars, privacy commissioners, 
data protection officials throughout the world, many of which sit as 
part of the Federal service but outside of any Federal agency. We 
can certainly look at our own history with privacy commissions in 
previous decades. 

So I think that point is an excellent one. You can't legislate cre- 
ativity. That is precisely a very good point. But you can create bod- 
ies that will be both self-analyzing and also create oversight struc- 
tures within and outside the Federal Government that could hope 
to create the kind of value structure that you are all talking about 
today in protecting privacy and respecting individuality, while also 
achieving the security mission. 

Mr. KING. Mr. Marsh, would you comment? 
Mr. MARSH. Congressman, I think the real danger in your bill, 

in our recommendations, is that they will go through some sort of 
baptism of bureaucracy and they will become very, very bureau- 
cratic, and instead of doing the innovative, creative things that 
they need to do. I think we need to avoid the creation of a bureauc- 
racy there, and that is going to depend on the leadership. Because 
the nature of these types of programs are regulatory, and my expe- 
rience has been with regulatory things you get into, actually, a 
very helpful and useful bureaucracy, but I am not sure that is the 
goal you are driving for here. 

Mr. KING. Mr. Chairman, could I ask unanimous consent for an 
extra additional minute? 

Mr. CANNON. Without objection, so ordered. 
Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would just direct my question to Senator Gorton then. Did you 

examine the successes, the historical successes of intelligence, as 
you put these recommendations together? 

Mr. GORTON. The answer to that question is, yes, of course we 
have had successes in our intelligence during the course of a 45- 
year Cold War. But I think I would really like to answer your pre- 
vious question, if I may. 
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We have had a decentralized system. We have had an FBI that 
didn't talk to the CIA, and a CIA that didn't talk to the Depart- 
ment of Defense intelligence agencies. Decentralization's ultimate 
reward was 9/11. What we are trying to do is to cure 9/11. And this 
is not to say that there wasn't imagination. I think there was a 
great deal of imagination on the part of the FBI agents in Arizona. 
I think there was imagination on the part of those who arrested 
Moussaoui. I think similar things have taken place in the CIA. 
But, in many cases, they didn't even get to the top of their own 
agencies, much less anyone in authority, say, in the White House, 
who could get the benefit of that imagination. 

Our recommendations for a National Counterterrorism Center 
and for the National Intelligence Director are so that there is a 
focal point, someone who is entitled to get all of the information, 
say, on counterterrorism that comes up from each of these agen- 
cies, put that work together, task them to do things to fill in gaps 
or to fill in holes, and have it there before the National Security 
Council, before the policy centers so they can act on it. 

If you read our report through, I think you will join me in saying 
we had a couple of presidents who had to be frustrated. They just 
weren't getting the information that they needed from this current 
stovepipe system where people were hugging onto bits of informa- 
tion they got, rather than using them and sharing them. 

Mr. KING. Did any agency get it right? 
Mr. CANNON. Would the gentleman like an additional 2 minutes? 
Mr. KING. One would be plenty, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. CANNON. Without objection, so ordered. 
Mr. KING. Did any agency get it right? 
Mr. GORTON. Well, if you say did any agency get it right in a way 

that prevented 9/11, of course, the answer to that question is an 
obvious no. 

Did the FBI get it right when it prosecuted those who per- 
petrated the first World Trade Center, yes, they did, treating it as 
a law enforcement matter. But then there was this wall. They 
couldn't talk to one another with their intelligence people, and that 
clearly contributed to 9/11. 

Mr. KING. Thank you very much. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. King, some agencies got it more right than 

others. The CIA understood the threat of terrorism as well as any- 
body. They spoke about it; and in 1998 the Director of the CIA 
said, we have got a war going on here. The only problem is, nobody 
paid any attention to him. Nobody even within the CIA paid any 
attention to him, and the other intelligence agencies didn't pay any 
attention to him. 

If you want a competition of ideas, which your question suggests, 
you have got to have a free flow of information, and that is what 
we didn't have. If you want group-think, it is the status quo that 
developed group-think. And what we are suggesting, I believe, is 
more vitality, more information in the system, which I think will 
bring about more competitive analysis. 

Everybody wants more competitive analysis in theory; not every- 
body wants it in practice. But if you increase the flow of informa- 
tion from foreign intelligence and defense intelligence and home- 
land security intelligence and if you increase the flow of informa- 
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tion from the CIA and the NSA and the NGA and the NRO and 
all of these other agencies that you have that now collect intel- 
ligence but keep it to themselves, or at least they did prior to 9/ 
11, I think improvements have been made since 9/11, but what we 
are trying to do is, to pick up one your words, is to institutionalize 
all of this, to get more information flowing through the system. 

We are certainly not trying to put all of the power in the Na- 
tional Intelligence Director so that that director controls what be- 
comes the intelligence product. 

Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. MARSH. Mr. King, in reference to your earlier question  
Mr. CANNON. Mr. Marsh, we have had a note from the C-SPAN 

people. Many of you are not speaking closely enough into the 
mikes. I think, Mr. Hamilton, you have been doing that, so I didn't 
interrupt. If you would pull that mike closer to you. 

That is much better. 
Mr. MARSH. In order to make those sorts of regulatory efforts ef- 

fective, you need to place a burden on the most senior officials of 
the Department•I am talking about the Secretary•and you need 
to establish a role for the President to have a responsibility, and 
then you need to have your senior people come in here and respond 
to your Committee as a form of oversight and as a form of legisla- 
tive audit. Then I think you will see the system will function much 
better. 

Mr. KING. Thank you. 
Mr. CANNON. The gentleman yields back. 
The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Feeney, is recognized for 5 min- 

utes. 
Mr. FEENEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for these hearings. 
Mr. Marsh, along those lines, I have read the TAPAC report. It 

is very well done. But the first seven of your 12 recommendations 
rely totally on the good will of the Secretary, and it is only the ex- 
ecutive branch and congressional oversight that is addressed in 
your last five recommendations that will make sure future secre- 
taries in not just this but other agencies will not just be dependent 
on goodwill. I would like to get back to that in a minute. 

But the other report that is fascinating is the 9/11 Report, and 
I really commend the entire Commission represented here today by 
Senator Gorton and Congressman Hamilton. It is not just the de- 
tail and the breadth and the extraordinary way that you have ad- 
dressed a host of wide-ranging issues, but it also I think puts you 
at a new standard of literary work for Government reports. It real- 
ly is an animated way to deal with the technological and historical 
issues that led up to 9/11 and the terror we experienced on that 
day. 

I have to tell you that I might be the only Member here that in 
the midst of a hurricane had a flashlight out because I couldn't put 
down the book. It is not Hemingway or Shakespeare, but I think 
Arthur Conan Doyle would be proud of what you have done. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Put it right up there with Harry Potter. 
Mr. FEENEY. Yes, and, unfortunately, I don't think you will re- 

ceive any of the commissions for that. 
But, having said that, Congressman Scott talked about some 

very interesting issues earlier, and he sort of drew the line between 
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citizens and noncitizens and the right to access, to courts, et cetera. 
But it seems to me one of the things your report touches on is the 
huge difference in kind, not degree, but difference in kind between 
fighting crime and fighting actual intelligence threats. 

What we do with respect to bank robbers is put 99 percent of our 
resources into capturing, prosecuting and then punishing the bank 
robber. That model doesn't work when the next plane could be full 
of biological, chemical or nuclear weapons. I think that is some- 
thing Americans have to understand. We are dealing with a dif- 
ference, not in degree, but of kind, in the way that we fight these 
things. 

Much has been made of the stovepipes, and Congressman Ham- 
ilton just talked about the critical nature of the free flow of infor- 
mation internationally and then across Federal agency lines. I 
don't find much in your report on the recommendations, and I 
heard very little emphasis on the free flow of information to State 
and localities. 

The last time the continental U.S. was attacked by a serious for- 
eign threat was 1812 when the British burned down our Capitol. 
We now have for the first time since 1812 State law enforcement, 
we have got sheriffs, we have got police chiefs, we have got fire de- 
partments, we have the private sector, people that run flight 
schools in Florida, for example, that have got to be part of the in- 
formation flow, both from the local level up, because they are really 
your largest set of eyes and ears about imminent threats. 

Then, of course, the other way, you have to be able to share in- 
formation. Along those lines, a lot of States have privacy protec- 
tions that are, for example, in Florida, built into our Constitution. 
We have an explicit privacy clause. 

So I would like, Mr. Marsh, as you talk about data mining, and 
also the Senator and the Congressman, to tell us what, if anything, 
as we decide whether or not to set up a privacy office in every sin- 
gle agency or every single sub-agency, whether we decide to put it 
at one major level of the Federal Government, whether that is in- 
side the White House or whether that is independent•those de- 
bates are obviously ongoing. But I would like to have you tell us 
what we ought to focus on as we use the 280 million sets of eyes 
and ears around the country in sharing information up and down 
and how privacy can be adversely impacted if we are not careful 
in that flow of information stream as well. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Feeney, I will try a cut at it, and I am sure 
others will want to contribute. 

The first point I want to make is with regard to the link you sug- 
gest between intelligence and law enforcement. That is a very im- 
portant link, and that is one of the reasons we didn't go to an MI- 
5, incidentally. 

The fellow who is out here investigating a crime with the idea 
of prosecution in court will often pick up information that is very 
valuable to the intelligence side of the FBI, and vice versa. The 
person doing intelligence, looking at terrorist activity, often will 
pick up information that is very vital to the law enforcement side. 
So we think there is a natural synergy or link, if you would, be- 
tween the two sides of the FBI. 
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The second point, we really did address quite frequently the need 
to push information down to the State and local officials. My recol- 
lection is somewhere in the report we say 18,000 local officials, po- 
lice officials and others, are enormously important assets for us in 
terms of counterterrorism activity. And we did find, as I think 
maybe your question suggested, that that flow of information was 
not nearly as good as it ought to be. I think here, too, there have 
been improvements, incidentally, but there is a long way to go. 

I believe I am correct in saying that a major concern of Director 
Mueller•I certainly don't want to try to speak for him•is to try 
to improve that flow of information to agents in the field; and in 
some cases, like New York City, I believe the relationship between 
the FBI and the New York City police is being worked out quite 
well. 

But it is a huge advantage for us in counterterrorism to be able 
to take advantage of the local law enforcement people, and they 
simply must be brought into the information pool to a much great- 
er extent than has been true in the past. 

Now, the third point I am not sure I caught with regard to pri- 
vacy. You wanted to know how it was adversely impacted by all of 
this? 

Mr. FEENEY. Well, we have talked a lot about international pri- 
vacy protections, sharing amongst Federal agencies. But as we go 
up and down from local, State and Federal and the other way, 
what do we need to think about in terms of protecting people's pri- 
vacy there, too? 

Mr. HAMILTON. It is a pervasive problem, because if you must, 
as we believe on the Commission, increase the flow of information, 
that means the privacy concerns are greater, and that is why we 
think there has to be some overall direction on it within the execu- 
tive branch and a lot of review, as some of the other Members of 
the Committee have suggested, by courts and the Congress. 

Mr. GORTON. Mr. Chairman, may I comment on Mr. Feeney's 
question? 

Mr. CANNON. Absolutely. I think you will note I am fairly strict 
on the time frame for asking questions but try to allow some exten- 
sion of that time, whereas we have not interrupted the answers 
which we find and I think the rest of the Committee finds fas- 
cinating. So, please, Mr. Gorton, go ahead. 

Mr. GORTON. Mr. Feeney, I think you did have two separate 
questions. There has been a traditional and very legitimate objec- 
tion on the part of local law enforcement officials all across the 
country that communications are one way, that the FBI wanted to 
get information from them, and rarely if ever shared it with them. 
Director Mueller has made significant attempts in this connection. 
The creation of a Joint Terrorism Task Force in every major FBI 
office in the country has done so. 

Two weeks ago, I visited with the mayor of Seattle, the chief of 
police, and the fire chief and found that my city had done an excel- 
lent job in setting up and following some of our recommendations 
on emergency response, setting up the single command structure 
and the like, and asked him just that question. And the answer to 
that question was, yes, it is better, but it still has a long way to 
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but progress has been made. 

With respect to your other question on privacy, I think I might 
refer you to another report. I am a member of the Markle Founda- 
tion's study. In fact, with the permission of the Chairman, I am 
going to leave here in about 30 minutes. I am due at its meeting 
in Colorado this evening. 

It has spent a tremendous amount of very constructive time on 
data mining, the questions that Mr. Scott asked, on what can be 
shared and how it ought to be shared and, very specifically on this 
sharing, how will we bring these thousands of local law enforce- 
ment agencies into this field with a very strong protection of 
human rights. It has now had two reports. Its second came out 
about 6 or 8 months ago. We referred to it in our opening testi- 
mony here, and I think it will be of great value to you in answering 
that question. 

Mr. MARSH. Mr. Feeney, on the classification, you should be 
aware there are two systems to the classification in our country 
that involve national security and law enforcement. The national 
security is Confidential, Secret, Top Secret, Codeword. That is gen- 
erally the result of an executive order over on the defense side. 
Clearance for those are extremely expensive, very hard to obtain. 
There is inability in our Government to transfer those from Depart- 
ment to Department, which is a major problem. 

The second relates to the law enforcement type of issues that 
Senator Gorton spoke about. I served for 4V2 years on the Gilmore 
Commission, which looked at local responders. The single most fre- 
quent complaint that we received from first responders from across 
the Nation was the failure to get sensitive or classified information 
to them that they needed for their security purposes. That has im- 
proved somewhat by a recent order of the Department of Homeland 
Security but not anywhere near where it needs to be. 

This is another area, where some information comes down, and 
it is marked "law enforcement sensitive." Now, it is a form of clas- 
sification. Very frequently, law officers with law enforcement sen- 
sitive information do not transfer that to other people who need to 
know it inside the community. You have broached a matter that is 
a major, major problem that is really administrative but has enor- 
mous impacts in other ways of operation. 

Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Mr. Feeney, as the operational Privacy Of- 
ficer on the panel, I note that a major focus of our work this past 
year has been addressing exactly the issue you have raised of infor- 
mation sharing both across the Federal Government but also with 
the State and local partners. 

Obviously with the major homeland security efforts being under- 
taken at the State level, we are being forced to share•and we 
should be sharing•information with our State and local homeland 
security directors. I see it as sort of a four-tiered issue. 

First of all, Homeland Security is made up of 22 different, sepa- 
rate parts of agencies. So we had to first construct a structure that 
allows information sharing within the Department, which was ac- 
tually a major undertaking given the privacy act systems that ex- 
isted in those agencies. 
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Then to share with other agencies•our partner agencies at both 
Defense and Justice and other parts of the Federal service to make 
those agencies more efficient in the use of information•then to 
share with our State and local partners. And finally to share with 
the private sector. With over 85 percent of our critical infrastruc- 
tures in the hands of the private sector in this country, we have 
a need to share and a need to know information about their efforts. 

And, of course, as has been pointed out, with the new rules 
under critical infrastructure sharing and sensitive homeland secu- 
rity information, we have hopefully heightened the ability to share, 
but also created good rules around the sharing that allows our em- 
ployees to know what should be shared and what should not be 
shared, particularly when it pertains to individuals. 
Mr. FEENEY. Thank you. 
Mr. CANNON. I would like to thank the very thoughtful Vice 

Chairman of the Subcommittee for that thought-provoking inquiry. 
And now the Chair recognizes the very patient Ranking Member 

of this Subcommittee for his opportunity to question for 5 minutes. 
Mr. Watt. 
Mr. WATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And I think I will use my 5 minutes to follow up on some lines 

of questioning that other people have already opened before I go to 
one final overarching question that I would like to pose. First, Mr. 
Nadler raised an interesting question about if Congress can't get 
information from executive agencies, how we could set up a board 
or commission oversight board, and how they would get informa- 
tion to do the necessary job that we would give them. 

It occurred to me that Ms. Kelly might be in a good position to 
respond to that. She is inside the Government, inside the executive 
branch. 

How would we structure, you think, a board, oversight board, to 
do the kinds of things that the 9/11 Commission report has sug- 
gested, and give them the kind of authority and mechanisms to get 
the information that they need when we appear to be having trou- 
ble getting that kind of information ourselves? Can you share any 
light on that, either now or subsequent to the hearing? 

If you have got some thoughts now, I would love to hear them. 
Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Yes. 
Mr. WATT. If you have follow-up thoughts I would love to hear 

them, too. 
Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Well, I have certainly been thinking about 

this issue for many years, and people wiser than me have been 
thinking about it for many decades. 

So I think there are a number of ways•and I don't want to pre- 
empt people in the Administration who may have thoughts on this 
themselves•but I think you hit on the exact point that the infor- 
mation on•perhaps it is human nature for people to not want to 
air their dirty laundry in public. 

And so to have a privacy office within the Federal agency, al- 
though it is looked upon somewhat quizzically elsewhere in the 
world, has actually been a very effective structure because we are 
seen as a helpmate in the mission of the Department, but also 
someone who has criticized from within in advance of programs 
being launched. And perhaps that idea is being enacted. 
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But we also do rest heavily on our external role. And we have 
issued some critical reports of the Department, which we will be 
sharing with you in our annual report to Congress, which should 
be printed and finalized, hopefully, within a matter of weeks. 

Mr. WATT. I take it that what the Commission has recommended 
goes beyond privacy officers or bodies within agencies. 

Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Right. 
Mr. WATT. YOU may be suggesting that each agency that is deal- 

ing in this arena needs a privacy officer. But what the Commission, 
I think, is suggesting is something that•that is  

Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. Overseeing. 
Mr. WATT.•kind of overseeing all of this. And it may be a more 

difficult problem to get agencies to give up the information to that 
external body than even to an internal body. 

Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. That may certainly be the case. And I 
think for that question, we should look to the experience of coun- 
tries which already have operationalized independent data protec- 
tion authorities. And there is ample evidence of their success, both 
in the European Union and also elsewhere in the world. It cer- 
tainly might be worth even actually talking to some of those offi- 
cials who lead those bodies. 

There is an International Association of Data Protection individ- 
uals, which we participate in and represent the United States to 
the extent that we are welcomed in that body. They have met with 
greater and lesser success in their own countries in doing exactly 
what you have suggested, getting Federal agencies to share infor- 
mation about their operations, particularly when it might be dam- 
aging or embarrassing to the agency•but perhaps a very necessary 
process. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Watt. 
Mr. WATT. What I might suggest is ask•well. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Watt, the key requirement  
Mr. WATT. I would just say one other thing that Ms. Kelly sug- 

gested, she maybe follow up with  
Ms. O'CONNOR KELLY. I would be happy to. Okay. 
Mr. WATT.•some written suggestions in response to this, be- 

cause I am going to run out of time. That is what I am worried 
about. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, the key requirement is that Government 
agencies must be required to respond to the board. Now, the expe- 
rience of the 9/11 Commission is that we had to have the subpoena 
power. We didn't use it very frequently. But if we had not had it, 
our job would have been much, much more difficult. And if this 
board is not able to require agencies to respond in detail to your 
questions, it will be ineffective. 

Mr. WATT. Okay. 
Mr. WATT. Mr. Chairman, I guess I am going to have to ask 

unanimous consent for a couple of extra minutes to get to the next 
two questions that I have. 

Mr. CANNON. Without objection, so ordered. 
Mr. WATT. Let me go. We used the whole 5 minutes on that one 

question. 
I wanted to follow up on this national ID question that several 

people  have  kind  of skirted  around.  The  Commission's  Report 
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says•and I am quoting, I think•secure identification should begin 
in the United States. The Federal Government should set stand- 
ards for the issuance of birth certificates and sources of identifica- 
tion such as driver's licenses. And then it goes on and says some 
other things. 

Now, Representative Hamilton did a great job of telling us what 
he is not suggesting, which is a national ID. What I am a little un- 
clear about, and what other people have raised a number of ques- 
tions about, is what, short of a national ID, is the Commission sug- 
gesting here? Because it sounds like the only way you can get to 
where you are talking about is to have some kind of national iden- 
tification system. 

Mr. CANNON. If the gentleman would yield. 
Could I just add to that, if you have Federal standards and a 

free-flow information system between the States and the Federal 
Government and law enforcement agencies and the Federal agen- 
cies, what is the difference between standards and a national ID? 

Mr. GORTON. Very simply, everyone in the United States, or al- 
most everyone in the United States, is comfortable with the idea 
that you have to have a driver's license in order to drive. Fifty 
states and all of the other jurisdictions issue driver's licenses. And 
they do so so that people can be identified, you know, when they 
are driving and when they are arrested. 

What we are saying is that it is very important in the fight for 
the struggle for national security that people be able to be identi- 
fied. We now have 50 or 54, whatever it is, different systems for 
that. And we are simply saying, take something that everyone ac- 
cepts now and have it standardized in a way that it really identi- 
fies the people who are holding onto it. And we have also inciden- 
tally•and we have mentioned it in passing•that we ought to sort 
of have•it would be a great idea to have a standard form of birth 
certificates; because as one of the Members up here said, almost ev- 
erything stems from that, you know, for Americans, all kinds of 
things you have to get a copy of your birth certificate for. And it 
ought to be something that is valid, that people can rely on. 

We would like them to rely on driver's licenses. You don't have 
to get a driver's license if you don't want one. But if you want to 
drive, you do. Let's make it into•let's make it into something that 
really does say, when I pulled my driver's license out, you could be 
confident that this is really me and not somebody else. 

Mr. CANNON. Would the gentleman yield? 
Mr. WATT. Yes. 
Mr. CANNON. What I hear you saying, Senator Gorton, is that 

you want a national ID, you want to get that through the back door 
by using something that everybody already accepts. But that is, I 
think you stated very clearly, that you want or you think the Com- 
mission wants the national ability to identify people and using an 
already accepted purpose. So if you want, if you want to drive in 
America, you have to be part of a federalized system of identifica- 
tion? 

Mr. GORTON. I think there is a great deal of difference, Mr. 
Chairman, between something that you voluntarily go out and get 
and something that is mandated. 
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Mr. WATT. Well, you might•you might be•this might be a se- 
mantic discussion. And, I mean, I think the discussion about a na- 
tional ID has been going back and forth for a number of years. But 
it does seem to me that if you are suggesting a standardized birth 
certificate, that is not optional. So for newly born individuals, that 
is a national ID; for people who obtain a driver's license, that is 
a national ID. 

So you have left out people who have come into the United 
States who weren't born here and who don't get a birth certificate, 
or people who have opted not to get a driver's license. But you are 
not very far have having a requirement that you have some kind 
of national identification for those people, too, I would think. 

Mr. HAMILTON. Well, I would  
Mr. GORTON. Mr. Watt, you have already got a national ID You 

have one or the other. You just don't know whether it is any good. 
Mr. HAMILTON. Mr. Watt, just to let you know our concern here, 

all of these hijackers, except one, had U.S. Identification. And what 
we are saying is that secure identification is very, very important 
in terms of counterterrorism. 

And we•we did not endorse a national ID. We think there is a 
distinction, as Senator Gorton has said, between Federal standards 
and having a national ID. But do not be deceived here with regard 
to the importance of identification. Keep in mind that these hijack- 
ers were extremely skillful in being able to find the gaps in our sys- 
tem. And we are trying to protect against that as best we can. 

Mr. WATT. And do let me be clear that I am not either sup- 
porting or condemning a national identification system. All I am 
trying to do is figure out what•what those options are and be 
clear on what the Commission is suggesting. Because for us to 
move from the onset that you have expressed to the reality of what 
you have expressed requires our understanding what you had in 
mind. And that is all I am trying to do. 

Let me do one other thing, Mr. Chairman. And I don't really 
think this question may be•well, anybody will want to answer• 
but I think I have got to ask it because there is, it appears to me, 
to be a real rush politically to act on the 9/11 Commission's Report 
and a real rush to•for security purposes to act on. 

And I guess the thing that I am wrestling with here in light of 
all of the questions that have been raised in this hearing is how 
we can proceed responsibly to get to a real good product without 
giving the public the perception that we are somehow dragging our 
feet and being picky and not paying attention to details. 

Did the Commission have any ideas about the timetable? I mean, 
obviously, we are 3 years beyond 9/11. Did the Commission have 
any ideas about the timetable for the implementation or passage of 
whatever legislative initiatives are required to implement the 9/11 
Commission's recommendations? 

Mr. GORTON. Most of the attention so far to our recommenda- 
tions has been to those two, or several that have to do with the 
structure of our intelligence system, the national intelligence direc- 
tor, the national counterterrorism center. The former of those has 
been recommended by probably a dozen commissions over years. 

I have got•one of our people yesterday had•no, no, meeting 
over in the Senate yesterday•he showed me a list of 48 commis- 
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sions since 1947 that have talked about restructuring our intel- 
ligence agencies none of which was successful. 

It came from here, you know. The joint•the Joint Intelligence 
Committees of the House and the Senate 2 years ago made a rec- 
ommendation that is at least similar to that. Speaking for myself, 
I am inclined to hope that you do do something before the election 
in that respect. 

Mr. WATT. Can we do something on that front without doing 
something on the fronts that we have been discussing here today? 

Mr. GORTON. Well, certainly you can. 
Mr. WATT. I mean, is it advisable? I know the answer is we can. 
The question is, would it be advisable to do something on that 

front without•without setting up these security measures for indi- 
vidual liberties and privacy that we all know need to be in place 
at the same time that the protections need to be in place. 

Mr. GORTON. We believe that the recommendations that relate to 
the Committee, the subject of this Committee, are very, very impor- 
tant, Mr. Watt. We wouldn't have included them if we didn't. And 
we thought about them a great deal and dealt with them advisedly. 

I guess the other side of that coin is simply this. We know those 
terrorist organizations are still out there. We know they have de- 
clared war against the United States of America. We know that, 
while either through good preparation or good fortune, in the al- 
most 3 years since 9/11 no other terrorist attack has taken place 
in the United States. We also know that lots of them have taken 
place other places in the world. 

So figuratively we have, if not literally, out there in the streets 
somewhere, is a bomb with a fuse and the fuse is lit. And we have 
no idea whether that fuse goes off in 5 days, 5 weeks, 5 months 
or 5 years. But it is going to be awfully hard to stop the blame 
game if it goes off" when we have done nothing. 

Mr. WATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. You have been very gen- 
erous with your time. And I yield back. 

Mr. CANNON. Thank you. I want to thank the Ranking Member 
for some very insightful questions. 

I was not clear when we came into this hearing how clear you 
are from the Commission on the need for a national ID or a system 
of national identification. I think that has become very, very clear 
here. 

In addition, I think the question about coming up with a good 
product versus looking like we are dragging our feet is a very in- 
sightful question. And my reaction to that is we need to do some 
things. I am appreciative of the Administration. I am thankful 
daily that we haven't had in America another serious terrorist ac- 
tivity. 

Although I was doing a cottage meeting last night and had a 
very conservative person there who expressed, at some length and 
with some eloquence, appreciation for that, but recognized that we 
have terrorist groups in America that aren't associated with al 
Qaeda, groups that are doing things that by any definition are ter- 
rorist•and that includes some of our gang members, some of our 
ethnic gang members. We have some very serious problems to deal 
with. We have been very, very blessed. Al Qaeda or violent Islam 
is not our only problem. It is internal problems. 
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I just feel like we need to point out here•generally speaking, I 
almost never preach from the podium here, but often use this to 
ask questions. I was thinking about George Washington, since his 
name came up a couple of times. He was asked at one point what 
the purpose of the other body was. And he had cup of very hot cof- 
fee. And he took the cup and poured some in the saucer, swirled 
it around and then drank from the saucer. And he said, the Peo- 
ple's House, Congress, the House of Representatives, is like a tur- 
bulent boiling, scalding cup of coffee. And the Senate, by the way 
this is before the 17th amendment•I am not sure it still holds• 
but the Senate is the area where we cool it down and sip. 

I feel like we have barely sniffed the coffee, let alone gotten 
ready to cool it down or taste it here. So we have a very long way 
to go, but some things are really remarkable in our time. 

In the first place, I look at Ms. O'Connor Kelly. We have had a 
long and very productive discussion. I think she has done a re- 
markably good job at what she has done. She represents private in- 
dustry bringing the most current state-of-the-art understanding of 
technology into the Government. And Government is much better 
because of that. 

And so as you are looking at the questions, Representative from 
Ohio•or Iowa, pardon me. As I am trying to go through these com- 
plex issues, my dear friend Mr. King suggested bureaucratization 
sets in. But Government is radically improved by the interface be- 
tween free enterprise and new technology and our bureaucratic 
process. 

But at the same time we are getting these little inputs that 
make DHS a much more successful agency, we are federalizing 
more and more issues. And we are doing it because it is easier to 
deal with many of the issues that face us today at a Federal level. 
And some of those are absolutely important to be federalized. 

The State of Utah just recently passed a spyware bill. So my IT 
companies are thrilled with that bill. And I have to admit, the 
other day when I was talking to one of them, I said that I asked 
the governor to veto it. And the reason I asked her to veto it•obvi- 
ously not very successfully•is because this is truly a Federal issue. 
You have to deal with that issue federally. And if you don't do it 
that way, you have chaos in our system. So we have this period of 
time where we are truly challenged. But the other side, we are re- 
sponding to those challenges, sometimes appropriately, sometimes 
inappropriately with federalization of issues. 

And I am just deeply concerned that in a time of conflict, that 
men of zeal without understanding, or people with zeal without un- 
derstanding, are going to assert that we need to do things federally 
for which there is no alternative. There is theoretically another 
way to deal with that. 

And, Mr. Marsh, you spoke twice about anonymizers. Now I 
think the original Web site that anonymized for people is actually 
in my district. Very cool. This goes way back•by the way•we are 
not claiming all the benefits of modern technology. But we have 
great opportunities with•with technology. And if we go down a 
path of federalization too quickly, we will end up with remarkable 
problems. 
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I cannot drive through my major city, Provo, Utah, my most cen- 
tral city, without being keenly aware that every stoplight has a 
camera. I am no computer wonk, but I know the process to be able 
to focus, with some artificial intelligence, the camera on the driver 
and get a picture of the driver, and on the license plate and get 
a picture of the license plate of every car that goes through every 
intersection that has a stoplight and a camera in that city. 

That gives me the willies, and I think it gives Americans a bit 
of pause. On the one hand, a young woman who was kidnapped 
and the kidnapper was captured very quickly, in part by using 
some of this technology. We do want to stop kidnappers. We do 
want to stop terrorists. 

But I just feel like here in this Subcommittee and in the Con- 
stitution Subcommittee as well, we need to be looking at these 
issues very carefully and drinking from that saucer and not scald- 
ing our tonsils as we chug the coffee immediately. 

I also just feel the need to point out that what happened on 9/ 
11 was tragic, and a great cost, but it was not entirely unantici- 
pated. I think perhaps the magnitude of it was unanticipated. But 
when we set up the CIA and the FBI there was a debate, and that 
debate centered on the core principles that we have used to build 
all of our institutions in America, and that is separation of powers. 
And while, you know, as we look at that today, we need to be 
thinking in terms of the values incorporated and what was a sys- 
tem that didn't work very well and what we can do with technology 
today, which allows us to bridge the gap and still maintain sepa- 
rate centers of power, division of power. 

If you read one of the most remarkable Founding Fathers, Thom- 
as Jefferson, he spoke over and over and over again about taking 
power from the highest level of Government and shifting or keep- 
ing everything down at the lowest level. And if you fly over Amer- 
ica today and you see the big squares; that is, the particular appli- 
cation of Thomas Jefferson's vision of how to organize society. 

We did square townships so that towns could grow up in a con- 
text, and those townships could have smaller units all the way 
down to what we called wards, which were 100 families. And his 
idea of Government was that you govern at the 100-family level. 
And I believe the idea behind the concept of the well-organized mi- 
litia for the second amendment, was that people in that 100-family 
unit would be able to assert police authority within that group. 

Now, that is a concept that is embedded in our very geography 
in America, but which is not being considered, I don't think, today 
as we are looking at global attacks. And yet as I said earlier, all 
the attacks aren't global. Many of the attacks we have are home 
grown, homemade. They are not even foreign or different 
ethnicities from the bulk of the Northern Europeans who settled 
America. They are among us today, not appealing their sentences, 
because of the possibility of a death penalty if they get a new trial, 
or if he gets a new trial. So I am just•I am just deeply concerned 
about those things. 

I wanted to touch on another couple of points that you made, Mr. 
Marsh. 

You talked about a protocol or a culture of privacy. I remember 
thinking as a kid, no one, no employee of the IRS would ever give 
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anyone information that the IRS collected. And then we had two 
Presidents, one of each party, who appear to have made even FBI 
raw data files available to people in the press. With that culture 
destroyed fundamentally•and that is not many people, if they 
have faith that their files are going to be kept private•we have to 
rebuild that culture somehow. Rebuilding that culture means going 
to people with technology at the lowest level where they can be pro- 
tected and anonymizers are great possibilities. But you have other 
issues, like a certified identification, which hasn't been mentioned 
I don't think in any of these processes, which today is not used for 
anything but to avoid that little pop-up on your screen that says 
you are not a secure user. And you apparently can now pay $49 
to get that pop-up eliminated. But it doesn't do anything for the 
issue of identification that we have been talking about here today. 

And then finally, I just want to point out that there is a lot of 
vagueness in most Americans' thinking about what they want out 
of privacy. And so I would like to just pause at one of the problems, 
or weigh how to think about that. 

If you saw the movie "Enemy of the State" with Will Smith, you 
have an innocent citizen who has something stashed in a bag that 
that then makes him the target of the vast bureaucracies of the 
CIA. And the appalling thing is the technology is all there. It was 
a very cool movie from that point of view. 

The likelihood of any of us being the subject of a hunt by the CIA 
is almost nonexistent. But the premise of the film, if you will recall, 
is a Congressman of integrity who wouldn't vote in a certain way 
and therefore was murdered. 

Now, I would like to think that all of my colleagues were men 
of, A, integrity and, B, they have never done anything they could 
be blackmailed with or that could be used to encourage them to 
vote a different way. But in most issues in America today, votes at 
the congressional level and the House of Representatives and the 
other body, or in city council, tend to be fairly narrow because we 
have hard choices. And the ability of evil men to get information 
on decisionmakers at any level of Government and thereby pervert 
decisions, that is what we are trying to avoid here. 

And so while driving, I am not worried when my license plate is 
captured, my face is captured by a camera at an intersection. But 
cumulatively in America, we need to be concerned about that. Be- 
cause if you can prove that a city councilman was at an intersec- 
tion near the house of a woman he was purported to be having an 
affair with, there is something wrong with that. It's important to 
the large process of how we govern ourselves and how we get good 
men and women to perform public functions without the threat of 
embarrassment when an issue comes up that they need to exercise 
their judgment on. 

Those are the areas at all levels of Government and in the judici- 
ary as well, where I think the issues we are dealing with here are 
important and are worthy of being dealt with thoughtfully and 
carefully over time. 

And I suspect that this Subcommittee, perhaps, the Constitution 
Subcommittee in addition, is going to have a lot to say about how 
we at least approach that problem. And I think that means a com- 
mission with people who are very thoughtful, who have significant 
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background, and who are people who are willing to say we don't 
necessarily need to Federalize this process. And if we do Federalize 
this process, it shouldn't just be the damn Feds sucking informa- 
tion out of the local folks. It ought to be the local folks who get 
something back. And to do that you ought to have some kind of 
protection, maybe an anonymizer. It may be a culture that existed 
at one time in the Federal Government, I am not sure what it is. 
It is vital to America and it is, I think, the cornerstone of what our 
grandchildren are going to enjoy or suffer in the future. 

So with that, are there any comments by anyone else on the 
panel or additional comments that you on the panel would like to 
make? 

Thank you. I apologize for preaching, but we are adjourned. 
(Whereupon, at 12:35 p.m., the Subcommittees were adjourned.] 



APPENDIX 

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE CHRIS CANNON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF UTAH, AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COM- 
MERCIAL AND ADMINISTRATE LAW 

The Subcommittees will please come to order. 
Before we formally start today's proceedings, Chairman Chabot and I want to sin- 

cerely thank and recognize our colleagues on both Subcommittees and on both sides 
of the aisle for taking time out of their busy schedules to attend this important 
hearing. As many of you know, August is typically when Members of Congress re- 
turn to their districts to catch up on constituent matters and spend time with their 
families. Unfortunately, in these extraordinary times, however, we must undertake 
extraordinary measures to deal with certain pressing issues. 

It also goes without saying that we express our sincere gratitude to our esteemed 
witnesses, each of whom reflect the greatest hallmarks of public service. We appre- 
ciate your contributions to our deliberations today. 

The title of today's hearing•Oversight Hearing on Privacy and Civil Liberties in 
the Hands of the Government Post-September 11, 2001: Recommendations of the 9/ 
11 Commission and the U.S. Department of Defense Technology and Privacy Advi- 
sory Committee (which we'll refer to as "TAPAC")•clearly explains why we're here. 

As many of you know, the 9/11 Commission filed its final report last month. As 
some of you may not know, however, is that the report includes several rec- 
ommendations intended to protect our citizens' privacy and civil liberties. In addi- 
tion, it recommends that the federal government set standards for the issuance of 
birth certificates and sources of identification, such as drivers' licenses, to promote 
secure identification information. While most media headlines have emphasized the 
Commission's anti-terrorism proposals, I believe the privacy and civil liberties rec- 
ommendations are among those most critical to our nations future and which will 
form part of the focus of our hearing. 

Today's proceedings will also focus on certain recommendations that the TAPAC 
Committee made regarding safeguarding informational privacy. By way of back- 
ground, TAPAC was established oy Secretary Rumsfeld as an independent, bipar- 
tisan committee to examine the privacy ramifications presented by data mining ac- 
tivities by the Defense Department. I think we all agree that Secretary Rumsfeld 
is to be commended for taking this initiative and for ensuring that TAPAC's mem- 
bership included some of our nation's most respected experts in the fields of con- 
stitutional and privacy law. I am informed that among the many luminaries who 
testified before TAPAC was our colleague from New York (Mr. Nadler). 

Advances in technology have increasingly facilitated the collection and dissemina- 
tion of personally identifiable information, but have also correspondingly increased 
the potential for misuse of such information. As the recently renamed Government 
Accountability Office observed, "These advances bring substantial federal informa- 
tion benefits as well as increasing responsibilities and concerns." Interestingly, 
TAPAC, over the course of its deliberations, determined that as the Defense Depart- 
ment was not alone in its conduct of data mining activities, it was necessary for it 
to address this issue through a series of Government-wide recommendations. 

The purpose of today's hearing is to examine the validity of these recommenda- 
tions and those of the 9/11 Commission that relate to privacy and civil liberties and 
to determine whether they warrant a legislative response. We would especially ap- 
fireciate any guidance from our witnesses about how the Congress, in crafting legis- 
ation, can best protect our citizens' privacy without compromising legitimate law 

enforcement and terrorism detection efforts. And, as our witnesses know, it has 
been 30 years since a privacy commission was established as part of the Privacy Act 
of 1974. I would be interested in having our witnesses comment on whether now 
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is the time to re-establish a privacy commission that would specifically focus on gov- 
ernment privacy issues, especially given all the technological developments that 
have occurred since the commission filed its final report in 1977 and the current 
state of our nation's security concerns. 

I should also note that both my Subcommittee•the Subcommittee on Commercial 
and Administrative Law•and Chairman Chabot's Subcommittee•the Constitution 
Subcommittee•have played a major role in with respect to protecting personal pri- 
vacy and civil liberties in this era of heightened security under the leadership and 
guidance of Jim Sensenbrenner, the Chairman of the Judiciary Committee. As both 
the 9/11 Commission Report and TAPAC Report concluded, it is no easy task to bal- 
ance the competing goals of keeping our nation secure and protecting the privacy 
rights of our nation's citizens. I believe that our respective Subcommittees and the 
Judiciary Committee are uniquely and best suited to study and resolve these issues. 

Our accomplishments to date include the establishment of the first statutorily cre- 
ated privacy office in a federal agency, namely the Department of Homeland Secu- 
rity. We have also spearheaded the creation of a similar office in the Justice Depart- 
ment, which is contained in legislation now pending in the Senate. In addition, both 
my Subcommittee and the Constitution Subcommittee have considered and sup- 
ported legislation requiring a federal agency to prepare a privacy impact analysis 
for proposed and final rules and to include this analysis in the notice for public com- 
ment issued in conjunction with the publication of such rules. 

I will conclude my opening remarks with a quote from one of our founding fathers. 
As I think you'll agree, Mr. Hamilton's observations and warnings are as meaning- 
ful today as they were when he wrote them more than two hundred years ago: 

"Safety from external danger is the most powerful director of national conduct. 
Even the ardent love of liberty will, after a time, give way to its dictates. The vio- 
lent destruction of life and property incident to war, the continual effort and alarm 
attendant on a state of continual danger, will compel nations the most attached to 
liberty to resort for repose and security to institutions which have a tendency to de- 
stroy their civil and political rights. To be more safe, they at length become willing 
to run the risk of being less free." 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE STEVE CHABOT, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OHIO, AND CHATRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE 
CONSTITUTION 

I'd like to thank Chairman Cannon for holding this important hearing today. 
September 11, 2001, changed our world. It changed the way in which we view ter- 

rorism and the way in which we, as a country, must protect ourselves. 
Since that tragic day, Congress acted quickly to protect the country from future 

terrorist attacks. For example, through the Patriot Act, we provided our law enforce- 
ment officials with enhanced investigative tools to prevent the planning of future 
attacks, and we authorized the creation of the Department of Homeland Security 
to better coordinate activities within our country to protect against the future threat 
of terrorism. 

In taking action, we have been mindful of the protections afforded by our Con- 
stitution and our need to protect them as we protect our country. In the Patriot Act, 
we included protective measures, such as the sunset provisions. When authorizing 
the Department of Homeland Security, we ensured that a privacy officer position 
was established to examine the implications of the agency's rules and regulations 
on privacy and to address any issues that may result. 

Over the last 20 months, the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the 
United States (9/11 Commission) has investigated the circumstances and events 
leading up to and on September 11. 

In their report, the 9/11 Commission identified deficiencies within the federal gov- 
ernment and made recommendations, including recommendations to safeguard pri- 
vacy, to better protect the American public. While we must move expeditiously to 
make our country safer, we take care to do so in a thoughtful and Constitutional 
manner. 

I look forward to discussing the Commission's recommendations with our wit- 
nesses today and determining what Congress can do to better protect the privacy 
of our citizens. 

As we move forward, it is important to remember that having effective anti-ter- 
rorism measures does not necessarily comprise the protections afforded by our Con- 
stitution, as one is not the enemy of the other. The enemy is terrorism. 
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Statement by Rep. Jerrold Nadler 
Hearing on the Recommendations of the 

9/11 Commission and the DOD Technology 
and Privacy Advisory Committee 

August 20,2004 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Given the importance of this matter, and the fact 

that nearly three years have elapsed since the attacks of September 11,1 am 

pleased that we have returned to consider the recommendations of the 9/11 

Commission now, without waiting - as some have suggested - until next year. 

Whatever conclusions members may ultimately draw about these 

recommendations, it is important that this work receive our immediate and careful 

consideration. 

I want to welcome our former colleagues, Rep. Hamilton, and Sen. Gorton, 

and to thank them for the important work they and their colleagues have done. 
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1 am also pleased thai we have Secretary Marsh here today. The issues that 

gave rise to the Secretary's Technology and Privacy Advisory Committee arc also 

implicated in the Commission's recommendations, so it is important that we have 

the benefit of your work. 

Finally, 1 want to welcome back Ms. O'Connor Kelly. The 9-11 

Commission has recommended, in somewhat general terms, that we set up a Civil 

Liberties Oversight Board. The TAPAC Commission has similarly recommended 

that the Secretary of Defense create a "policy-level privacy officer." Congress 

will have to work out the details   I hope that your experience as the Privacy 

Officer for the Department of Homeland Security can shed some light on how we 

might ensure the independence and effectiveness of the offices created pursuant to 

these recommendations. 
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The need to improve capabilities and coordination within the intelligence 

and law enforcement communities was all too well demonstrated on Sept. 11. 

Thousands of innocent citizens, who did nothing more that board an aircraft or go 

to work, were barbarically slaughtered. We ignore, at our nation's peril, the 

lessons we can draw from the intelligence failures leading up to those crimes, and 

from other recent intelligence fiascos. 

At the same time, increased governmental powers carry with them increased 

risks to the rights of all citizens. We expect our government to keep us safe, but 

we are also a nation with a healthy mistrust of unfettered governmental power. 

Our whole system of government combines limited powers, with checks and 

balances, that must be maintained.   Rights sacrificed in a time of emergency are 

often lost forever; actions taken in the heat of the moment are often a source of 

shame and regret to later generations. 

So our job is to strike an appropriate - and workable - balance. That is not 

easy. As the members of the Commission have noted: 
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Many of our recommendations call for the government to 

increase its presence in our lives .... Therefore, while protecting our 

homeland, Americans should be mindful of threats to vital personal 

and civil liberties. This balancing is no easy task, but we must 

constantly strive to keep it right. This shift of power and authority to 

the government calls for an enhanced system of checks and balances 

to protect the precious liberties that are vital to our way of life. 

[Report pp 393-394). 

Similarly, the TAPAC Commission noted; 

We believe it is possible to use information technologies to protect 

national security without compromising the privacy of U.S. persons. 

The answer lies in clear rules and policy guidance, adopted through 

an open and credible political process, supplemented with educational 

and technological tools, developed as an integral part of the 

technologies that threaten privacy, and enforced through appropriate 

managerial, political, and judicial oversight, [p x] 
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With that sound guidance in mind, I welcome our panel and look forward to 

your testimony. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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